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'PREFACE

(
%

,
At the'request df The President's Commiss °reign

. Language Studies, three U.S.

/ ..
agenciesthe U.S. Office of Education, the Natio Endowmeht

. . . i
-

for the Humantties, and th6 International Communication Agency--
. .

funded a brief Rand study for the President's Commissiön. The

study, conducted from March 5 to June 7, 1979, is-a largely q4al-

itative analysis of the supply and demand for foreign language

and internationaL specialists and of the use to which their

skills are put in'the private and public sects;r:s. -It is hiSed on

a review'of the literature ()11 the field and on more than 150

interviews with representative's of four main gidups that affect

supply and desiand for .specialidts: universiiies and other

training institutions; (2) prIvate business;.(3) federal, state,

and international agencies; and (4) foundations and other nonpio-

fit oiganizations.
a

The.purpose of the study is to prdiride the President's-Com'

mission with .a descriitidn'of the present and expected trends

affectini training in these'skills.and the uses io which they are

put; suggestioup, for future xesearch; and a discuSsion, without

At,
recommendations, of some of the main policy issues.

. A

On the basis of i vety short.study, we cannot pretend to

offer quantitative precision or unequivocar policy recommenda-
.

tions in this complex field; however, we believe that the policy

4%.

implications discussed in Chap. 5 follow closely from the study's

.40

findings.
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INTRODUCTION
, . (

. In February 1979, the President's Commission on Foreign

Language and International Studies asked Rand.to condiict a lipb

week study of the supply and demand for specialists in'fOreign

langnages and international studies, to investigate thesrelation

'of these issues to national need and to submit a briefing and .

4

preliminary report to the Commftsion in June 1979. This final '-

version of. the report is directed to people in.government, busi-

uess,and Scademielife who are concerned with specialist train-

, ing and recruitiont.

The study is based on a review of the literature (see

Bibliography) and some 170 personal interviews.with representa-,

tives of business, government, universities, and other nonprofit

institutions. Uiing these sources, we investigated the U.S. job

market for language.and

cepts ofnational need,

area skills, and tried to assess the coa-
1

or shortages, the existence of which

might iMply very different future needs'in trained manpower from

those now prevailink Because.of iaci'of time, and problems with-

quality and coverage of existing data sources, our findings are
J

necessarily ntative.

The government's principal.instrument for dealing with theSe

issues in the academic sector is the $17 million a year A. cur-

rently spends under Title VI of the National Defense Education
.
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#ct (1958)r to support foreign rangUage and area Studies, fellow-

shipii and research at some "a0 area studies senters in.U.s. .

10 -
.

universities.. We therefore focused our academ4'interviews and

literature review on these centers. Host of our business inter-
,

views were with:U.S. multinational firms from th7e Fortune'500.

group, but ti*Ix also included iilternational law firms, management

consultants, the press, Snd bank*. Our government interviews cen-
«

tered on the major employers of people wiih language and area

skills: the larier-foreign affairs and intelligence agencies,

and the Department of Defense as well as members of Congress. We .

also interviewed foundations that have supported.these studies.

FINDINGS fOR MAJORI.SECTORS

Academic Sector
,

'We assessed the'academic sect ' 'provision and use of spe-
c.

cialists'accor4ing to five .criteria: quantity of training, qual- .

e

ity of training, quality and quantity of research, mix of skills,

ahd fuoding. With respeCt to quantity .of training, we fpunct.,

. .

. that:

.

The number of Ph:D.s awatded in area studies has been

stable (With some recent evidence of.declining`
«

Ph.D.' degree enr6f1t); the'quantity of M.A.s has .
.bealt increasing.

!.

o Study of all languages at colleges and universities

has,declined ahout(104ercent since the 10960s,
.

,while. the study of ancolppon lainguage.s has dOubled
7

the past deCade to a,level of'.6M00 studerks
10 4

a.
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enrolled in colleges and-university courses.

6 Attendance at gradUate schools of inteimational

affairs has ihcreased.

0
.o It has-becoMe harder to place Ph.D. graduates in

recent years, except for thosa'in economics,..; law, .

2
sociology, business, and other professipnai skills.

e
M.A. placement has been somewhat easier, particu-

larly for general schools of international affairs.;

There iS also potential demand for specialists in

.such emerging internatii.nalfields as demography,

energy, and the environment:

In other fields-there iS excess supply, brought

- about by,the saturation of the academic job market,

but the numbers';f graduates have declined very

little in response to fewer job openings.

o The decline in demand is not likely to be compen-

.sated for by government or business employment, and
\c4

may_imply the need for curtailing admissions unless

new soul-ces of demand appear or extant ones are

expanded.

4

t

o The universities4face 4 speCial problem in support-.

-ing specialists in rare ,languages and the more

exotic areas of the'world: The demand for their

services is small, but subject to urgent demand

from government in times of crisis.

4



The quality of students and faculty has'remained high in all

these programs . dtspite declining external support, which is now

.6:instant dollars at perhaps 20 percent of. the peak-
.

levels of 1967. Interiiewees stated that the chief current needs

are.for:
4

o Fellowship funds for foreignstudy and researCh,
.

and adequate:released time for faculty(
-

Acquisition of Special library paterials, which has ,

no

'been impeded by the loss"-of Ford Foundation funding

Iand by mounting costs of proces Dag;
,

Maintenance of national research, exchange ind

training centers, such as IREX and the American

Research Center in Egypt;

o titter training in spoken foreion languages, par-
,

ticularly for use in business, government an'A per-
.

sonal contacts.
1.

These quality problems raise-an important question: Is the

national capacity to train high-quality-foreign language and

A
international specialists beingjmaintained adequately, in light

oepresent and future needs?

We know little about what has happened to the,quality and

quantity of academic research-during the recent era of decline.
c

We know that government funding of eXtramural international

research has declined about 50 percent in constant4ollar terms

since 1967, but we do not know exactly howthis decrease has
4

affected'universities. 'In general our respondents did mit

/ .



believe that the quality or quantity of research has suffered as

yet but many saw problems looming because of actual or imminent

reductions in lihrary acquisitions and travel opportunities for

field work.

There has been interest in internationalkzing University
4 -

curricula-as a way to improve the current mix.of skills The

. .

following evdnts and issues predominate:

o Both external and internal préssures'are arising

for the inclusion of language and international

study in graduate disriplinary and professional

departments, and t.he inclusion of more interna-
.

tional materials in the general undergraduate cur-

riculUm.

o . Internationalization is being urged partly in

response to Title VI guidelines which encourage it_

and partly to create alliances between disciplinary
,

departments and allea centers,'now that.the centers'

outside funding is uncertain.

o Nevertheless, internationalization is encountering

, difficulties. Some disciplines a professions,

notably those whose graduates are easily placed

(economics, business), have resistethe idea.

o Employers tend to prefer interna.tionalization of

discitilines to general area specialization (e.g...

business employers generally prefer to hire aq

M.B.A. who has some knowledge of the international

t
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environment than someone with an M.A. in area stu-

dies).

o Internationalization could divert resources away

from general area studies, 'possibly resulting in

more.concentration on.job'relevance than on. intel-

lectual inquiry, a prospect not uniVersally wel-

comed.

-

From the point of view of the public intelt, the major

problem is that many universities are producing graduates with
.

advanced degrees whose skills are not appropriate forl.the job

parket, and Twist college grachiates have little background in

international affairs. From 1953 to 1970 there was a great

growth of funding for foreign language and international studies

in Americari nniversities under, the stimulus of.Ford Foundation

,fundd (starting iu 19535 and federal funds, primarily Title VI of

-the National Defense Education Act and Fulbright-Hays Act scho-

-tarship aid.. This golden age pf funding ended in the 1970s.

Ford Nundation,funding declined and Title VI was eroded by'inf-

lation (iolIowed by a leveling off after 1975).. The nniversi-'

-ties, already Kird hit by the decline,' are no0 concerned about ,

further erosion of.support.

'It is,difficnit to assess the effects of this decline, for

'several reaions: .

4.
,

.
,o There-are no reliable enrollment data for years

v.,
.

. ..

.,

since 1972, as a result of.Office of Management and

10 .
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Audget poliCies on,restricting gover'mment data col-

40.

lettion.

1
o There are no adequate data on trends in research

i

quality and quantity"..i, ,

-..
/ .

. . .

.
v _o 'Specialists are in oversupply in the job.market; at

.

the same time, critics of international affairs

flt

deplore Americans' lack of international knowledge.

o However, there-is, clear evidence.of selective

resource shortages, notably for foreign study-fel-

lowships, library facilitie, and national overseas

facilities.

There is also evidence Of inadequate spoken

lahguage trainAhg, but it i not clear how much

thisreflects funding and how much it reflects .

-

faculty preferences for emphasizing other aapects

of language training.

The data.provide some argument for Maintaining at least

existing quality levels. That-might be done by some increase in
0.

d .
'funding, at least to offset inflation, or-by cipncentrating .

govrament funding in fewer center,s than the 80-it now supports.

I I'

The latter measure might cause_an increase in the number of iso-
.

.#

lated scholars--those who would lose area ceriter support; it alp()
' /.....

. .

A _

=might diminish the Aiversitiy of research .S114.training approaches:
. .. ,

a

4),

r
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Business Sector

America faces important problems in its in rnational

economic relatiow large import surpluses, Slow wort erówth,

and declining value of the dollar. Although.some ob ervers con-

tend that wider and better use Ofjoreign language an4 area.spe-

cialists Qd improve ourtposition, .the evidence argues that it
,

cannot, for seeral rastins:..4

The basic problems are sttuctural:

productivity.grOwt.h, the catching-up.process in

foreign technology, and domestic inflation.

o American industry generally relies on foreign

low ratescof

nationals for language and area skills, except in a

few small sectors where Americans must deil'

directly with foreign clients (,law, journalism,

management constiltipg, and to a lesser extent,

banking).
-

o Although some'll.S. international'firms expiessed

interest in, more international training'for MBAs,

.410any.of them see it...as'a tedide:bff withiadditional

business training.

0

Laguageneeds are often bard-f:o predict, because,

expatriate staffs are very small and;are- Oarally

4 .

assigned on the bois of managerial,needs, not,

language needi.

..)

at.

f..2.

" ...)

I.
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Most of the SO firms we interviewed assign very few-Ameri-
.

cans abrOad. Americans account for less than thi-ee per thousand
. .

.
. . . .

'pf ,their oyerseas employees, and no firm We interviewed plans tô
II- .

4

increast'at proportion.* English is- the.dominant intefnational
.

,

language,. and'the lirms empol4y foreign-nationals'to deal in the

local language.- .Businssmen are therefore less interested in

ATerican$ nguagp and area knewledge than in their interna-
.

. , .

. .
,, .

. ,

.

.
tiimal.sophisticatton,.but neither tritexion 'is important in

, ...

-
.

.

recruitment., Se ales firms;believe it is *portant tO maintain a
-

.
_

; . .
4, .

( .4 . ' d..)
cadie oCiacademic,andgdVerriment experts 'in these fields, as a ''

, ,--, .

.
.

sOurce:of '

,

The only circumstances in whichlmost American f-irms seek

language skiils,apart fromomettranslatión, are: (1) when a

firm is starting operations i country' (e.g., China) where it

has no local cadre; (2 h host countries, for reasons of

national pride;.stronglyprefer that expatriates speak the language

(e.g., Latin America).; (3) when English is not spoken in.the host
A

1

country (e.g:, N64.11 Afrilia and former French West Africa).
*r.

Foreign-owned imatinationalS (interviewed for comparison

with U.S. firms) also have,?ery small expairite staffs. Unlike
.r

f

many'Ati:erici;n expatriates:they know thelangu'age7 ' i the h2st

qountry, and Often'have greater, career incentives to remain in

foreign service.than. do Americans. These respondents do not

,. believe that language deficiencies currently hamper American

firms óñ the international scene but there was'some belief that

..di4fficUlties might arise as competition heightens.

11.

9.

6

A
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Government Sector

We investigated typeS7of.questions concerning the

governMent's use of these skills:

. 1. Questions about the type and level bf training of

sovernment employees with these skills;

2. .Questions about ge comparative career in&ntives

for specialists in federal service.and in academic'
.

positions; ,

`Questions about the long-term'supply of skilled

manpower;

4.*.Qugstidns about the quality bf intelligence

analysis in foreign areas, and the proper balance

between.short7termAnd long-term analysis,
N

Ihere were several concern's about the level and type of

university education and recg4.1.mentfor government service:
ft

0 Top officials in the iptellignce agencies are con-

'cerned about inadequacies in current training

and use of foreign affairs analySts..-

o Most' Foreign ,affairs agencies mentioned recrilits'

lack of adequate Spoken language skills,'but rou-
,

tipely expected to remedy the0 by government-
.

e.

sponsoredtraining,

q 'Senior officials stated.that intelligence agedcies

do not give employees enough'-refresher traiding in

'.area studies andkanalytical methods,.nor enough



opportunity to spend time in countries of their,

professional interest.

o Despite these reservations, foreign affairs aged-

cies'at the operating level generally cited filgh

quality and ample quantity of international spe-

cialists, both in _recruitment and career, seivice.

The major problems citel with respect.to management and

career incentives for-government specialists were:

o Career incentives, particularly in.,the,Department
r

of State acid in the officer corps of thke Department
-

;

of Defense, encourage generalists at the expeae of

'

specialists, thereby discouraging long-term area

assignments and career commi.ement to reselayca and

intelligence.

o' yarious p.ressures encourage massiN4 intelligence .

collection that may-be subjedted to .shallow and

perhapserroneous short-term, analysis, at.the

' expense of deeper and:sounder long-term analysis.

Although junior officers often benefit professionally from

language training assignments; there is substantial evidence in

the bepartments of State 'and Defense that language and area .

skills may be detrimental to long7term career incentives. These

agencies geneially do not grant their highest career rewards to

.pecIple who are typed as language or area specialists or research
#

.analysts;_such people tend to be frozed in louTr-level positions,
) '

1 5
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both because their specialties are useful there and because they

.are commonly reputed to lack appropriate breadth of eperi:ence-,

for executive positions.

pnder the circumstances, it is not surprisng that specialT

ists have.a strong motivation either to don generalist's robes or

to leave the service. We were.told.that highly quaWied

cialists often retire early from government service, or do not

reenlist, parti.pularly in the Department of.Defense, where turn-
.

over is said to impose particularly high costs on idtelligence

data collection. We thus confront a situation fraught with con-

siderakle irony: The government is responsible for dissipating

the very expertise it'actively recruits; od the constant loss
*

tends to weaken the governments incentives to improve the, train-

ing prggram.

0
Concern,was expiessed 'Over thOong-ruti supply of trained

manpower, particularly 'for esóteric language sklils an.d high

i quality analytical skills for intekligenC'e agencies.. The major

.

.

problem cited was how intelligence agencies can attract people

who combine disciplinary skills with area and llguage

rt

Other special problems of gover,eat international research

. and intelligence were cited:

11.

o Data collection tends to dominate analysis;

.Federal external resear6 funding decline4.50 per-

cent between 1967 and 1976 in consrant.dollars, and

the government foreign intelligence tiudget'has also,

declined, as i resnit of inflaticiii.

The best qualified younger area specialists do not'

16
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choose inteilikence c'areersC

o Collaboratgion between'gol:7ernment pgencies and

academic experts is less thin it used to lie; as a

result, foreign affairs staffs ffnd themselves more

: isolated,'intellectually, from outside sources of

knowledge andcritical opinion.

'The weight of inference is that the U.S. government, despite

,
its interest in recruiting qualified specialistdoels not in

. . 1 A't;
t

'14 '
*4 fact place a high value on sustaining specialized language and

area skillsLexcept insdfar as they are compatible with general-
I

ist,careers. The a ove-thentioned.lstaCles to effiective recruit-'

'merit and use of specialized staff are likely to persist. he

d ieclne Of federal expenlitures on foreign affairs research

further evidence that these skills receive low priity

. We also interviewed two international'agencies the Unired
411

'Nations and World Bank:. They recruit few American prafessionals,
NA-

lboth citing lack of fluency in,French as common'and major
o

impediment. They were the only organizations of some 150, we

, interviewed that mentioned language as a general barrier to

employment.,

A
17
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Needs and National Objectives

iie define national rfeed either in terms of market demand (as

_used in our job niarket interviews) or as a shortage of supply. .

Strictly speaking, shortages arise when more specialists are

demanded at the going wage than training,institutions can pro-,

,duci;. but; our definitiOn also includes shortages due-to: (I)

n6nmarket or short-ttrm market factors that inhibit the clearing

of the job market (e.g.,a wage freeze or an institutional res-

triction on hiring); (2) a-desire for specialists.but ho means of

Payik for them; (3)' a normative belief that the nation ought to

have more specialists than it now uses. Excess supply also can,.

reflect nonmarket or market factors (e.g., excessive federal sub-

sidy of graduate training, or short-teirm sehifts in demand for

professors).

Deciding whether specialqt supply and demand is a'problem
4

tfit impinges on national objectives to the point of viarranting

political intervention is a Value question, propeTly resolved by.,

. .

,. t . , .
.

. .

1

political processes. It is -very' difficult to demonstrhi3O that
.

..- . .

______ ,
any.sptcific, observpd na;ional netd for specialists does ,or does

...
.. T
not exist; so many factors gd into the..attaihment or failure of

. ,

natioaal objective that it is virtually impossible to.point a
. t

finger-at either the importance or, the inconsequentiality of spe-
0.

, ..

-cialists to the outcome.

Qur literature review and interviews yielded seven nat onal

objectives, however, for which federaltintervention theoretically

. could appropriate: national securiO, economic-strength,

international compttence, healthy democratic processes, efficient.



r.

training of specialists, efficient useof specialists, and.promo-

tion of basic research.

Natipnal Security: Security needs for

arise if:

specialists cOuld

o The market fails to sUpply the *number, quality, or

kinds of people that thg agencies s ek;

o The agencies have the right people,

badly;

o The agencies, the President, or Congress do

.seem aware of the relationships between our

but use them

na6.onal security and greater or"better upe

cialists.

As for the first possibility,mo

reported'tbat in the current absenge

not

of'spe-

syvernment agencies

of cripes they havelidequate.

numbers.and'quality of foreignaanguage.and 'international

In general,in teras of tinmet demands we did not,observe a

specialist-relevant national secutitylae4, although intelligende

,=0agencies stated that they would like to have more'specialists.

There were exceptions to this general finding for some,

skills, for, cert,laiii elements of

.(e.g., certain raye language'or

quality, and for some agencies

area skills, fluent bilingual

speaking competence, and particular skill combinations of discip-

lineS, language* andearea knowledge). The national security

contequences of these shortages.are unknown.'

19
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GovernMent respondent& noted-unmet demand .duning'crises,

particularly for "'low volume",skills, those associated with .areas

usuolly of.yeripheral foreign:policy intersst. we alto found

that foreign affairs agenkies do not make effective use of the

, specialists they recruit; e.g:, careei- Ilicentives in the Depart-
.

.. .

ments of State and Defense encourag people t become general-
..

i _-,

ists not specia1its.
w.

r.-__ ....c
.

bur interviews found that Executive level, and Congressional

,
support for agency requestspor more language and international

,

specialists is often.lukewarm. We have*no basis for judging

whether these higher-level decisions do-or do not responds

applopriately to national objectives.

.

Ecoilomic Strenah. Although our balance of payments problem

weakens our knternational eConomic *position, wg see no evidence,.
,

that business demand for,Or use of language and area Specialists

would help matters-significantly, because:

o
,

Our trade position has deteriorated largely.because
k

of low'fateS of increase in U:S. productfvity, the

%

A

catching-up prodess in foreign.technology, and

domestic inflation.
,

Firms reportp very little unmet demand for spe- .

# a

cialillts. : 1 .

,

, o American firms rely primarily on foreign nationals

2/,

V

,to.staff their foreign officed, a practice also

followed by foreign c6mgetitors of Ameri-can'firMs.

20
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International competence osbjectives.steM from the desire to

avoid embarrassing intidents, suth as poor.interpreting,.that

. suggest AMerican ignorance of. foreign langu'ages or cultures. .Ctur

goiernment.and.business interviewees showed.no inclination to

-chang hiring requirements, internal training policies, or over-

seas assignment policies to forestall such incidents.

A healthy democratic:--process might be furthered-if American

citizens acquired more,knowledge of foreign languages and inter-.

national affairs. An.increase in advanced training ind research
ca.

could contribute to that goal by adding graduates Uo the poot of

high schooleand college teachers. It is doubtful, however, thW

the market could absorb many more teachers unless the frderal

gov'ernment chose to fund internatienel education in schools and

-colleges.

It is also prausible to argue that a healthy demoCracy

should maintain an ind,ependent source of klaowledge and criticism

about foreign' areas 4nd world affairs :to avoid' a government

monopoly of evertise-and cAasequent one-sidedness. Furthermore;

,

because the governMent.seems. unable to.conduct its- own effectiv.e..
long-term researc4 in these fieids,.outside specialists May be -

the only'avai-lable source of such. kn9wledge. % '

Effectiveness of Training. The evidence points to a current
,

-- -

oversupply of Specialists. Area tenter,graduateS are increasing

-slightly in numer, while academic faculty and research openings

:are declining ,and government and business demands remain rela-

tively stable. On these grodnds, Title.VI and foundation pre-
.

doctoral fellowship funds should not be used to stimula-te Beneial

,

r.
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levels of supply, but should be allocated selctively to produce .

specializea skill* higher levels oof competence, and-needed

skill-mixes.

Three issues about training apility arise. First, our

Y'
Kespondents in.all fields reported that the quality of current

*
students remains high,-despite declining job opportunities,

although some concern was-expressed.about future quality.
.

Second, there were feelings of foreboding about the quality
^

of.foreign area training. Academic respondents pointed to- de-
%

clining opportunities fór students and faculty'tb study in

, the nation or.region Of theit specialty. They also'note that

Tflation.endangers the maintenance of library. research chollec

tions.
"-

Third, business .aid government respondents report that spe-
,

'
ials.t.s with fOreign an ua e skills are not well t.raittpd'in.

A

spoken languages.-

.With regard to skill mix, employeg:contended iklat too many.

7..speCialists are.produced-who hive anmaFketable

skill§ (e.g.,.hiitoiy; iolitical,s'aence, language and litera-

ture, anthropblogy) and not enough-with marketable disciplinary,

.

vocational, and foreign language/international skill combina

tibns, For ex4mpy,kthe business school and law school. faculties
..

report'ed-ghortages.of enmpetent faculty with.area training AO .

international.skills (etg., international-finance, the laws of

.,
foreign nationall).

a
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Unemployment problems.for speciali& were cid by respOn-

dentss, Tresumably signalling: excess training.because or:excess

subsidy; poor communication between trainers and eiplOyers; or
A

general economip conditions call&g for the application of the

usual tools 1Of national deionoMic stoney.

1

Basic Research. Area studies, in their present form; werei

developed for their applied value--to jive America a more spa-

cious and effective entryway info the world arena. NevOrtheles,p,

much of the research that the centers fund indirectly through

additional staff or providing released time is basicresearch,

whose value can be:judged by "the sail* criteria as other ba,sie ,

research.

POLICY IMP:LICA/IONS
Pec

We have found thiCcertain defiCiencies in the foreign
,

language -and international'.,stud,ies.system inaybe imPeding the

. achievement of national.objectives.. If so,'if is appropriate for

41-

the federal government to consider new public policies in this
ce.

field.. J114 section considers the posSible'policy implications
.1.t

ofur findings;- in-.addition'tö those discussed in thd'preceding
;k

'An impOrtant characteristic of the. market for language,

area, and other international specialists is that crises, such as

war 'or international tension, ?stimulate rapid, increases in

government demand which, in time, stimulate academic demand. As

government demand slackens after g crisis, it takes several years

r
for the,supply of trained manpower to adjust downward. Further7

iore, the needed mixAof skills changes'. During the'1950s and,

3

.f

g .
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ft

ks.
1960s-, most specialiSts prepared foi academic jobs; but.in the.

-

1970's, and prospectively in the 1980s,

dwindled. Yet most universities,'often

academic openings have'

'for ugderstandable rea-

sons, continue to,produce an oversupply'ofTh.q.s in disciplines

where academic jobs are tew .. Meanwhile, they are-not

p.

I.

t.

enough international specialists to beet.demandin fields where

there is-high demind for C-141bined disciplinary and international

skills.(economics, political analysis for intelligence work,

business, lay). This is a diff'cult'problem; useful As it would

be to discover ways tZ) adapt t fluctuations of market supply and:

demands everyone crerned wo ld benefit far more if the cycles

of supply and demand could be abilized.

Our.alialysis leads us to eug

tAat might affect both supply and

ins and suppl, they are:

. ,

est consideration of'policiqs.
4 .

emand. In relation .to train-

'1. To maintain, as an interim measure, the present

?real resource level okuniverSity training capacity.
-

'in foreign language and international skills, tak-
.

ing account, thereby, of botb inflatidn and the

changinlinternational %Thine of the dolIirl and to

provide for a study aimed at making ,specific long-

run recommendations about the size and focus of

'federal support:

2. To restrict or expand, by discipline, as demand

prospects indicate, the level of admissions for

gradUate degrees in international studies'.

Tb mainiain,an agreed level of suppoh for,three

4.

.
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elements of foreign itudy and research: fellow-

Oips for studx and.research; national cnters for
4

. A.

overseas research,'training, and exchanged and .-t.,

i
ryspecialized libra acquisitions.'

. 4 .

4. 'Totake a variety of factions to:improve the.4.evel
.

. -

of competence in spoken languages ProVided b9, Amer-,

S.

ican'training institutions., while mapitaining other

skills as needed for literary and scholarly pur-

poses.

5 To shift resources preferably thromgkjgreater

\ iuniversity-govethme tAmis4ness collaboration; from

riow-demand to high-demand disciplines an d priqes-
-

.sions; and encourage more language and interns-

tional studies optiOns as a part of specialaked

Osciplinary 9r professional training.

_-6. To consider changes in the delivery of training

through: greater codcentration of greater disper-
.

A

sion of area studies centers; opening government

language training instittites td2'academic and &si-

nes& users; and restructivcing th government's-

administration of NDEA'Title` VI.

4or

In terms of'demand, the only problem that has emered for

business is the diffi,culty of transMifting-to the universities
1.

-

its moderate interest in foreign languages and internatipnal stu-.

dies as ancillary skills. This gives-rise to,no new policy

: implications, other,than those already discussed for improving
'1111P-

. r
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e- S..

,, ,s.... t ' .'
1 '

r .

collaboration and shifting to higb-4em4nd skills. :

or''governialat.,_whIAJace.st,peienrtial probleps in managing a
_ - ,

, . ,
.

2 , 4--. ,.t

,vast laboy force,.mdst.of, the'main'problms--cycles of demand '

. . - 4?.
. .

fnidequate staff. qiia,lity; 7and inappropriai tareer inceptives and
, , v o, 7.

s.

-..- consequent rapid turnover of spegialits--are not-unique to the
1 A .

. t,1 ,/ t.

.1301 4-.. :.

.

specialties we hay* en examining; yet they take on a particular
., . .

, . . ,

..

.--, ) 1
-fOrm in:ihe case of language& and,ineerria,tional skills: Th'e main

\ .. .4

1

, ,
. c,..

,policy issues to conisi.der are: ,
. ..;

,

.-.

l 0
'.. . P , ' .

1. FOreign affairs agencieee'language skills:appear..to
i p

.--

ileed improvement.- How ilhould ile'skilli,be R I

. B

provided--by government training institutes,

_universities, jstudy abroad? What should,pe the
, .

role of e'ach' (since each clearly will,contiftue to
:

have an importligt role)?

All
. ...

2. The quality of long-te intelligence analysis is
\

said to babVicient and its quantity too small:

Can the skills of current-stafftle improved by .

refresher t1A4aing or more advanced training?

so,should governmenttraining, universitiesor

study abroad be the main% vehiclefor maintaining

skills? More broadly, are the pressures of goverd-
4

ment consistent With high:quality, long-term

research in these fields?

Should the government maintain low-volume language
%

and area skills ddring periods of Contraction, or

should universitles, with gOvernment.subiidy be

the long-teri'.repOsitory.pf these skills?,



a

\Should foreign ,affairs agencies restructure tileir

career Incentives to encourage specialization in

language and arda skills? If so, should there be

partially separate career specialist services, or-

should general career development standards'be.

changed?
,

5. ShoUld the government exercise7ge control over

supply by Creating a commission to oversee and, in

4
light of.demand conditions and national need,, set

s

priorities for federal aid to universities, as part

of a restructuring of the aid system?

The government appears to be at a crossroads in this tattei, where
.

c

it can choose among three broad directions to pursue. It can.choose
;

,to accept the current situation as it is, leave it to
4
market forces.

0 adjust supply and demand, and cope with crises by,resorting to the

firsefightiiig tecfiniques..it. has used in the past. It can decide tq,

continue the low priority .it accords to language andAnternational

studies, but-reviae is olicies .and reallocatlys funding.more ra..

tionally, to gef.,the most out of limited rebources while otherwise 1

lhelping all partiei.to adjust to austerity. Or it can inteivene in

the marketplace, stimulate b:th 'supply and demand, and prbmote lan-.

guage and.intprnational studiesamong scholars, government emploeea,

busineas people and perhaps*tbe
/
citizenry.. yrhe choices will depend.

on ,policymakers'_pek,ceptions pUnational needs and objectives, and on. _

cost-effettiVeuess coiparisons among the akterpatives. This study

.Aeeka to enable informed pOlicy Choices.in a field where diverse

oPinionS ElOhr dud judgMent is:difficult.

-
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.Chapter. 1 .

1--,: HISTORY.AND ANALYTIC DESIGN

..

HISTORY OF'THE'PRESIDENTIAL gommIssibt/

Three events stimulated the formation of.the President's
0

Commission on Foreign Languate and International'Studies:

intereit in the State Department and National Security'Council,

Congressional interest, and :articles of thesHesinki Accords.

In'August 1975, signatories to the Helsinki Accords, includ-
*

ing the United States,,agreed to:

. . . encourage the study of foreign languages and civili-
zationls as an important Teans of expanding coMinunication
aiong.peoples for their better acquaintance with the
culture of each country; as welras for the strengthening
of international cooperation. . .

Independently of the Acc(!rds, Secretary of State Kissinger

issued an interagency memorandum in October 1975 directing a

review of the Problem of foreign arei-research and training

activity. However, the resultant interagency task force, created

\under the National Security Council's Under Secretaries Commit-

tee, never' issued a final report..

In June 1977 Senator Claiborne Pell of Rhode Island and

Representative Dante Fascell of Florida sent kletter to

President Cartert'proposing a Commission to study the condition

of foieign language and internationa studies ire theolnited

.



States. The White House issued an Executive Order establishing

the Coiamission on April:21, 1978. President Carter appointed 25

members of the Commission on September 15, 1978, vith Dr. James

Perkins as Chairman.

The Executive Order specified four obj,Ictives for the Com-

missidn:

1.- Recommend means for directing public attention to

the importance of foreign language and interna-
,

tional studies for the improvement of commOnica-

tions. and understanding with other nations.,in an

increasingly interdependent world;

2. Assess the need in the United States for foreign

language and area specialists, ways in which

foreign language and international studies conqi-
-

bute to meeting these needs, and the job market for

individuals with these skills.

3. ReCommend what foreign language,area studies pro-

grams are appropriate at all academic levels and

recommend desirable levels and kir+ of support for

each that should be provided 'by the ,public and

private sectors.

4. ReView existing legislative'authorities and make

recommendations for changes needed to carry out

most effectively the Commission's recommendations.

33



The Rand.Corpoxation study primarily, reflects the

Commi4ion's second ob3ective, with "need4 defined in conven-

tional demand terms.

4'HISTORY OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND INTERNATI6NAL STUDIES
.1

The history of foreign language and international studies in.

the United States shows clearlk demarCated stages, paralleling

-other trends in American llfe.

Before World War II the low level of foreign language and
a

international.intellectual activity reflected the isolation of

the United States. Owing to our dominant cultural'heritage, our

foreign area and-language studies were primarily concerned with

*Western Europe. Only a few scholars at a,few universities.spe-

cialized in non-Western languages and cultureS, generally the

premodern languages of China and'those of the Middle East,

including Arabic (Thompson, 1970). Even our West European

interests were nadrow, focusing-primarily on Great gritain and to

a lesser extent on France' add Germany. Spain, Italy, .the Scandi-

navian countries, smaller countries of Western gurope, Eastern

1.

'Europe; and the USSR received little academic attgation (Ward and

Wood, 1974).

Table.1.1 is'a chronology of the major foreign language and

tAnternational studies events from World War II until today. As

the entries for the early 1940s indicate, World War II increased

the natidnal concern with foreign languages add international'

"udies1 extending it to languages and regions hithert9 ignored. ,

For example, in 1942, the-American Council of Learned Societies,

National Research Council, Social Sciences Research Council, and
g

.



the Smithsonian Institution organized an Ethnogeographic Board to

; aid the Armed Forces, and other agencies with knowledge about

forei,gn regions.

Table 1.1

HISTORY OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND INTERNATIONAL
STUDIES IN THE UNITED STATES

1941 American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS).estab-
lishes Intensive Language Program. (Stimulated A

college and university courses on uncommon languages.)
A

1942 ACLS, the'National Research Council (NRC) the Social:
-Sciences Research. Conncil.(SSRC),,and tbe Smithsonian
Institution, establiSh the Ethnogeografiic Bpaid to
aid-military services and other agencies with foreign,
region.knowledge.during _war years_

1943 Foreign Are,i and Language Studies-program of the Army
Specialized Training Program begins.

1943 SSRC maintainS'a Committee on World Regions.

Post M1411 ACLS establishes-the Committee on the'Langu.age Program
.(sponsored language research, proVided fellowships'to
.linguistics institutes, adMinistered the .production pf
language manuals):

1945-46 ACLS, SSRC, and NRC'establish a Joint Exploratory.
Committee on World Area ResearCh to investigate.the
feasibility of ah intercouncil program.

.

1946-48 SSRC Committee on World Area Research assists in. coca"
.pletion Of'Hil's survey of area programs in universi-

.

ties (begun in 1946), sponsors its-publication (1947),
111 -and holds a national conference on.study-of World

areas.(SponsOred by tarnagie Corpora,tion):'

. .

1947-1953 . Carnegie Corporation funds SSRC Area.Research Training
Fellowship Program.

. 1948 U.S. Information and Educational Exchange Act pasS
estabIiihing broad authority for edneational exchanges
in all parts of the wOrld.

,./

1952 ACLS Committee on Language 'Program inaugurates'program
in Oriental Langnages with-Ford Foundation grant.

Modern Language Association (MLA), inaugurates Foreign
Lailfguage Prograta:

1952.
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1953

.:,1953-1967

1954-1972

1958

1959 ,

1959-1960.

1959-1968

196-1

Ford Foundation starts Foreign Area Fellowship Program
to suppoet graduate,training in non-Western regions,
USSR, Eastern Europe, and Western Europe.

Ford Foundation initiates and conducts International'
'Training and Resedrch program.

'SSRC-Committee on Compatitive Policies est'ablished.

Nationalliefense Education Act (NDEA) pasSes. The
Act includes Title VI,,which provides the authoriza-
-tion to fund foreign language and area centers,
training 'fellowships, and researeh.

Center for Applied Linguistics is established with
Yord Foundation funds.

NDEA program begins; Fotd Foundation increases-support
to foreign language-and international studies.

ACLS Ind SSRC establish 7 joint area committees funded
by the Ford Foundation (Joint Committees on African
Studies, Contemporary China, Latin American studies,
Near and Middle Eastern studies', Asian studies, .

Japanese and Korean studies). ,These Committees have
a mandate to administer research programs, assess the
state of field i. conduct conferences and sttmulate new
research.

,

Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act (Fulbright-
Hays Act) passes, .consolidating all previous,laws re-
lating to exchanges and strengthening tfie program's
support of American studies abroad and promotion of
foreign languages and area'studies at schools in the
United States.

1962 Ford transfers responsibility for .Foreign Area'Fellowr
ship Program (operating since 1953) to the ACLS and
SSRC.

196S

1968

Establishment of the Natiopal Endowment for the Humanities,
which provides support for several elements of the foreign
language and international studies system: research col-
leetions, national facilities, and strengthening of foreign
language curricula. --

.International Education Act paises4 money never appro-,4

priated.

II= (International Research and Exchange Board) is
_established as a joint SSRC ind AdLS agency admini-
stered by. the ACLS. ,Conducts official exchange train-
ing and*research programs between the United States
and 7 Eastern European states for 'faculty and graddate-
_students. .

36
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1971 , Congressional. appropriation for Tilde VI about one,
half of.1970 appropriation. Reduced appropriations
cause Summer Intensive Language program to be dis-
continaed, ,

,

.

1972 Final Ford International Training and Research grants
expire. Increased.Congressional appropriations allow
Summer Intensive Language Program to be re-introduced.

4

PL 92-318 (Education, Amendments of 1972) removes NDEA
requirement that language training has to be a component
of center activities and students' advanced training in
order to qualify for grants or fellowships. Allows
2 new programs that were authorized under the hever-

' funded International Education Act: (1) graduate
international studies programs oriented to Contemp-
orary problems or topics;* and (2) undergraduate inter-

'.national.studies programs to primidi'an. international
perspective to general education.

-

1976 !PL 603 (Citizen EduCation) passes, with,a trigger
mechanism regniting that at least $15 million first be
appropriated.for Secs. 601 and 602-. Allows funding
for training programs at K-I2 levelsand for adult
education.

From 1945 until the rate 1950s there.was consolidation and

modest expansion ,of the activities stimurated by the war. There

were only a few new foreign area programs, largely concentrated

in graduate'programs at a few Major universities (Ward and Wood,

1974),. Oriented primarily to East.g?ia and the USSR, the content
.

of these programsereflected the post-World War II shift in Ameri-

can international interests. University funds and the founda-

tions, especially-the,Carnegie Corporation and Ford Foundation,

provided the major resources in this period.

The major expansion in foreign, language and international

.studies occurred in the next decade. .As'in the 1940s, defense,

interests accounted for substantial expansion of these fields in

the Period 1959-60 until 1970-71. -In response' to Sputnik, the

Ford Foundation began to 'support a larger number of' selected ar9.a



programs at .reIatively massive levels. The National Defense Edu-

cationAct (NbEA) was passed id 1958 and implemented in the fol-.

lowing.year.
.11

The NDEA presumed.that the security of the nation required'
17

the fullest development of the intellectual resources of the

country. It provided incentives to eduCational institutions and

students to increase the aupply-of scientists.

7

NDEA Title4VI, Sec. 601a, provided for grants or contracts

to establish centers for teaching certain modern foreign
A

languages and knowledge >about regions in which these languages

were used. The fields considered germane included history, pol-

itical.scivt ence, economics, geography, sociology, and anthropol-

ogy.

Section 601b,Trovided for foreign lauguage,fellow:hip's, to

be used for advanced training in certain modern foreign 1 dguages

-and oilei fields needed for a full understanding àf the regions

'in which these languageh were used%

Section 602 established a, research capability, to be used to

determine the need for foreign language and intérñationa1trai-

ing and for the development of curricular materials. The Office
r

of Education' in the Department of Health, Education,_and Welfare'.

*Ms given administrative responsibility for NDEA Title VI.

A third period, from the late 1960s until the present, saw

significant declines in ioundation and federal support to foreign

language and internatkonal activities and a Oift in federal.

focus from specialist to generalist'and Citized training.
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The'reasons for the res6urce decline ake not entirely_clear.
z-

The Ford Foundation traditionally uses its funds to stimmulate,

not to maintain, activities, and its 1967 deq4;lion'to make that

year3s five-year .gr.ints its final awards ilbas consistent:with-that

,tradition. [1]

Reduced federal funding, especially redced constant'dollar

funding, parallels Amierican disengagement from the Vietnam War

and the national. reagsessment of America's post-World War II

4 .
international role. In fiscal year 1971, the executive requested

4.

Congresq, to provide only a third of the monies requested in FY

1970 for Title VI. Although t1;e-Congress appropriatgd 50 peetent.
1

more than requested b'Y the executive, FY 1971. Title VI appropria-

tions were still only half the 1970 appropriations. Pla prepara-
. 4

tion to phasing out the progrdin, themexecutive braneh proposed no

funds at all for Title VI_in FY 1974. Congress approyriatid

$11.3 million. Sincegthen, the program has received modest

increases in funding, with Congress appropriating $17 million'of

'an autborized $75 million in FY 1979.

External funding of foreign language ..;nd international stu7

dies not only declinedin thellast decade, but became more.4 4.44

*4

dispersed'among different kinds of education (specialigt, under-
.

graduate, and citizen, including R-12). This reOlocation of

resources away from specialist training parallels the

t.

1.1) The Ford Foundation had also intended its grants to be .

used partly to, internationalize professional training in such
fields as journalism* liw, and business, and the foundation

_believed that disproportionate amounts were going, not to profes-
sional', but to specialist training..
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democratizing trends in ethicational legislation (e.g.., Title I of

the 1965 Elementary and Secondary Education Act, and the 1976.

Education fpr All Handicapped Children Act). N
ti

The reallocation occurred in the 1972 and 1976 Education

Amendments to Title VI. The 1972 NDEA amendments remdOed two

requirements: (.1) that foreign area.study centert_haire a foreign

language training component to be eligible for support, and.(2).,

-Ittat people seeking feilowapip aupport.include,a foreign.language

,component to their training. They also authorized two new pro-
.

, .

grams, one being an undergraduate international studies Trogram

,

to provide.an international persppctive in undergraduate educa-
... .

tion.

The 1976 NDEA amendments added a new section (Sec. 603) t

Title VI for citizen education. Section 603 authorized the,Com,

missioner of Education to fund ldcally,designed edutational pro-

gia that would increase American students' unkler*tanding of
,

other nations and cultures,. One,of,its purposes was tp help

citizens evaluate the ramifications of American domestic and

intepational olicies. As a result of Sec. 603, Title VI moniea

for the first ti4,could'be.used for I-12'and continuing q,uca-
.

.tion! A trigger mechanism,was added to Sec. 603:requiring that,

at least $15 million be apprPpriated lor Secs. 601 and 602-before

any monies could be allocate& for Sec. 603. FY,4979 arrgiopria-
r,

tions exceeded the trigger ),evel, and Section 603 received $2' -

,

i
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The Office of 'Education consequently chaige4 its 'regulations
4

S.

to require centers receiving Title VT awards qm, engage in

outreach activities atplevels of at least 15 percent of their
1/4

'Title funds. These activities could La-clod; aktistance to

Other universities (e.g., access to speciallibraricollections),

.&) elementary and secondary school4. the business commuaity, and

.

the general pub4c. Their funding could come'frosKany source.

ANALYTICTESIGN OF THE STUDY

The Rand study addresses four questions: .(1) Whet are the

current supply, demand, and use of foreign.language and.interna-

tional skills? (2) What are their projected sdpply,,lemand and

use? (3) What,are the implications of data on these questions

for federal policy toward foreign language and international stu-

4,--h

dieS? (4) What additional

in this area?

Definition of Terms

Our questions-

international studieS,"
*

earch would benefit, policy decisions

*

ired definitions of "foreign language and

"foreign language and international spe-

'cialists," "supply," "demand," "need," and "excess supply." 'The

term "need",appeared in the President's second pandate to the

Commission eft . . . assess the need in the United.States for.

specialists . ."). in much of the literature about foreign
N

language and area specialists, and in the reiponses of those we

interviewed for'the Rand study. The concept is "not entirely' \-
,

ynonymoui with the conventional edonomic definition of-"demand"

. and reqtares a separate.explanation-

4.
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In defining these six terms, we sought to use definitions

consistent with the Commission'a and Rand's Mandates and at least

hot iliconsistent with usage in the literaturea on.foreign

language.and international studies, economics, and public policy.

Foreign Lah:guage and InternaWnal Studies. We define

"foreign language and international Studies" toinclude ani

course in these categories:

o Modern common ancluncommon foreign languages, such.
a h. .

.

as Hebrew, Urdu, Spanish, Farsi, Hindi, Bengali, .

Samoyed% This category excludes languages no

longer spokenAb'y any tilbal or national group, such-

as Latih, Aramaic, and ,ancient Greek.

o Regional or country courses in the disciplines,or

the professional schools, such as modern Near

Eastern history, history of Brazil, thern. economy of

Japan, Islamic law (Sharia), Soviet nationality

problems, Chinese demography.

Comparaftite courses, such as 'courses on CoMmunist

elites, comparative-governments, comparative reli-

gions.4 comparative law, and comparative tax policy.

o Courses that treat multinational institutions or,.

problems, Such as technology trapsfer-to-deVilOping

nations, paltaging-The multinational firm, interua-

tionai organizations, ihternAtional.energy

lems, iransinternational commercial contracts,

,United,Nations law,.international legal problems,

inteinational law of- the' seas.

'
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Foreign Language and International Specialists. "Foreign

language and international ,ipecialists" can be foreign language.

.specialists, international specialists (without much, if any,

foreign language competence), or both. We define any such spe-

eft

cialists as.people whoe through the,American educational system,

have attained a level of foreign language competence or interna-

tional knowledge, or both, that qUalifies,them fdlt jobs that

would otherwise be unavailable or less available to them.
4

'This definition includes people with: (1) (advanced graduate.
f

, level) training in foreign languages. "and international stpdies,

whether obtained within disciplinary departmentS (e.g.,,econom-,

ics with an international economics Specialty),or in fhe profes-:

sional schools (e.g., schools of law, business, journalism, pub-
,

lictihealth); and (2) intensive undergraduate training in foreign

languages and international studies, combined with post-college
,

training to create skills similar td those in category 1. .

,

This definition, excludes people yho ,obtain foreigdlipguage

and international knowledge onlY in K.77,2._or-lielYin-71.1iidergraduate

Few of these people find jobs by virtu of these par-
.

ticular skills.

Our definition also excludes people who attain language and

international, competence outside of the American educational sys-
`, , .

tem, e.g.,, through foreign birth or residence:, , .s.

Supply and Demand. The job mirket.for fOreign language'aild
-

'inter;Iaticital specialists is a segmented market. thus, we have
. .

to desCribe the cmantity ofsupplyand,demand.by Avecialty,
7

and use (fnatitution and:activity).

-43
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1 3

,

"quantity" refers to the number of specialists. "Specialty"

(/
refers to particular skills, such asjang ages (e.g,, Farii)

versu
.;..,

s International knowledge (e.g., arms control), knowledge of
,

one country or region versus another (e.g., Southeast Asia*versus

the Middle East), or one ikill combination (e.g.,international

lawyer) versus another (e.g., an MBA who speaks Japanese).

"Quality" refers to the level of competence in a particular

foreign language or international:skill.

"Vse" or function.refers to the inst4tutions and activities

in which foreign language and international specialists find

employment. For example, specialists can work for the &Vern-

. meat, nonprofit researdh institutions, the private sector, of

' educational institutions (universities, colleges, K-12).. Within

an inst4Ution they can work; for example, in operational versus

analytic capacities, on long-term versus short-term analysis, in.

research versus teaching.

On the basis of tbese_diatinctions, we define Eumaras the
_

stock or pool of foreign language and international specialists,

3

by specialty,)quality, and (within limits) use.

The supply of a skill is usually defined.as comprising all

those individuals who occupy or seek jabs that use that skil4

our definition, however, includes Specialists working in or seek-
,

ins jobs that do not use their. skills, 4s well as those in jobs

that do use them.

14 4
4.
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We chose a. "stock" definition because concepts such as "excess

supply" become more interpretable in that context.

'The concept of use or function is more relevant for aescrib-
.

ing the demand for than the supply of specialists. Within Unt-

ies,' specialist labor can seek and obtain employment across

institutions and activities. Supplir is therefoie less4ifferen-

tiated by function thawis demand. However., this substitution

am;hi-institutions and actiirities haTs.limits, although the limits

almost certainly vary by specialty. For example, we can expect

MBA9i with a Middle Eastern.language and aea'specialty to seek

II

and obtain employment in the privote sector more readily than on

atuniversity faculty. We can expect the reverse for Ph.D. his-
.

torian with a Middle Eastern.specialty.

We define demand as demand for a stock of foreign language\

and international *specialists.

the number of jobs occupied by

. This ttock is defined as:, (1)

specialists by virtue of their

training, by.specialty, quality, and use; and (2) the number of
e

specialist vacancies that employers are trying to fill, by speci-
Mb

alty, quality, and use.[11
4

Need. As we noted earlier, the federal government currently

*
seibsidizes foreign language and international stue*.s. As with

all federal interventions;- the original subsidy 4as based 44"

presumptions of need. A maj5oik.policy question befsqe the Commas-

sion ii whether and in what ways that need persists, i.e.,

[11 Vacancies'can be negative, undef some conditions
employers may want Co reduce their inventory of specialists.
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era

whethe it Is changed in nature or amount. In the debate over

this q stion, the concept of need is used in se Ll ways.,7 /.

.
.

report s relevant to some, but not all of these differ4nt mean-

ings.
k

In e policy debate about foreign language an4,interna-
,

tional st dies,'"need" has two,basic meanings: (1) "demand," as

we ,define it above; and (2) "supply shortages."

We cap discriminate four uses of "shortage."[1]-IThe techni-
i

cal, econoiic definitiontof shortages is a market disequilibrium.

We can dist nguish two types of disequilibria. The first type

. involvelpr ce 'or quantity restrictions imposed by nonmarket fac-

tors that -pr elude an adjustment of Supply and demand. For example,

civil servic hiring freezes or wage schedules can prevent cer-.

tain agencies from hiring specialists or being able to pay a

price that at racts them.

The secon4 type of market disequilibvium refers to lagged
e

market adjustm ts i.e.4.0 short-term disequilibria. Either a

rapid.decline i supply or an increase in demand can produce a

teaporary,sbortage. For example, during international crises

federal demand f r specialists on the countries involved may

inCrease sharply producing a supply shortage within the foreign
4

policY agencies. 1111 theswagencies expected,their new levels of

demand to. persist ve would expect a. market adjustment...

V

(1) We-are in bted to Arthur Alexander of The Rand torpora-
tion forY.these colic ptual distinctions among tyPes. of shortage's.

m *

#'
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A third meaning of shortage derives from the human propen-

sity to want more of anything desirable,

'shortage in this sense reflects people'

short,of satiation. A

preferences in the.

absence of having to ch ose from among them. For example, poll-

cymakers in a foreign p icy agency may express a desire for more

internatio9al specialists, but be unwilling to commit aNrailable-

.slots to obtain them. A businessman may indicate a desire for

more employees knowledgable about particular foreign countries

but be unwilling to spen

L
the additional recruiting effort

required to locate MBAs wl h specifi'c foreign country skills.

shortage in this sense reflects desire in the absence of costf
, ,

.
. e

constraints and has no behavioral meaning in the marketplace.

A special case of the third-sense of shortage occurs when

prices of a good increase shar.y and buyer espond by reducing
.

demand. In this situation buyers often speak of "shortages,"

although in fact they 'could .mai.122iii their prior consuiuption lev-

els of the good if they were willk to pay its increased price.

"Shortage" here really reflects the-psychological' sense of de-

privation that accompanies.reduced consumption qf a.good. For

example,'when American consumers' talk about gasoline shortages,

7

in many cases they mean unavailability of gasoline at its, earlier

prices and au unwillingness to spend additional resources t

maintain prior ceinsumption levels.

The fo th meaning of, "shortage" bears the normative Senti-

ment that there ought to bc more demand for specialists. Sher-
,.

tage in this sense Underlies many of the arguments by specialists
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themselves in the.policy debate.about foteign language'and intei-

aational studies.

The'reasons for the "ought" involve asymmetrical information *

and values, typically asymmetties in perceived payoffs and time

horizons. Someone, usually the speaker or writer, presumes to

have more or better information and Analysis than the party who

alledgedly is acting incorrectly. Shortage in tfris sense usually

appears in conjunction with different national objectives.

"Business (defense, foreign affairs) would do better fotNitself

and the.qpition-if it hired more foreign language and interns- .

tional specialists." "Our democratic processes would be stronger

if citizens were better informed about worl0 affairs."

Differences in time horizons can also-underlie "shortage" in

iti normative sense. For example, it can be argued that our 1

Joreign policy agencies have erugh specialists to meet the

_

nation's immediate needs, but .not our longer-run national secu-
41.

rity interests.

IR sum,,"need" can take ou,five'distinct meanings: (1)

demandi.(2).a market disequilibrium shortage produced by non-

market factors; (3) a shortage produced by teMporary mayket dise-

quilibria; (4)'ca shortage of services.that eiployers would like

to hive if'they did not:have to pay for theml.and (5) RormatiVe

shortages, arising frpm asymmetrical information and values.

This studysystematieally addresses need in its first,

second, Sad third senses. . It reports itateMents Of need in its

foutth sense. It reports asymmetries of infbrmation and values,

but does not evaluate the relative worth of opposing claims.

s.
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Excesd Supply. Finally, we can distinguish excess supply,-

the obverse of supply shortages. The two meanings relevant to

this study parallel the first two definitions of "Shortaged."

First, we use excess supplyein the first sense of market

disequilibrium, where nonmarket factors stimulate supply in

. excess of demand. For example, unlimited admissions to graduate

programs, and federal subsidies of graduate training, can

encourage people to enter these fields in numbers exceeding the

demand for their skills.

Second, we use "excess supply" in the sense of lagged market

adjustments, i.e., short-term disequilibria. Just as rapid

declines in supply or incxeases in demand caq,produce temporary

supply shortages, rapid increases in supply or decreases in

demand can produce temporary oversupplies. For example, the

decline, in academic demand in recent years should have produced a

short-term oversupply of thOse spetialiSts who had iimited job

opportunities outside of academia.

ANALYTIC RELATIONSHIP AMONG SUPPLY, DEMAND, AND FEDERAL POLICY

Job market data, including evidence' of either shortages or

oversupplies of specialists, have no aUtomatic implications for

federal policy. o

,

Federal action is more likely to be indicated if: (1)

, current federal subsidies and regulations can be shown to:contri-

bute to shortages or oversnpplies; or (2) shortages or overitnp-

plies can be shbOn to a4fect the achievement of national objec-

tives.

49
*
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,The literature regarding specialists cites numeroUs-hational

objectives, among which we perceive seven major ones: (1) strong

national,security; (2) competent conduct of internationartran-
d

sactions; (3) a strong ec6nomy, including abundant foreign trade;

(4) a strong democratic process; (5) efficient training of

foreign langitage and international specialists; (0) efficient use

of such specialists; and (7)(gromotion of basic research.

The discussions about national security associate a variety

of serious misjudgments in foreign policy with inadequate'numbers

of spicialists in federal agencies. concerned with' foreign affairs

and in institutions that supply information and analysis to the

government (research firms and university research groups).

These misjudgments: supposedly helped to provoke disrupted rela-

%

tions with nations of security interest to us such as Iran, and

6ncouraged American interventions abroad that reflected impropei

reading of regional or national events, as with Vietnam.

IssueS of American &?mpetence abroad shade into those,of

American national security. We define this objective,separately

A

to includ incidents that seem more embarrassing than hazardous,

such as mistakes in translation in high-level fiegotiations.

I

Some discussions of this objective reflect national pride:
qa

the -desire to appear effective in international affairs. Other

/ observers foresee more ominous.consequences of ineptitude; argu-

.
;in that .repeated instances of incompetejte endanger American

defense by eroding foreign trust in o r ability to handle More

critical situations. intelligently.
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Others argue that small incidents can have large'effects PFor

want of a nail the shoe is lost").

Discussions about the American eeonomy link the paucity of

specialists in business with .forgone trade opportunities and the

'American balance of payments problem.

Foreign iangtiage and interaational'specialists are presumed

to affect democratic processes in two ways. First, it is com-

monly believed that an informed citizenry benefits democratic

processeb by increasing the quality of public discussion and

thereby promoting wiser public policies.

Second, these specialties are belieV`ed to aid the democratic

process by mantaining an independent source of knowledge and cri-

ticism about foreign areas and world affairs. If' U.S.. expertise

on world areas were limited largely to governmentsoUrces, our,

foreign policy would profit far less from the informed,.indepen-

dent.criticism that the government so freely-receives in domestic

Affairs.

The issue of efficient traini4 pertaing io the quantity,

quality, and skill mix of specialists produced. If public subsi

dies or federal regulatiOni produce shortages.or oversupplies at

particular quaiity.levels dr.iii'parti6ular skills, these policY

instryments contribute totraining.inefficieacies.

Some Specialists argue *that the unemployment or Underemploy-

ment of foreign language and international specialists signals a

.nationally inefficient use of these- resOutces. This claim tends '

tounderlie arguments about nsuffiCient:use of specialists in

specific Sectirs (government research.firmS, businesss, uaiver-
.

I

t.
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sities,, colleges, and elementary and secondary schools)7-that is,

about "shortages" in the normative sense.

This study identifies another sense of inefficient use:
*'

inappropriate employient. Oganizations Can hire specialists for

their specialist skills and subsequentlY fail to use them in

their specialist capacity.

The literature rarely connects a basic reearch objective

with foreign language and international studies. This is partly

because these studies achieved prominence in response to applied

needs' particularly defense needs. However, the nation plaPces a

positive value on basic research, as evidenced by, e.g.; the

basic research mission of the National Science Foundation.

can distinguish this from other objectives, including that oi

'11.10aintaining an independent source of knowledge and-cr.iticism.
Atik

' It is extraordinarily difficult to deMonstrate that either

shiktages or Oversupplies:of #pecialists affect the achievement

of national objectives. Reasonable people rarely agree in the

first place on whither a national objective has been adequately

met or not. And even if there is agreement, the attainment of a

national objective involyes such a multiilicity of fagtors that

'it-is almost impossible to isolate the contribution of specialist

skills. As a first approach,to the problem we can suggeSt ways

.in which the commisdion might think about the.evidence put before

it.

Ye can test tlie hypothesis thai shortages or oversupplies of

specialists do*not affeWthe.attainment of national objectives;

/
Lo ically,.however, we can only reject, never-acsepti, this

db.



hypothesiS. In other words we canshow, logically, that shorta'ge

or oversupplies of specialists do affect the attainment oft
tional-objectives, but We cannot show that they do not. Evidence

of such effects can always exist, and we be'unaware of its exis-.

tence.

Although logically possible, showing that specialists affect

the attainMent of national objectives is.difficult in.practice:

Specialists are only one of many potential factors in their

attainment. Estimating the effect of any one influence ulti-

matelr tends-to rely on judgments that are susceptible to

asymmetries of infbrmation. and values.- For-example4 the litera-

ture reports disquieting statistics on Americans' knowledge of_
£oreign languages and international affairs'and on the underuse

of specialists, bdt the Connection with national objecelves is

not clear.. Do these deficiencieS hinder our objectives, and if

so, to what extent?

Even ifethese deficienciei- are detrimental, logicalty we

cannot conclude that correCting themuwill necessarily promote.our

objectives. "Bad practices" are usually discussed.as though

'Zgood practices" weremfree goods--which they obviouslylare not.

Tradeoffs are always-involvea, and bad practices can be less
It

detrimental to our national objectives than the consequences of

establishing good ones.

4
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STUDY DESIGN AND DATA SOURCES

This section describes our,data sources and data collection

,

procedures. .For two reasons'the study isprimarily qualitative.

First,ye hadLonly enough time and resources to'collict data from

s

a purposive, nbt representative, sample of users and suppliers of

specialists in foreign languages and international studies.

Second, existing.quantitative data turnea out to be fragmentary,

,and we lacked time to collect systematic quantitative data, even

from our purposive 'sample.

The study relies on tiiree sources of data: literature
. /

review, compilation of all aciessible quantitative data on supply

and demand by type of supply and user; and 170 interviews with

, people in business, government, nonprofit organizations (includ-.

ing universities), and professional interest groups.

Literature Review

We conducted a literature review of approximatelfy 200 items

(see'Bibliography) 141e items inClude unpublished dissertations,

reports, and letters and.testimony stimulated bybooks, articles,

the Presidential

.on supply, demand

Compilation,o

_

We tried obt

for several supply a

vayiables in detail.

C mmission. They were reviewed for information

shottages4.and excess supply,

itative Data.

in published trend data-for the last decade

&demand variables. Appendix C lists these.,
_

-

P.
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In brief, for supply we-searched for data on training

resources, thestructure of foreign language and international

center programs, the quantity and skill mix of specialists pro-

ducedtvjob plitcement of specialists, and research production.

For demand we tried to obtain employment trends for special-

,ists by maior (government, business, and the colleges and
4,

universities). We tried to project college.and university demand

-. by Obtaining the age distribution-of current foreign language and

international faculties.

Although'wedid not expect to find good.or completecdati:for

all varWaes, the dismal state,of the published supply 'and

demand data base startled us. Data either did not exist tvere

'67,ery fragmentary, or were badlir out of date for mostvariables.

Even where data existed for the decade, the samples changed from

year to year..

The data that:we could compile came from the National Center

for Educational Statistics, Title VI applications to the Office

of Education, statistics frOm the professional associations,

university cataloga;"two studies of business demand (Inman, 1978,

and Wilkins'and Arnett, 1976), a study of government demand .

prepared for the Comis,slon' by James Ruchti of the Department of

.8tate, a few systematic. studies of,supply:(e1/4.g., Barber and

man, 1.979;*.Lambert, 1973; Massey, 1977i and McCaughey, 1979); and.

.our own interviews with major.suppliere.and users. of foreigti

a

language and knternational skills.

,

ti
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Interviews

vlitop.. 1
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'lie conducted -semistructured,interviews with experienced peo-
,

ple amongmajor suppliers and users of specialists. Originally, ,

we had expected to use these interviews to: (1) understand the

reisons for obserVed supply and demand trends; (2) elicit respon-.

dents' views'of the quality of specialists over time; (3) deter-

mine whether respondents interpreted suppli and demand problems

,,A4 temporary or-long-run market disequilibria; and (4) obtain

respondents' estimates of future supply and demanefor specialist

skills. As the state of the supply and demsnd data base emerged,

we added questions aboUt other variables.

Table 1.2 describes the-market groups from which we-selected

'a. purposive sample and the market functions for which We obtained

information. The sample consisted of for-profit firms; govern-

sent agencies (international, federal, state, and local); col-

leges and universities; reiea.rchofirms; foundations; inter'--

segtorsl organizations, such aft the American Council of Learned
,

Societies; and professional hiterest groups,,such ss the profes

sional aisociations for area studies.

Dependiniort their market function, we obtained ihformation

frod them as suppliers- of skills or research; subsidizexs of

.skill production or relearch; users of skills in operational or

analytic/research capacities; and professional representatives.

Appendix B lists the sampled firms by'sector. In the-busi,-

nes, sector we interviewed 45 American and 5 foreign-owned firms,
0

the American firms being predominantly Fortune 500 firms with

large international operations within their industrial category,

a
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table 1.2

POPULATIONS SAMPLED AND THEIR MARKET 'FUNCTIONS

Populatioh MarketnFunctions s

1. For-profit firms , o User of skills, priMarily for
operations.

g 2. Government

'N.

Usir of ,siills,for operationi
add in-house anil contract re-
searchsand analysis. 1

-0 'Limited supplier of skills.
A) Subsidizei Of skill Obduction.

A

Colleges and universities

fris
A

o.- User of skiils foF operations
(teaching and research).

o Supplier of skills and infor-!
'nation.

o Subsidizer of skill production.

_Research firts o Usek# of skills for research
and analysis.

A

S. Foundations o U!ler of skills for operations
, and some in:house research.

o Subsidizer (A skill and
information produttion
(directly'or,through inter-
a e Ptoxat _organizations)

,6. Intersectoral
organizations
(e.g., IREX)

User of skills for operations
4nd sbme in-house research.

o Subsidizer of skill and
research proauction..

7. Prpfessional intereitt
_group. (eeg., American ,

Council of Education)

Professional and political
representatives for the
foreign language and inter-
national specialist community.

57

141 .",.:'44- 4 4,4 ,

. .

11

.0'
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e.g., electronics. Thus, the sampling did not include larger

American firms 'with ,small international operations, or imall ones
.

whose business was 'substantially luteynational, anck as the smsdl

import-export firms.

We included foreign-owned international
-0

o compare their use oi foreign language and

in eiverseas offices

foreign-owned'firms

with American firms

firms in the sample

international skills

with -that of American firms,. We selected the

somewhat 'opportunistically,' matching them

in the sample by industrial seetor-and vary-

ing the nation of ownership.

The government Sample consistedof 4 present or former

members of Congress and Congressional staff meMbers; 10 foreign,

policy agencies; 2 international agencies; 4 domestic agencies; 7

state international trade and.economic development offices; 4.

Chambers of Commerce; and 2 port inthori5es. The federal sample.

mainfy consisted of the larger foreign affairs agencies, 'with

only a few smaller foreign affairs agencies and domestic agencies .

with interna)Eional divisions. For example,,, the'Arms .Control and

Disarmament Agency and the Treasury Department were.not ineluded.

The state-sample consisted of the seven most indibtooialized-

states, as measured by 1976 value added and value orshipments;

the local sample consisted of the largest SMSAs and most actiVe

ports.

In the academic sector we sampled from three kinds of insti-

tuti us: foreign language and international programs oriented

primarily to the academic market (e.g., the UCLA Cehter for Near

Eastern Studies); professional schools with foreign language and

56
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internationiyprogram components ( .g., Harvard Law School and

thr American Graduate School of International Management); and

foreign language and/or international,programs oriehted primarily

to the nonacademic magket (e.g., the Fletcher. School of Internalliml

Flo

tional Law aneDiplomacy).

The final academic sample of 63 interviews at 49 organiza-

tions comprised 35 organizations oriented primarily to the

aeademic market; 5 professional schools; and 9 programs oriented

primarilY to the non-academic market. Included in the third

category are two language training programs run by the government

(the Foreign Service In&titute and Defense Language Institute).-

and one for-profAt language training program, the Monterey Insti-

tuté.of International Studies.

The sample of academically oriented programs consisted pri-
.

marily of East.Coast'and West COast centers that havelreceived

Title VI support and contain more East Asian and Middle Eastern

centerS than Latin American and South Asian centers. The profes-

sidnal.school sample was composed primarily of law and business

school's. Some of the academic intdrvieWs were conducted by telephone.

The fouhdation saMple consisted .of thr largest donors, stra-

tified by general support (i.g., the Ford and Mellon Foundations)

-

and-specialized area or,,problem .tupport (e.g., the Rockefellerr,
,. Foundation). 'We interviewed foundations, two nonprofit

'relearch firms with.foreign language and international specialist

. staffs; and 10 professional'interest groups, 7 of these being
m,

professional area associatiorq.

S.
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Aithqugh the intervi w.sample lacked representativeness, we

believe that the intervie s yielded clear gualitatiOe supply and

demand patterns'for the ma 'or suppliers and users of interna-

'tional skills (business, g vernment, and the universities).

We developed separate \interview gm. es for the universities,

sovernment and business, an0 the foundations and nonprofit

research firms. We-pretesteLl the guides with relevant organiza-

tious, located primarily in Los.Angeles. The final lersions

appear in Appendix A.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

Chapters 2, 3,"and 4 report our supply and.demand results

for the major market actors. Chapter 2 describes the academic

sector; Chapter 3, the business sector; and Chapter 4, the

goverment sector. Chapter 5 discusses the implicationsof our

findings for natiogal objectives, public policy and research.

04:
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INTRODUCTION.

This chapter aeais only with'issues that.are relevant'to

advanced international studies at the university graduate level,

insofar as they are appropriatelmenable io government policy

intervention. It does not address Oestions relating to special-

4

Chapter 2 .

THE ACADEMIC SECTOR

ized undergraduate training in ternational.affairs or to propo-

sals for increasing the international elements of elementary,

',secondary, and college instruction.

The main subjects we discuss--graduate training, Pre- and

ik
postdoctoral research, and maintenance of skills--are of major

- Lic:ortance to language departments, area studies-progiams and

schools, of international iffairs and of substantial itterest.to

other university departments and profesiional schools that now or

later might include international studies as part of'their degree

programs.

The questioqs at issue include: .

Are universities supplying an appropriate number of'
-international studies graduates to meetsthe demand,
and is.their training appropriate for the jobs
avsilable?

Is the quality of specialized training high,enough
and stable enough to meet academic, business, and
government demands satisfactorily?

r.
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Do the faculties have adequate opportunity to con-

)
du&research and maintain their th.skills rough

, released time and research abroad?
-

o Is there an appropriate emghasis on effectively cow...

bining area studies with other academic diseiplines
and professional studies?

o Is federal ftinding for these:purposes appropriate in
amount and emphAsis,'and is federal organization
appropriate and effective for supporting foreign,

.linguage studies?

In this chapter we seek.to answer these questions on the

basis of our survey of prevailing conditions in the universities

and the academic job.market. In so doing, we may lay ourselves

open to the criticism that our assessment fails to take.into

account "national needs," a criterion that the academic community

stresses heavily in urging greater government support for inter-

natio4a1 studies. But a concern with national needs in this

chapter--as distinct from actual demands--would have led inevit-
's

ably to our injecting value judgments into.our assessment. We

are-aware, however, that national needs are an important issue

that plays a central iole in government decisions on educational

policy-and allocation of federal funding. We therefore address

the issue in Chapters 1 and 5.

REVIEW OkFINDINGS

This portion.of our surVey is based oh a review of the-I

literature add on 63 personat interviews withlaculty and $

academic administrators At 49 centers, schools of international'

affairs, and professional .schools, supplemented by some 20 tele-
_

phiiint.erViiWs. We arrived at. the following major findiSgs.

4.
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. The surge of ekternal (primarily private) ,support tor inter-

. national studies during the 1960s should properly be viewed as an

,idibsyncratic phenomenon instead of ai a standard for setting

today's norms. The. flow of government resources into the field

his generally stabilize4 in recent years, although on a somewhat

lower level than during the preceding Period; however, rising '

inflation and the sharp decline of other external funding are now'

beginning to threaten the maintenance of academic training pro-

grams and research capabilities.

The evidence suggests that there is a considerable excess of

supply over demand in the academic tector where tenured employ-

ment opportunities for international specialists are shrinking.

The extent of this overproduction, however, is very much a flinc-'

tion of the internatidnal specialist's. choice of world'area and,

more important, of his or her disciplinary specialty and mix.df

skifls. Demand from the nonacademic sector does not,compensate
-1

for the softeningof the academic job market. The reasons are

varied, but lie in part in'the academic programs'wrelnctance to

train for the needs of n'onacademic work.

Prospects for a better supply-demand balance for,interna-

tional and fdreign language sRecialists do 4ot appear favorable

for the years ahead unless the universities make greater efforts

ta point their training more directly to academic and nonacademic

job markets--or unless external events dramatically increase

employment opportunities.
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The general scht;ols of internatiOnal studies have4ewer.dif-

ficulties in placing their gradUates, most of whom are M.A.s aim-
.

ing for employment in government and the private seft'or, not

Ph.D.s with academic positions in mind.. The policy of these

schools is to promote the acquisition of such skills as quantita-
.

tive ;1Virir:Lstatistics; economics and the like, that make

their#aduates :attractive to employers. Some university

language departments and area centers are be 'nning to move in a

similar directionboth for self-preservati and to mgve.with

the times, through cross-fertitiiation*witli business schools,

professional schools, and international studies programs. It

will probably be judicious to intensify Olose efforts, together

with further curtailment of Ph.D. production.

These and other of ourxfindings are presented below in more .

detail under the following headings: Structure of the Interna-

tiopal Studies Field; ReSources; Growth and Present State of

Training Programs; Academic Demand for Foreign Language and Area

1 Specialists; Maintenance of an Adequate Research Capability; and

the Acadedic/Goversiment Interface.

STRUCTURE OF THE INTERNATIONAL STUDIES FIELD

More and more American universities are venturing into the

. field of international'. Stuldies. -Specialized schools have even

been established to meet specific needs in the government and the

priva&sector. Not surprisingly, this transformation has led to

a good deal of experimentaiion, producing structural changeseas

well as competition and conflict among.the varioug training
0

apprbaches.

4
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Not counting the large number Of university departments

, devoted to the teaching of non*Western.languages the' interna-

tional studies system currently includes well over one hundred

academic programs, characterized by a diversity ok organ.izational

patterns. These reflect divergent educational philosophies and

varying of the function of the international studies

specialist. Often, seVeral such programs exist within the same

academic institution--side-by-side, in, a cooperative mode, or in

competition for internal ind external resources. Four major

types of academic international programs can be distinguished

\
They structure their training irimarily with a different sector

of the labor market in mind.

k.

Foreign Language Departments

The first and oldest group of international programs are the

.foreign laldguage departments found in virtually every university.

-Together with the special governmental and coimercial language

training facilities, these departmedts are the principal provid-

ers of ladguage training, and in the aggregate are also the

nation's largest producers of competence in non-Western European

languages. Because of their classicist traditions and focus on

academic employment opportunitiei, they tend to emphasize thd

written over the spoken language although, moving with the

dpmands of the.times, some of them have also developed strong
.
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programs in the spoken language. This tends to be the cas wlien-

Aver thparticular language deeartment is called upon to pr vide

the language'training services fiir the university's contempoiary

area programs. Through this linkage with, ehe area proirams, the_

foreign language departments benefit from federal Title VI funds
,

(see Chap. 1) and from private support for regional studies. We
4

found that the different perspectives of the language departments

and the area prograMs can cause friction especially regarding

the proper emphasis on instruCtion in the spoken Versus the writ-

ten use.of the, foreign langaage. 'Similaf problems can arise Atrom

the f ct that many-On-Western language departments have also

traditiomally offered courses on the paiticular r4on's civili-
.

-zation. Such instruCtion tends to'be inqine with

. the language. depaiiments' orientation, and iS therefore not

geared to the needs of the area programs. with tfieir focus on the

study of contemporary societies.

Area Programs

The area programs, 80 of them currently.enjoying.

support under Title VI, were designed on the assumption that

there it a national need fOr American specialists( on the major

world iegions or countries, and that these specialistg should
.\

combine fluency in the language of the country,with exposure to

broad multidisciplinaiY training. In the.early years of these

programs,,the preponderance of instruction was therefore on

languages and mult.idisc linary training in civilization, his-
,-

!tory, institutioasv and so 'forth. In more recent years, urged to

proceed in a new direction and aided in this by Title Vi funds;
.

66
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area centers-have sought to encouragejlisciplinary departments.to
.

provide their students with instruction having some foreign aiea
0

content. -They ha've alsso tried to.convince the professional

schools that the& graduates could benefit.from some exposure to

area studies.

Our interviews ith academic facult* and administrators sug-
-p

gest'ithat the success of these efforts varies from iistitution to
. .

institution as well as rom liscipline to discipline. In many

cases we found a clash o ed cational philosophies. Academic

departments tend to insist n a discipline-14sed approach arld

resist the injection,ofloreig subject matter int6 an already

crowded curriculum. The area studies centers, in contrast,

stress.the need for a thorough, mady-sided knowledge of the cul-

ture and history of a particular society, and lean toward mul-

tidisciplinary, edutation..

/ Our respondents in professional schools often Stated that

they viewed the international dimension as not very, refevant to

their professidnal concerns. Furthermore, they Tiointed.to the organ-
,

A

izatiodal difficultidt, and the high cost in. student tiMe and

energy, of an attempt tce fit area training into their already/ .

,

very demanding curiicu14: However in our visits'to major idsti-

tutions we weripalso strdck by the diyergent persPectives of the

business schools and t schools.of law, Thelmsiness sc400ls,

,

'while recognizing the growing importance of the intèrnational

dimension for American business (add in their professional asso-

ciation, developing a,program tO internationalize busilless".school
,

.

..curr,icula), often doubted the utility ofidterd'ational studies
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-fOr business school training and the practitality of a. tie-with

aiia programs,. They pointed out that foreign nationals with the

_ .

requisite skills are readily available. The lit,/ schools, on the

other hand, tended to be genuinely interested.ip developing the

international aspects.Of their curricula. 'We found that joint
, f

degrees with area or international programi are:fairly commoa

among .law sChools. ¶3ife explanation of thepe: divergent attitudes

may lie in theAliff rent requirements of the labor market for

internationally oriented.graduatet, a subject examined tn Chap.

3.) 7

*
* General Sclaools of LuternationWStudies

A third type of program is represented by the general

ichools of international studies,,which.are sometimes located

within the same ugveriity alongside the area centers. For. many.

years these schools have 'successfully trained international stu-

dies specialists for the public sectore.and now, increasingly,

also for the private sector. Tecfinically, they all ar6 adminis-

q.

tkative units of particular universities.. for example, the

Fletcher SchOol of Law and and Diplomacy is associated with Tufts

University, the Woodroy.Wilson School of Patlic mid International

. ,

Affairs with Prineeton, and the School,of International Affairs

with.Columbia. In practice, and in contrast to thi'area centers,

they oper7te largely as separate entitios,'as in the case of the

Johns Hopkink School of Advanced %International Studies, which is-
. ft

eveix physikally distant froM its sponsoring university.
. .

0!.

.;?
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These schools differ in the.details of their internal-organ-

ization and programmatic emphasis, Mit they-also 6ave much in

4
common. Being public-interest oriented, they produce few Ph.Ds,

a degree that as a rule is not as important iu-the public and'

priNiate sectors as it is in academe. As they qee it; their mis-

^
sion is torprovide society with people who aref by virtue of dis-

.1
ciplinary and international affairs training, well equipped to

deal with the increasing number-of international problems'that

cut across geographic lines and policy areas: They tend'to place.

heavy stress on.training in economics, statistics, and quantita-
4

tive anallysis as applied to emerging international problemAuch-
.

as energy or ocean resources. Although these institutions- qual- .

ify for federal support,under Title VI,'they complain that in

practice few of them have benefited fromthis source of funds.

They ascribe this situation to a consistently Uhrrow interpreta-

tion of the relevant le*islafion, which originably focused on

foreign language'and area training exclusively.

,

Topicals Functional International,Studies Programs
4

The fpurth major type of academic programs uiith interns-

tional content might be called topical or.functional interns-

A

tional studies programs. 'they are isoie in the nat4re of training
4 .

programs organized-for a limited duration and in such a way ai to

. 4
7

bring-several disciplines to bear on,an international'isaue of
4

special contemporary relevance, They. are-interdisciplinary add .

cut across geographic boundaries.. Vhsqever specific area con-

. , peterice the.particular study program may require is obtained 40m
. . 4

other parts of t5gFuLversity 6r even from thecoutside. ,.

.
.

f..

:
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ortance of such progtams was recognized by the

-(unf d) International Education Act.of 1966, which ptovided

two-kear-term seed money through the Office of Educaii.on (acting

under amendments to Title VI). Fully 56 such programs have

ieceived modest federal support*(averaging less than $40,000

,annually) under such rubrics as Environment, Urban Studies, Tech-

nology Development, Social and Medical Services, Public Policy,

Education, Business, Law, and Communications. How many of the

recipient institutions have continued their international program

activity even after the recent cancellation of this federal pro-

gram,.and what their contribution to the training of interna-

tional specialists has been, is unclear in the absence,of neces-

sary data.

TRAINING AND SUPPLY OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES SPECIALTS

ReSources

Outside funding for.international and area studies increased

gradually through the late 1940s and 1950s, rose substantially in

the 1960s,.and returned to a lower ut more stable level in the

1970s. The large surgain the 1960s as due to an intensive

effort by the Ford Foundation todevelop and expand center pro-

grams.
,

Ford mbnies toialed $217.millibn from 1960 to 1967, with

almost $50 mi.Ilion in the peak year of 1966 (see Fig.- 2.1).

According to a Ford Foundation statement (Sutton), the support

"coincided with a strong will on the part of universities in the

. fifties and sixties to internationalize their aCtivities." The

7. 0
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Fi9..2.1 Funding for international and area studi centers:

1 Excludes fellowship fundi% SOURCE: U.S. Office of Education.
2 Half of the total foreign and domestic agency funding for foreign affairs

research ( approxiinavsly half of the total is non-university-nsiated).
SOURCE: FAR Horizons, Winter 1077.

3 SOURCE: Sutton (1078).
4 SOURCE: Yearly reports of the Andrew Mellon Foundotion.( 1973-77 ).
5 SOURCE: The Rockifeller Foundation Annual Reports (1973-78).

SOURCE: Annual Reports of SSRC (1972-77
7 SOURCE: Duffey ( 1918).
8 SOURCE: The William and Flora Hewlett

Faundation Annual RePon ( 1q17 ).
9 SOURCE: Lambert (1073).
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decline was consistent With Ford's policy to foster an' emerging

.need and withdraw gradually when the program is capable of stand-

gn iti.own. Also, Ford anticipated that U.S. government

funding would Increase substantially with the passage of.ale

International Education Act; bowever, the Act was never'funded..

Direct Ford dupport to centers currentlx amounts to around $3

million to $4' million per year. Ford also contributes additional

funds Ihrough other spons6 suc as SSRC, ACLS, and IREX.

Other foundations have made more modest contributions. As

\

we see in Fig. 2.1, non-NDEA and non-Ford external funding

, amounted to aroUnd $2 to $3 millionoin'the late 1960s (Lambert)

and.increased to around $7 million in 1978 (Foundation Center

Survey).(1j

Many additional foundation grants are tied to specific pro-

gram operations. For instance, in 1977 the National Endowment

for the Humanities contributed an approximately $1 million trans-

lotion grant, $2 million for reseacch materials, $1 m5 i1lion for.

editing and publishing, $3 million for research collections, as

well as smaller direct grants to centers and matching grants to

stimulate'new or increased support.[2] However, private foundation

grafits are often sporadic. 4or instance, the Mellon Foundation con-

tribuccd roughly $2 million to international libraries in 1973, nothing
,

in 1974, $300,000 in 1975, and $2.1 million in 19770 The foundation

(1) This foundation survey ofS500 foundation grants above.
$5000 actually arrived at a total figure of $10.6 million. How-
ever, we think this figure includes the $3 million to $4 million
ofiFord Foundation money.

121 Duffey (1978).
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also contributed $700,000 to Asian Center's in 1973, $1,5 million

in 1974, nothing in 1975, $250,000 in 1976, and $4.9 million in

1977: [1)

NDEA title VI funding, at $17 million in,1979, is now the

principal source of funds for international and area Audi/.

centers (Fig. 2:1). this funding has ghown a gradual 'and fairly

stable[2] rise since its inception, although inflation has dimin-

ished the real value of the increases, as it has for all sources

of funding (see Fig. 2.2). Furthermere,,tbe share of money allo-

cated to graduate level training has diminished as a result of

the 1972 and 1976 Educational Amendments, which'mandate that a

portion of the Title VI money be allocated to undergraduate pro-.

grams, citizen education programs, and outreach activities.[3)

pove

Are snot

these expe

nt agency expenditures on foreign affairs research
.

r source of funds 'for internation'al study centers.

ditures have declined, however, from $38.1 million in

1967-68 to $21.6 mi1lion in 1976-77.14] Roughly half is gpnted

V

(1) Yearly Report of the Andrew Mellon FoundatiOn (1973-
1977).

[2] Total allocations have fluctuated somewhat with various,
presidential'administrations. Amounts granted to specific
centers hos also fluctuated, as the number of NDEA centers has
changed over time.

131 A new section to title VI authorizes funds for citizen
education (grades K-12 and continuing education) if at least 415 .

illion is allocated to Secs., 601 and 602. In 1979, $2 million
of the $17 million was allocated to this Atli? Sec. 603. the
Office of Education also changed its regulations to require
centers receiving Title VI awards to use an amount representing
at least 15 percent of their OE giant funds for outreach activi-
tieS.

14),FAR Horizons, Vol. 10, No. 1, Winter 1977. Excludes NER
and other government foundations.

fr
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Fig. 2.2 Major funding for international and area study centers
deflated Into constant dollars (1967 100)

3 includes \funding from foundation-type agenciei e.g., HEW, NEH, NSF:and Smititsdnion )

SOURCE: FAR Horizons, Winter 1977.
2 Excludss fellowsilip funding.

SOURCE: Office of Education.
i3 SOURCE: Sutton.
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to universities (Burn).

AcCording to the Lambert report, grants to international and

area\centers from these external sources amounted to approxi-.

mately 18 percent of the-aggregate of center budgets in 1969-70.

NDEA funds accounted for slightly more than half of these funds,

or 9.7 percent of the total.budget (not including fellowship sup-

port). This NDEA portion has remained fairly stable: In 1978-

79, 9.1 percent of center funding was provided by NDEA center

grants. Note, in Tai.e 2.1, that the iiroportion of NDEA support

as a share of the total bulget varies substantially across dif-

'ferent world areas. Table 2.1 also reveals thtl. between 1976 and

1978 the centers, except for the Mideast and "other" centers,

show an increased dependence on NDEA funds.

Centers vary considerably in the way they use their external

support, but one can make several general observations conCerning

the ay they use NDEA funds. According to.a memo prepared by the

Office of Education (Schneider), universities, tthed much of their

NDEA funds to pay full-time, tenured faculty up until the,early

1970s. Since then center administrators have been persuaded to

avoid using NDEA fbr such purposes. The funds are now often used

as "seedQsoney to pay the.salaries of new specialiOs brought)n

to expand program breadth Or depth.

Funds are also used to.pay language instructors teaching the

M-ot uncolmon o the less commonly taught.languages. These funds

.play an important e,in persuading university administratov to

maintain esoteric languag ifice earollments in these

courses are generally below university cut-off points for self-
.
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Table 2.1

PERCENT OF CENTER BUDGETS FURNISHED
THROUGH-NDEA SUPPORT, BrNIORLD AREA

'NDEA Support as
Percent of Total Center Budget

Center 1969-70 1973-74 1976-77 1978-79

Average, all centers 9.7 11.0 9.05 9.1
East Asia 7.2 7.5
Southeast Asia 15.2 19.2
South Asia 13.0 13.9
Middle East 9.6 8.8
Africa -_

13.2 13.3
Eastern Europe 8.5 8.6
Latin America 5.9 6.1
International Studies 9.7 10.5
Other (Canada, Western

Europe, Inner Asia,
Pacific Islands) 13.3 11.2 /

SOURCE: Office_of Education.

supporting instruction.

Finally, all centees muSt use 15 percent of the NDEA grant

for outreach activities in order to receive NDEA funds. Howevei',

the interpretation of outreach activities varies widely across

centers. \

Individual ftllowship awards ate available from a variety of

sources for gradu.e student, postdoctoral, and faculty research.

The numberof NPEA Title NI graduate fellowships for the academic
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year[l) drop ed from,1319 in 1969 to 828 in 1979, but has remainedH. 0 -

-fairly stab since 1974-7512] As for awards for overseas study,

Fulbright-Ha funds were'drastically reduced after 1968-69 and

only gradually Wive been retemned to their original level.[3]

Additional overseai awards are provided through SSRC, IREX, CTEX,

ACLS, NEH, HIMH,,Guggenheim, and other sotrces. However, there

is no apparent trend in the number-of these awards granted.

between 1968-69 and 1976-77 (Massey).

Growth and Yresent State of Training Programs
\

\ :
.Whether we measure the Aevelopment of internatigpal studies

by the number of activeprograms, by the breadth and depth of

their geographic coverage, by the number of specialists trained,

or by the degree of success in internationalizing the academic

ficulties, we must conclude that great strides have been made

during the past,two decades.
4G.

El] During 1969, 1970 and 1972 NDEA offered additional sum-
mer fellowships 'to approximately 615 graduate students.

[2] The average fellowship cost in 1969 was $3947 and in
1978 was $5544.

[3] Because the costslpf doing research abroad have
increased substantially, a kiven amount of money will not provide
the same level of support for the same number of students. As of
1976-77, the Fulbright-Hays Foreign, LangUage and Training Program
wds'allotted $2 million and an additional $4.5 million was allot- --

ted to the Research Scholars Program. 'Report on Exchanges; 1977.
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Student Enrollment in InternatioOl Studies and Geographic .

Specialization. .0ne indicator of the.growtli of the international

studies field and of its,capacity to produce specialists is the

ze of student Admissiolis to area-center and area-diScipline

ning PrOgrams responsible for the majority of advanCed degrees

in ihternational studies.

Enrollment figures for the NDEA area centers are available

only through 1972,[1] as pmp thereafter barred USOE from Collect-

ing such infOrmation, apparently to reduee paperwork. Our

respondents. agreed that current enrollment figures have held up

well over the past decade, but this opinion does not allow us to

form precise judgments. , The period of.substantial groyth in area

studies witnessed in the 1960s appears to be over, but most

universities we visited report no overall decline in enrollment,

nor any decline in quality as measured by GRE scoes or other

criteria. In the case of the general international studits
0.

schools, there has been if anything some further growth. Of

course, the relative weight of the several major wdrld regions

being studied has shifted over time. The trends in,that regard

4

fll Table-2.1 presents enrollment data for several years
prior to 1973. :These data, as provided by the Office of Educa-
tion, combine graduate and undergraduate enrollments. They are
limited to programs receiving federal fundi. However, the con- -'--
sensus is that programs not in that vcategory represent a negligi-
ble enrollment within our terms of reference.
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current popularity of Middle Eastern studies, for example
.'

appear to.correlate with the fluctuation of public interest, the

state df our political relations with A particular region, and

with the U.S. economic involvement there, reflected in percep-

tionS of growing or decreasing employment opportunities in the

academic, public, and private sectors.

The figures shown in T ble 2.2 do not discriminate between

graduate and underiraduate nrollmentp,,but we have au OE tabula-

tion of graduatg admissions to NDEA centers for the fall semester

of 1972. These are minimum figures, not including those graduate,

T bl 2.2

ENROLLMENTS AT NDEA AGE,AND AREA CENTERS,
BY REGIO 1969-1972

World Area 1969 1970 1971 1972

Asia--General 12,700 12,627 15,404 14,487
East Asia 11,442 14,315 13,240 15,409
South-and Southeast Asia 1,752. 2,903 3,301 2,887
South Asia 4,047 .5,55 4,038 5,207
Southeast Asia 547 392 574 540
Inner ASia 122 142 167 233
Soviet and East Europe 19 889 18,222. 17,795 17,580
Sino-Soviet 1,252 1,083 i1,036 938
Middle East_ 8;567 .11,517 10,948 11,346
Africa 6,436 . 7,536 4,931 7,25
Latin America 33,218 35;084 31,904 29,104.

SOURCE: Adapted from Area Center repor to OE.
Note:. Enrollment figures include under aduate enrollment and

represent the combined total of language an area courses. The
regional breakdown reflects the Office of Ltucations reporting
categories. This procedure ,involves doub e &.unting of students
who-enroll in more than one'coilrse.

\,
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students 4ose.area training was marginal and thus not rflected

in their institution s area center survey. Except for the

Southeast Asia regional concentratin, iradnate degree aspiiants

in foreign-area-related studies in each region exceeded 3,000 by

varying and often substantial margins. East Asia was leading,

t

then (as clearly it still does today) with

l
han 5,060

enrollments; Latin America followed with more than 4,000; the

Soviet Union and Eastern Europe attracted smile 3,500; Africa,'-the

Middle East, and South Asia each ahowed an enrollment of some-

where-between 3,000 and 4,000. 11-4.share of Snviet concentration

appears to have drOpped somewhat since the early'1970s for tea-

sons that seem related to the job market and perhaps to a decline

in graduate'fellowships. The Middle Eastern language and area

sUudies have gained in
1

popularity Meanwhile, as reflected, for

example, in the..enrolpent figures we obtaimed from the Univer-

sitY of Pennsylvania, one of the leading centers of Middle

Eastern Studies.(wbiere the first professprship for Arabic studies
.

was established in 1780!). Their enrollMent for the 1972/73

academic year was 409; by 1978/79 it had reached 1,265. Figures

for total area studies enrollment are greatly influenced by.con-

ditions qf language training. Thus, the relative importance of

African-studies is somewhat understated by the enrollment fig

ures, since the teaching.of African languages is still in its

infancy. and.the.great variety of linguages spoken on that con-.

tinent discourages their study. ,jier somewhat different reasons,

future Latin Americanists are relatively.more numerous than the

aboveestatistics might suggest. This is because language- study

s

X
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np longer plays an important part in graduate training for Latin

Americanists., since khey haverually completed their formal,

language instruction,as undergraduates. We estimate that a

,Minimum of 20,000 studgnts annually are undergoing advanced area

training in the United States.

1%,

Foreign Language Training. When the Ford Foundation and the

federal government decided in the 1950s to.assist in developing

speciafIsts withe.major world regions and countries, the promo-

tion of foreign language ftudieswasamong their particular con-

cerns. At the time, the United.States was reported to be lacking

in personnel qualified to deal with even some of,the.most widely

used foreign languages, such as Russian, Chinese, Japanese add ,

Portuguese, not to speak of the less common-languages of the .

Third World.

Since that time, the United States has acquired a substan-

tial pool of people competent-in one or several of the many

uncommon languages. Their Ipaining is both costly_and

consuming and their rewards in the job market are by no means

obvious, except Oerhaps fbr such uncommon but widely used

languages as Chinese, Japanese, and Arabic. Students' principal

motivation for no Western language study appears to be a genuine

interest in the c vilization of the particular people or area.

But our survey on sample campuses made it clear that the

federally funded Foreign.Language and Area Studies Fellowships

for_students at recognized area centers have stimulated language

learning.. We were told that, consequently, the favorable trend

in the stddy of uncommon languages might not continue much longer

81
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if these fellowships dwindle further: 2,557 such fellowships

were awarded in.1967., but.their number.dropped to.1,791 in 1970

71, andto 832 in 1977-78.[1)

While the academic study of foreign languages in the United.

States hai declined by ten percent.or more over the past 15

years, stabilizing at that lower level only recently, the number

of students acquiriag an'uncommpn language at academic institu-

"tions has risen fivefold.since 1959 and repOrtedly doubled from

1967 to 1977, reaching a total of 64,000 in the. latter year.[2]

The generally bright pictvre that the above figures paint is

queioned by academic specialists, who offer examines of Ameri-

cans' ignorance of uncommon languages, particularly in'African

and Asian languages. Be that as it may,

federal government continuously face the

the universities and the

task of setting criteria.

for linguistic training priorities. The roster of languages .

qualifying for NDEA language fellowships reportedly approaches

the 200 mark (compared with less than 100 actually being taught

at MA centers)[3] a number that extikeds the capacity of the

S.

[ILA recent communication from the Office of EduCation sug-
gests that the downward trend in the late 1960s/early 1970s was
less prpnounced: 1319 Ay graduate fellowdhips (6f a total of -

2357) in 1969 and 1189 for 1970; the diffsence is attributable to
bummer fellowships,' no longer awarded. v*

[2] This growth has been uneven at times, however. The
Modern Language Association reports that enrollments
declined 11 percent between 1968 and 1970, held steady until
1972, and resumed their &Onward course after that year.. Presum-*
ably,.this downward trend (and the upward trerurofz4rabic,
Japadese, and Sw4hgi) reflectk,E9nditions 'in the.00sarket.

[3] The schaarly c6imul4lity appars ta-havi'2Cantluded that
languages with,fewer,than 1.gi lion speakirs'.can neVet have very
high priority, and 0 languag only. 25.0i000/Spe4eis nnght
very well be fastined.for oh , Such a9A6mitAirdgments may \

have to be eviewed in the ,ligh orchansitOV.ernOint priori- ./

ties and n tional needs,
.
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Present fesilowship system if

r

reflected in the weighting of the number ,Of awards for a particu-
v'

national priorities are to

. ,

lai language. -:.
...

, , $

, Several iespondents stres'st1 other problems, including.the.
,

rising cost of foreign study,;the longer time kt takes t6 learn

Uncommon languages, and the-high unit cost of teaching uncommon

'
langu4ges to *mall classes. Our survey suggests that these con.-

cerns 'reflect anxiety about the future-more than they do current

_problems%

The main problem that we perceived in.our interviews with

government and business was general dissatisfaction-t,iith the

.relevance of American academic lan'tiage training for the needS of
41

work. It was widely held that U. language students often can-

not speak the lariguagebefluently nd are not conversant with the

'language of.governfent and busin ss. In respOnse, facility

members point out that the tradi ion of language'departments is

often Jiterary and scholarly, rathek.than applied:. Frequently,

they also insisted.that.in the agt decade foreigE0angliage,

instruction in the universities ias improve4, foY simech and

4P
daily ugeAalthough.this:content on iS only-spottily supported by

employers' testimony.

Advanced Degrees.ift Interna ional tudies. 4The size of the

%Iteinatrional studies fact4ty in American universities. in-1940

has b.een estimated.(by McCaughey and Barber-Ilchman).at 225,

presumably all of them having doe orates,. Me same source places

the current' number at about 9,600 fOrty-fold increase in..less

than foftr'decades--with 4.,230 in besoçial sciences (excluding

St

4
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history); 2,520 in the humanities, and 2,250 in history. In

1971, the Office of Education reported, the size of the faculty.

providing-international studies instruction at thee106 NDEA-

.supported Language and Area Centers alone .was 3,208, roughly:

one-third of thi natiOnal pool of internationalfaculty special--

ists.

.Awards of international Octorates have also increased shar-

ply.: only 80 141.D.s were conferred in ,1940, but 1;200 in 197.

Data-regarAling advanced degrees in international studies con- .

ferred in conjunction,with federally supported area centers_dur-

ing the last fes.i.years for which information is'availabl from.

the Office of Education are shown below:[1]

M.A. Ph.D.

1g72-73 1,960 787

1973-74 1.346 607

1974-75 1,464 573

1975-76 619

1976-77' 1,774 677

M.A.s conferred inckude not only the terminal degree, of course,

"but degrees-conferred on stndents working toward their doctor-

,=

atis. If we assume that all recipients of M.A.s and Ph.D.s are

-belit on careers as specialtists,wè figd tht anywhere4between

2,000 and 3,000 specialTsts have been leaving the major area
,

'

41) It should be noged,)iowever, thAp in i972/73, 106
centers were reporting againt 50 only in 1973/74, and 80 in 1977178.

,

4^^
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studies programs annually to enter the labor market. In addi-

tion, perhaps one thousand other specialists are graduating annu-

ally, for the most part with MAs, from the general schools of

international studies.

What we know of the academic market suggests that the

universities currently can absorb only a few hundred interna-.
4 .

tional faculty members a year at best, and-that the,remaining 50

percent or more o'f the new PhjD.s must find evloyment elsewhere.

4 N
The prospects for young scholars in the academic market are

%
A

strongly influenced by their geggraphic.specialization and their

academic discipline. Our soundings in sample universities sug-

gest that an overabundance of Ph.D.s are.being awarded in the

more mature study areas,Such as East Asia,: and in certain dis-

ciplines; especially history, anthropology, and politicail sci-

e.o.m. Table 2.3, based on figures released by the Office of Edu-

cati nf shows the-geographic distributional pattern of advanced

-

degrees awarded between 1974 and 1977.[11

.

- [11 McCaughey's survey of Ph.D. specialization by world
region;covers a more extended 'period of time. ftis figureS 'for
the 16 major universities in his sample (accounting far. Somewhere
.between one-half and tvo-thirds'of.ail international Ph.Ds
granted in the .S4 Show annual growth rates rangir!g from a high
exceeding 40 rcent (Africa in. the 19500. to a low at e'll-tain

times of a fe percent for.East Asia and other world regions. It
is significant'that for the first time in history the Ph.D. pro-
duction.growth rate turned negative in 19n for.all world regions. .

except Africa and the Middle East.e Both these areas combine the
status Of acadeiic underdevelopment,in AmericAn universitiei and
heightened public' and government interest.



Table:2.3

DISTRIBUTION OF,ADVANCED DEGREES IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE,'
AREA .STUDIES, AND INTERNATIONAL-STUDIES, BY

* WORLD REGION SFECIALIZATION, 1974-77

.,

Total,

Region

Soviet and E. Europe
Latin America
Middle East
Africa
EastIsia
South Aiia
Southeast Asia

.'vInner Asia
General international

studies (at Tufts U.--
Pletcher)

Comparftive study

,

1973174 1974/75 /z 1975/76

M.A. Ph.D. M.A. Ph.D. M.A.

138 84 160 69 208 100
300 1i0 318 104 349 117
118 65 123 63 189 '80,

165. 106 238 95 :261 '102

266. 114 282. 125 272 120
84 51 -99, 48 68' 45 .

67 34 60 39 50 26
. .4 '5. 4 4 6 4

185 15 154 14 164 14
19 13 26. 12 33 11

1346 607 1464 573 1590 619

Academic lliar

1976/77

M.A. Ph.D.

195.' 73
345 117
264 84

198 126

334 145
61 42

149 41
' 3 1

131 . 26
94 .48

1774 677

SOURCE; Tabulation of figures released by the Office of Edlication..
.(Reporting categi)ries are those usea by that office.)

are.

"t
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On the basis of Lambert s 1971 data, Apd taking into account

some of the distributional changes that have since taken place,

the geographic distributionof thm estimated formally trained

18,000 to 20;000 area specialists is now roughly as follows:

East Asia, 20-25 percent; Latin America, 20 percent; Eastern

Europe-Soviet Union, 16-17 percent; South and Southeast Asia,

12.16 percent; Middle East, 10 percent; Africa, 10-12 pertent;

Other,(comparative), 10 percent.,

gible number in the Natural'Sciences and

Mdst employers are interested in job applicants' disci-
,

plinaTy training or professional skills, and.view area competence

as ancillary at best. With that in mind we have reviewed a

number of tabulations showing advanced degrees in international

studies broken down by disciplinary concentration. These figures

suggest that certain highly marketable combinations of skills

remain underdeveloped, while three-fourths of the degrees combine

area knowledge with disciplines that are more suited to the

I

academic market and thus currently not in great demand.. We are

struck by the continued preponderance of history (25 percent),

language-literaturft (20 percent), and political science (20 per-

cent) oft the one-hand,

economic,11 percent)

and the rather weak representation of

, and sociology (5 percent), and the negli-

other hand.

e professions on the

It is clear that Ameilican'universitles have obtained impres-
.

Tsivet resulti in training.a large number of specialists on the

several major world regions,.although certain combinations of

area covetence and disciplinary training remain in short supply.

7
a

.
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In additioh, we found that there has been a remarkably successful

permeation of most academic disciplines with international con-

tent, a process geberally referred to as (horizontal) interna-

tionalization. Most notable are Harvard and Columbia, where a

full third of the-Ph.D.s awarded in the social sciences and the

humanities in 1976 were in the category of international studies.

These are exceptional cases, but McCaughey's analysis of doctoral

dissertations in his 'larger sample of 16 Ph.D.-conferring insti-

tutions concludes that the proportion stood at 20Tercent in

1960; rose to 22 percent in 1966; to 25 percent in 1973; and to

27 percent in 1976.

DEMAND Fiv LANGUAGE AND icoREI9N AREA SPECIALISTS

The Academic Sector-

To assess the current academic career prospects for interna-

tional 'specialists, we have Rieced together data compiled-by the

Office of Education in connection with federal suppott programs
dir

for the area centers; information obtained from a few acadeitic

programs that regularly review the careers of thetr graduates;[11

reports by'interested professional associations; and statistics

obtained during our site visits.

Generally, there is a consensus in academic circles that in

ma's
the decade ahead adverse demographic and finadtial trends will

compelimost universities to engage in cost-euttriag. One result
44

[1] Many academarc institutions.actively engaged in training
international specialists.da not.regularly mointa*n records, .

. regarding the placement of their graduates in the.job market:
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will be a reduction of the teaching faculty in line with the

anticipated shrinking student enrollment. International studies

are not expected to escape immunity from these economy measures!.

-They may even be Worse off than others, if their faculty members

ake correct in complaining that their field is bGth-new and -

' controversial, and therefore does not exert much leverage on

university fiscalpolicy. They also point out that the major

academic expansion in international studies.occurred in the 1960s

as a result of a combination of favorable circumstances. They do

not expect such favorable.conditions to recur. With the struc-

ture of the interdational studies faculty resembling an inverted

pyramid, heavily tenured it the top, pessimism most prevails

about prospects for tenure appointments cif young specialists.[1)

If any hope is expressed for outside finncial assistance.during

Ihe difficult times ahead, it is based on the expectatiOn that

international developments will highlight the national need for

knOwledge about foreign areas and for the international education

II] The recent sur,Fey by Barber and 11:chman ning the
age'structure,of interdational studiis faculties. jor
research universfties reaches somewhat-go-re optigiiile conclu-
sions. The authOrs- confirm the high ratio of tenuied faculty

-mehbers, but conclude that their average age is about three years
higher than that of the general- tenured faculty population. As

"latge numbers of tenured professors retire-in the-next tea years,
the authors foresee a surge of faculty replacements in the inter-

. national field (unless the academic retirement age changes).
Even if this Should be the case, however, a caveat,appears in
order. The widely expected financial crunch anticipated in Ve
universities-will'Aken*ifir intranniyersity competition for .

resources. . Cost-coescious administrator-S may decide not to fill
tenUred vacanci'eskin international; studies, or at.least not with-
tenure-track appointments. Indications of such a tr4nd were
a ready being cited byrour academic,irespondents.

-
t
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of the general public and that these needs will be translated

into.enlarged-federal support for international studies.

It is sometimes stated that the poor academic job uospects

for Ph.D.s are already causing a drastic decline in graduate

enrollments. This statement is not'borne out by our findings,

but there is no doubt that the academic job market is softening.

Whether that softening is more pronounced for international stu-

dies than for other fields could not be determined from the frag-
,

mentary data at hand.

Whatever figures are available parding annual Ph.D. place-

ment in higher education point to.a slight relative decline in

the share of arealconcentration doCtorates entering the teaching

profession. Our informatiOn in that regard ends with 1977, 'We

do not know whether that trend.has since conti.nued or

acceleraed. Nor can we'be sure that the devasing ID. parti-

Cipation.in the academic employment sector is involuntary,

although we assume for a variety of reasons that i .is. The

relevant figures covering the area center supported.with

federal monies, appear in Tables 2.4 and 2.5, coMpiled from

Office of Education data.

ftrent information suggests that the academiC employmeilt

market also looks unfavorable for the, foreignianguage special;

ist.,° This is confirmed by arecent'survey conducted by the

Modern Language Association. During 1977-78, 190.doftorates.or

17 percent *of the total number of Ph.D.s gr4nted that year in
.

foreign languages, literature, and linguistics were in .the less
. \

common languages, normally associated with area studies programs.
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Table '2.4

PERCENTAGE OF PH.D.s WITH AREA SPECIALIZATION
OBTAINING POSITIONS IN HIGHER EDUCATION

^

Year Percent

1970/71 68.4
1971/72 65.5
1972/73 64.9
1973/74' 50.9
1974/75 58.4
1975/76 5510
1976177 54.6

Notes: The sharp drop in 1973/74 may be the re-
sult of then-prevailing adverse,economic conditions,
as is alsa suggested by 7.2 percent of the Ph.D.s
(see Table 2.5) who reportedly remained in the univer-
sities to-continue their studies, igainst an average
rate of 1.8 percent in other years. (However, the
Office of Education believes.that the high figure of
7..2 percent is the result of .a "repiwting abberation:")

Reportedly, some 12 Oercent of that'grap failed to find employ-

went, or to find employment appropriate to their skills.

Certain area specializations, however, are currently enjoy-
,

ing better career prospects despite the depreised academic labOr

market .11 I

exa ple, the eight NDEA-funded African stndies
centerp, which a nually produced an:average of 100 Ph.D.s (and an
equal number of M.A.$) between 1974 and 1977, reported few prob-
lems in placing their 1211.1)- graduates. ,

1r. C.
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Table 2.5

CAREER CHOICES OF NDEA CENTER GRADUATES, 1972-1976

(In pe'rcent)

Caretr choice 72/73

Continuing study 40.1

`` Employed by U.S. orgs.
Highei education 7.7
Elem. and sec. ed. 10.3
Government 7.7
Private

Nonprofit 3.7
Profit-making 8.8

Eiployed Int intetnat'l
ot foreign orgs.'

In the U.S. 1.6
Abroad 5.6

Unemployed 1.3

Unkpown ot out of
.the fob market 13.2

Total number 1,560

Ph.D.
.

a
73/74) 74/75 5/76 72/73 73/74 74/75 75/76

46.8 52.6 47.3. 1.7 7.2 0.8 1.8

4.4 3.7 4 3 64.9 50.9 58.1 55.0
4.5 5.0 7. 0.6 0.8 1.2 1.2
9.2 6.8 6.2 3.4 4.5, 5.2, 3.2

2.7 4.3 2.4 6.0 3.2 k3.7 3.5
10.6 7.6 8.5 3.4 4.2 4.3 3.4

IS

4..

2.2 2.1 1.4 2-.5 2.0 2.2- 2.0
6.7 6.2 6.6 8.4 14.6 12.1 12.2 0

2.9 3.7 4.0 1.3 2.6 6.0 6.0

10.0 8.0 12.1 7.8 ,10.6' 6.4 11.7

1,392 1,524 1,725 787 650 597 .6.53

_

SOURCE: Adapted from Center repotts to tha Offi of:Education.
NOTE: It should,be noted that these figeres,.are'ased on varying ntimbers

of centers fended b.y and reporting to OE. Although pot strictly comparable,
. these-numbers are believed te, reflect fairly accurately Career choice trends.

-7
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Our information thus leads us to number of conclusions.

While prospects are generally unfavorable on the xcademic employ-

sent market, this pict.ure does not apply:across.the board.,- The

. .

two regional specializatiOns most often mentioned positively are

. the African region and the Middle East, both academically under-

Aeveloped areas and both in the focus of public interest. Who-
!'

ever, in Most cases the area focus is normally the principal

sellimg point for employment. Academic discipline or profes-

sional school training is the decisive factor.

The market.appears to be particularly poor for history and

language-literature Ph.D.s (together making tip close to one-half

of the area Ph.D.$), and post often also the foreign-area-

oriented pdlitical scientist. At the other end of the spectrum,

we find economics and various related fields blending into the

profess cons (includingf for exatple, international, financing).

Sociology too, is Mentioned 4n that regard as enjoying a

seller ' s rket [

tl) The fluctuations of Ph.D. production with international
dimensions are particularly pronounced in this discipline. The
rea'sons for this are not clear, although it can be assumed that
this discipline is not generally hospitable to the area approach.

. e
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But it would be-an oversimplificatit to judge eMPloyment

opportunities for international specialists on the basis of.a-
\

matrix made up solely of world area and academic discipline. The

particular combination of area and discipline is undoubtedly

important, but so is thecabsence or presence of certain other
,)

Skills (e.g., quantitative analysis.capabiIity) or sub-fields

that add an additional dimension to the applicant'S profile.

People concerned a;oUt the declining emiiloym t` market: therefore

recommend that future international specialis s aim-at,a "hybrid

degree:" a degree combAing a number of technrcal skillp with
1

area specia4zation. .Such training would be in line with
0
the

guidelines'Assued to the area centers by the ice'of Education;

however thit concept is not as yet easy to sell to the p ofes-

sional schools although theke, too, it is slowly gaining ground.

It appears then, that.even Ph.D.s who soriginally 4med for'

academic emPloymen.t Should give more consideratpn to prospects

in other sectors of'society. Perhaps the award of Ph.D. degrees

'sb&i4d now be curtailed in the international:field, as several

_ institutions have begun doing with regard to area or disciplinary

specializations that have little market apPeal.

International/Foreign Language Specialists and the Nonacademic
Es!ployment Sectors.

Use of area speciilists by public andTivate eiployers

rema.ins small, absorbing'about.one-fourth to one,third of the

available supply, with Ph.D.s, of course, less numerous than

M.A.s, who aim primarily at the nonacademic employment. Fragmen-

tation is characteristic of this market segment. Only employment
C.
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0,

.of.Ph.D.s.by-international organizations (most of theM, presnm

ably, not composed of U.S. citizens) stands nut as an area of

substantiaa ópportunities, with 8 to 16 perceni of Ph.D.s avail-

able for employment during the past several years. The'goverii-

ment sector '(see Chap.-3) never took,more.than 6 percent in'a

single year, and no more than 9 -percent of the available interda-

.tional M.A.s. Business and industry (see Chak, 4) acounted at

the. maximum f

percent of th

4 percent .of lthe international Ph.D.s.And for.11

.A.s. 7It.may therefore be reasonably assumed
"

that a sudden and mijok decline in,academic jdb opportunities,for

area-specialists, should it -occur, is not likely to be*ompen-,

.sated for by increased Rpportunities,in gdvernment or business.

Faced with this situation, the academic coMmunity proposes a

number of remedial.measures. TheSe.fill. into two categories:.
..

expansionist And defensive actions. .To the first category f

longs the recommendation.that%cademic inter:nationalization"
. .

be promoted not-only ir iAioritontal.direction, i.e.,,through

:permeation,of the acadeMic.departpients with faculty equipped to

idd ap internatiqnal dimension,:but also vextically.:-Uhat.AS
% 4

Aeant by this is in aiteMpt to reach_don the educational la4der
'

: A

more aggressively--into the. ColegqS, into secondary.schools; and

5

ft

even into. lementary echication. Snoh proposals are usually4

couched in rims of. nationa,1 ineeest.. If aci'ed upon, they could

lead,to more 'emplosibent o nterniitional specialists.and there-
,

fore also help tbe training programsYin that field.

t
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Defensive action includes the curtailment of P.h.Di produc-,

tion to conform more closely. tomarket bonditioht. This strategy
/./-

wouW encourage conce tration'afffesources in fewer inStitutions
.

0 '

, tk

,fhan is the case taddly. 'have also discossed the desirability
7

Pfmadding, to area tralning programs, certaindisciplinary and-

.
.

. ir
.

-.

.

..analytic skills that could"considerably. enhanCethe professional

profile of the-area specialist', following the 6neral approach
4 It

-t
, tliat the general international studies schools.are now taking.

TheSelmchools' graduates, while iternationa1 spe alists; are .

,

not foreign. area .spcialits properly speaking. ,We were able to

o btain data on career choices oil the graduates,froM a sample of

. 0,

these schools.' Nearly all of the graduates of these schools tal4

up jaks witi4ublic p i ate employers outside the. aCademic

community, and their placementrecord has been consistently good.
4*

They'attributethis to the fact that their training is effec-
A

tively faiilored to the needs,of the nonacademic labor market and

that ihey aggressively pursue the placement of their gradu-
/

ates.[11

1.

A good piCtdre of their career distribution .can be
gained om the employment, records of.the graduate divison-of.
the Schoo of Foreign ServiCeat Georgetown. University. Analyz7

-big the p cement of its-Master's degree recipients for the years.'
1974 977, GeorgetaWn prodtwed the'followingoccupaticin41-pra-
file: -3ercent: of the' graduaiesaccepted positions With

..federal. civilian agencies (especially the Departments of State,
. Treasury, 4in4 Commerce, and the CentralIntelligence:Agenty); 3

peraent coatinued.their.careers. in the military; 37 percent
'linteted.the Private (lauSineSs) sector,With international banking

ranking ffist with 12 percent,: followed by conSU1Ving
.

firms, trade.aisaciations, multinational corPorations,and
l:insurance csompanies,; 6 percent.entered priVate research.and-ser-

. vice institutions; 5 percent continued their:edatation; another 5
-percent entered fOreign goiernMent 4encies and firths.; and 2.pev-
.cent ioined international organitations. This left Il percent

It

I
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Because there is a great deaf of professional mobility in

the nonacademic employment of international specialists, espe-

cially during their first years of employment, it would be nearly

impbssible to,keep track of their movements for statistical pur-

poses in any meaningful way. It would be yery useful,showever,

to improve the pre'sent system of following up.on graduates'

career clic:I:ices and placement; this information would make it pos-
.

sible eb isoniteir changing career oppoetalities more accurately,

and to identify areas of.actual or potential distress.

Our findilw suggest that we now face a national imbalance

of supply and deland in, the academic sector. Its extent, how-
I.

ever, Is very much a Junction of the international specialist's

choice of world area and, more important, of his disciplinary

specialization, as. well as of the relative u4ight assigned to

area training in the trainink program. Unless an internatiOnal

crisis raisei demand for specialists, the'prospects for,a better

balance between 'supply and demand are.clearly not favorable for-

the years ahead; 'to'change the situation, greater efforts are

needed to redesign specialist trafning, iiind greater attention

would'have to be paid to the qual4atiVe and quantitative needs

of the employment market:

unaccouned for. These figures appear to, be roughly representa
tive in this category, although they-of course vary in their

characteristics and somewhat in their snbstantive training. The-
School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS), for example,

.

-stated that in recent years some 30 percent of its graduates took
federal'positions While another 30 percent found employment in
busiriess. /

"b
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MAINTENANCE.OF AN ADEQUATE MESEARCH CAPABILITY

, The universities we visi.ted told us'.repeatedly that foreign

area research is now facing serious problems due largely to
-

financial stringenvies. How well founded-is this widely

.r.

expressed concern?

T6is is a diffictat question to answer, in the absence.of

plauslble yardsticks'ior measuring the quantitative and qualita7
N.-

tive growth or decline'of research. Research involves-varying

time lags between conception and finished production, and page

'counts do not measure"its quality or significance. 'Nor is-there4
.

any agreed upon standard for the needed level of research. Here

is another area of intellectual activity where the question., "How

much is nOugh?" Qan only be answered in very general terms or
*

. /
Consequently, to assess the seriousness of the ongo-not at 411,

110 .

ing, imminent or.prospective decline of research, it seems best

to rook at.the essential ingrediefits'or infrastructure;that make

its effect*ve conduct possible.

The study center's. .w.ee that one of the most

6
is to splve the problema of research collections.

/-

pressing needs

Competent

_research on contempor ry issues hinges op the uninterrupted

keceipt, processing, and distribution of foreign,research materi-
,

alsk but the uniC cos of these ictivities has gone up enor-
-

piously. They reiain .1-ucial nonetheless, the more so because the

cost of doing 'research abrout has also soared.fl]

fli This is happeniAg'at a time when the-disciplinary spread-
of the area.studies faculty has widened,.thus introducing new
fields for research and academic expertise, and a growing demand,
for non-Western Lineage Materials. Consider, for*example, the

4 98
\
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A recent report issue4 by the American Council of_Learned

Societies revealed that the research libraries in the United

. States had increased their holdings of East Asian language

materials ,from some 400,000 volumes in 1930 to 6.7 million Icor
4

. 1975, alulast doubling their holdings every decade. Ftdm 1963 to

1973 the Arabic collection of Princeton University tripled its

holdings (from 15,000 volumes to over-44,000) and Harvard's went

Cgoa 10,000 items to sofile 40,000 during the same'period. Similar .

growth rates prevail in.other.ar6as. -Experts warn that even the

largi,st andl)est-funded university libraries areqlow struggling

to maintacn a' minimum- level of acquisition and services, and the

smaller ones axe being forced to reduce their collection efforts

'drastically. These.financial problems,will worsvn.when P1480

funds fpr,bdok purchases.(for example, in India) become exhausted

-in a few yetrs.

The probjem is commph to the entire research community of
A

course, but it ill more severe in foreign.area studies because.of

the decline of the-dollar's exchang6 tate and the eSoteric and

ephemeral datgre of tbe materials involved. Eventually, the.-

solution may.lie in the incieasing use of modern technology- In

tele meahwhile; most obuthe remedies fhat have bee n'proposed

center on a mare clearly defined division of interest among

_CULCON Report's s u'rvey of Japanesitstudies inerican 'universi-
ties. Not.only did,cert3in discitaines add,a suivtantial numbez.
of Japan SpecialistSMUsic and Drama., for example, went from a
single faculty specialist to-37 between 1970 and 1975--but enttre
new.fieldS mere-added on theJapan faculty during those yearS,
.including 24 in Business, 5'in Law, and.4 in Medicine.

99
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A

university libraries, permitting the concentration of resourc

by region, field

focus of resear
-,.

Some f the fin

to nIrow ibeiptiorea

,

or flinctiont'in one or sever:al ui

ram is.,finally adopted will steon 1

ing the qualit

grmns.

0

Th'e fina cial ifficulties of the so-called national facili-

aces. _

tect the

utions:

have.

the range of coMpetence amon
..i;

y_ strapped academic instituti

and research focus, at the risk of diminish-
t

eir faculties and foreign area training pro-

ties for adv

were also f

physical fac

research or

raining and research in international studies

y brought. to our attention. These are either

,or committees serving to advance foreign area

ilita te scholarly exchanges. The latter
* , . , J `

a l'1

categoryinclhdeg .for example,+e JoineCommittee on Coutem-

porary China-JCC ) and the International Research and Exchanges
1

Board (I ) fll The physical training and research facillties
. e .

are mostly locat clab'road. They tend to operate.on the precari-

ous basis of yea -to-year grants from private and sometimes pub-
( .:

.
,

lic sources.
4t .

i

.

The fu a aelic s ind ComplishmentsApf the Universities Ser-
, .

vice Centre ill ong Xoag illustrates the utility of suc h facili-
-.

ti;s.that.aire ipen to 'all scholars. Since its estalishment, it

'h s opened ita facilitiesto moke than 1,p0 gcholars, including
4

I
o.

.

professors, postdoctoral fellows, and graduate students. The

-fliTh Joint Committee on Soviet Studies' was-forced to go
out of exis ence:in 1977,owilig .to the decrease of FOrd,FOundation'
,funding..

-or

100
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. .

Centre has no endoment and must rely on short-terth foundation. ,.
. .

. ..,

support for .its annual needs, :bow rstimated at $175,000.. In itS
.

.

,
e

.
. ._ , .

15' years existence it has had a majorAthpact on China scholaithip .

and-is cOntinuini to gain in importante with the normalizavion of

.b U.S,-China relations; serving as-it-does as way statiOn for
.

- serious scholars on visits to,and from Peking. Nevertheless, the

ac'ademic cunity fears that. in the yeai's ahead the center tha;

no longer be.able to survive without assured federal gSvernment

support.- Its disappearance would be a major setback for china
4

,

scholarship:. A similar case is mate for. thelluSsian Reseach

Center ai Harvard UniveeSity,,which.has long fUlfilled 4 nationa

,4unction in advancing reS.earch on the' Soviet linion.

. It is difficult to assess the adequacy of research fellowi

ships for study abrbad because .of the great variety of sources.of

r
. .

. Support and their year-to-yer fluctuatioa with regard ter.number

of grants, area coverage,.durdtion, and funding level. Our

Analysis of the pertinent,data suggests a declining trend during

the past several years,*.lipt. funding may retently have stabilized

on, a lower level.

In our'site visits, the need for increased fellowship

support--especially from federal agencies7-was mentioned in vir-

tually every, case. Area fellowships, and research (i.e., the

necessary faculty release time for research) have long depetided

heavily on external funding, and are likely to do so eveu more in

lOj
N
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the present circumstances, with universities having to be partic-

.

ularly parsimonious. We-were often told that univity adminis-

trations have become reluctant--to release facultrmembers tem-

porarily ftom teaching duties pnless outside financial support

5an be obtained;.and thae such support.is becoming increasingfy

difficult to find: Other reaSonS t6i urging increased federal
.

assistance include the partial withdlnpwal of Fofd Foundation

funding-, the inadequate size of-the Fulbright-Hays programs, and

the mounting cost of doing xeseafeh abroad. An expansion of

existing federal programs was.dierefore widely urged. There was

no.agreement; however, on whether emphasis.shonld be ,en the' post-

doctoral faculty level or concentrated.va students who are just

'"%...'entering their graduate specializationsi, The need Ivas described *

, . . .

as great( in-both cases111 ,

Finally, there is the question of the total level of'support

for area researcft proviaed by public and private sOurces.. It'isi

evident that there has been a downward trend in constant dollar
A

terms (see Figs. 2.1 and 2.2), raising the question of the-adequacy of
. /

research support. But what is adequate research supy;ort? Our

interviewees gaye various .answers that reflected, as one 41)ight

expect, primarily personal experience, but their general tenor

-was that the present levels of support are-not in line° with their

1,11 It was sometimes argued tbat a generous supply of gradu-.

ate fellowships might.encourage overproductión4of area special-
ists, and that more attention should therefore be given to the -

questioii of the balance'between job opportuniies and f9llow-
shipg.
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yerceptions'or value judgments about our national-interest:11)4.
a

ACAbEMICOOVERNHENT INTERFACE:

We encountered a variety of views ahd critical comments re- .
, s .

garding,the rel4tionship between the federal fundihg agencies'
-,

and efte academiC recipients. It-will be uSeful to repeat sote ofk..
D

. these observations*because they illuminate the acadtmic perspective
#

.and may''point.to important issues that 4merilfurther studY:

. . have ha4 little opportunity to listen to the dther side of the

-story; hence, it iay. wel be that certain comments and ideas pro-

posed for consideration may not have a firm basis in fact or may

'be unrealistic. We therefore report our respondents' comments,

but.refrain from taking any position on them.

It-is not surprising.that the-recipients of Title VI grants

were more favorably inclined toward the poilicies diat traduced

,
federal financial support

.

for them than were others who, for one

reason or another, were nt as succe'Ssful in the'competition for

government funds. Nevertheless, a strong consensus emerged among,

the academics we spoke to regarding seVeral features of the grant

'procedures.

[1) Onps..respondent, for example, deplored the scheduled
closing of the-UniVvsities Service. Centre in Hong Kong a year
fam now- because it'cahndt'raise the needed.$10d,OCIO. .Existing
scholarly Committees, he continued, provide postdoctoral research
grants on contemporary China totaling less than '$5,0,00 a year.
Considering the importance of China to the Unitet'Stat:es, our
respondent-,and most of his colleagues regard this figure (which
maY'Or may-not be Precise) as grossly inadequate.

r- 103
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Idbthe first place, we encountered frequent COmPlaintS about-

the time- and mon4-consuming application process and the need

for nither extensive-interim reports.[1] (One institution

reportedly spent' $10 000 in-applying for its $125,000 grant.)

Underlying-this criticism was also the desire to sce longer
I

grant award periods and greater stability in federal support programs.

We also heard cfiticisms of the manner in which grant prior-. 4

ities are established, both,in the.selection of grantees and .with

regard to.the.government-preferred-Use of Wilds. .The general

international studies schools.entertain a fift conviction, not

shared by the area centers, that.the Education Act is being

interpreted so mirrowly as to give too strong a preference tit the

'area-oriented institutions, and that the existing quota system (a

minimum of 80.petcent allocated to area studOPs?) runs counter to

. the Stated objective'of encouraging international studieS with a

global perspective in mind.(2) We yere also told that the ater-
.

mination of priority disciplines in the eant guidennes,is often

. booed on outdated information. A remedy frequently suggested was

that the Office of Education shobld consult more closely with
r

advisory'panels, or establish' new panels, comprising beth spe-
/-

cialists in the field,and interested users of its.talents--

notably, government agencies, which are not necessarily,

41*

[11 The Office.of Education reportedly has been urging.less
Voluminous applications and reports, but-to no avail.

[2] .The'Office of Education, on the other. hand, points out
that few of the general international studies schoolshave sub-
mitted grant applications. Generally speaking, OE denies the
validity of this and sitbsequent criticisms reported above.

,
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4
represented on the relevant panels:

Finally,ewe found widespread concern that g licies regarding
*

support for,international studieware made on far too low a level

of the bureaucratic hierarchy, thus depriving.them of bureau-

. vatic clout and prominence. 'Many of our respondent& believe
k

11.

that this situation is'reflected in-and46rther aggraate

severe staffing constraints in the offices handliug inernational

.studiesiwithin HEW. In turn thi4 is j.nterpreted as-yet another

indic tion of indifference at the higher levels of OVernment

e.toward promoting international studies in U.S. education. Such is also

1-

the explanation advanted for an earlier administration's decision

to discontinue funding for these studies, ,a decision eventually

reversed by Congrtss. Consequently, a great deal of suppOrt has

.V
:arisen among academic specialist& for the idea of creating a

n

small but high-level organization or office within the,government

to be exclusively conceirned with federal4o1icies on foreign

languaie, area and general i4Xernational studies.

'.

40,
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Chapter 3

THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Apart from the academic world, ti U.S. government is the

laigest employer of manpower trained in .foreign languages and
"e"

dedicated to the study of foreign societies and international.

issues. A recent survey of more.than 25 government agen4es that

employ such manpoWer (priLirily the Departments of State and

Defense the International Communication Agency, the Agency for

International Development, the Central Intelligence Agency and

other elements of the intelligence community, and the Congress),

indicatgs that there a tirrently between 30,000 and,40,000

American positions in the federal bUreaucracy that require com-

petence ia a foreign language. This 'total includes between

-14,000 a441 19,000 pOsitions that,also require skills in the ,

analysis of foreign countries and internatioaal issues.[1] In

addition, state gdifernments employ perhaps 200-people With such

skills, primarily in offices that promotp the sale of local pro-.

t.

.

[1] The sUrvey was conducted for the President's tommission
on Foreign Language and International Studies by James R. Ruchti
of the DepartMent of State.- _(See Tables 3.1 and 3.2 at the-end
pf this chaptet.) This totaf ik*lled manpower base concerned
with fokeign affairs constitntes less.than 1, percent of the,5.5
million civil' p and military positions in the,U.S. government.

k
a
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ducts in overseas markets. (See appendix to this phapter.) t

International government agencies such as the United Nations and

World Bank also.eMploy a limited number of Americans with

language'and area%skills.
(b.

Approximately 75 percent of the linguage'positi8ns ari held

by federal employees who are concerned withloreign affairs.

They collect and analyze information about foreign countries and

the international system, andformulate and implement policies of

the U.S. government (in the State Department, AID, the milit'ary

services? et.C.). The remaining 25 percebt are'involved in law

enforcement and domestic activities for the Bureau of the Cedsus,

the Internal'Revenue Service, the Border Patrol. and so on.

Our interviews with more than 40 senior officials of the

U.S. gOvernment who manag thisimanpower.base[1) indicate that

-there is now an ample supply of applicants with basic language

and foreign area skills for most of these positions although

:many lack app opriate levels of language or analytical cam-
,

petence, or particular combinations of foreFgn area and profes

sional skills. .And although there are more than twice as many

. -
, people with foreigrilanguageand area studies ski!lls-in govern-

'mental employment as there.are jobs requiriqig ihose

career considerations and management procedures substantially

- limit the matChing of j b-requirements'aqd skilled personnel

(Ruchti 19,79).

[11 See a listing of the officials interviewed for.this
8 .

study:in Appendix D, below. The interview-Schedule is in Appendix

.

107
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. The government sometimes has trodble'in findi4,qualified
A .

people with highly specialized language skills or knowledge of.% .
t

cert n "esoteric" artas of the world: More9ver, operaeYng-offi-.

MIL

.cals say-that, in general., the governMent is able to function

acceptably with current recrUiting, training, and personnel

management sy:ot ms. The government's madpower planning horizon

is short..(ugally one or two years at most);, and Most of its

C atraining-programs' in languages ahd foreign areas, conducted by-
.

i
,

...

. -,. .

such agencies as the TOreign Service Institute-and the Defense

Language InStitute, are also short-term although highly concen-

trated.

Despite these positive notes, our interviews suggest:five'

difficulties pertaining to manpower training and use:

o -31hre is an uflMet demand for' eertain uncommon

langnage skills,for apprients with higherlevels

of linguistic competence in all languages, and for

people.Who combine disciplinary skills (such as.th
SI

ciences or economicsYand foreign languages (sUcifie

as Russian and Japaaese).

o There are concerns about the type and level of

goVernment-supplied. training (and in some-cases, ,

4!,

the lack of training) fog people'hired to work on

foreign area_and internationa,l'issdes especially

for such functions as,negotiation, intelligence

analysiS, and language int6rpretation.

o There are qdestionsabout the. career 'development

and:management of-this skilled.maapower base, whic4
AY^

1 08
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.c

tend to dissipate foreign language and area com-

petence as people move from operating to managerial

or Supervisory roles.

o *ere are concerns about the leinger-term availability

'of:Tani1ower with foreign'area and\language

skilds$ ih view of recurrent declines in governmen-, .

tal and foundation support Aor advanced acade mic, ,

4
training and research on foreign- kreas.

. , .
Re

o Th'eri areconcerns allout-the'quality:W analy;ks'in
,s-.4

.

intelligence_system that emphasizes immediate or

-

short-terV reporting of events at the egpense'of

-mid- to long-term anilysis. Particularly at4ssuq

'-

are the quality-of politltal interpretation and-the.

ability of a large aqd highly compartmented buream-

cracy en :synthesize 'political,

'rity issues. This problem is

shortage of'personnel trained

economic aad secu-'
\

compounded by the

in interdisciplinary

Three structural characteristics of'the federal bureaucracy

limit the development and use of skilled people.and
A

foriation:

o Personnel management systems in government-agencies

ate not effective in plapning and coordinating-man-

power training and use, nor do they offer strong

career incentiVes fox' developing and accumulatitig

'language and foreign area Skills (particularly for

difficult languages). -

e
411
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o A weakly integrated sct df systems for collecting,
.

processing, and analyzing information about,foreign

t '

countries limits the integrated understanding of.
.

A,. .. .
,. V

'

foreign sticieties, economic.systems and political

processes.

v The government's foreign affairs bureaucracy is

isolated from the business community and the

academic world, making it difficult to deal with

issues that cut across these three sectors of our

. -

society, such as the expansion of export trade or

the sharing of information about foreign countries.

fr.

r

.DEMAND FOR FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND AREA SKILLS IN /NE FEDERAL
. GOVERNMENT -

The 30,000 to 40,000.full- airl.part-time positions inlithel

federal-government that require formign language'skills'or
.

analytical training in tile study ofldreign-countries and the

e""

international system ire distributed among the major agencies of.

'tilt federal civil bureaucracy and the military gervices, as indi-

cated in Table 34. The more than 14,000 positions requiting

specialization in foreign area and international studies are sum-

marized, by geogriphic area and government agency, in Table -3.2.

The major period of growth in this manpower base occurred in
r.

the two decades after World War II, when the foreign affiirs

agenCies of the governientwere established (such as tga CIA) or
.

'revamped (such as the Departiint cif State) and.grew to'meet

America's needs as 4 global powee.. The 1970s have been a'decade

,1
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of donsolidation.and adjustment. .The Department of State, ,for

example, reports a slight contraction in the number of Language

Designated Positkons". for: Foreign'Service.Officers 'from approxi-
,

mately.1,300 in 1967 to 4,220 in 1479A1t Within,this total,.the.
NO-

past decade hasoedh some decline in the number' ofpolitical tick

. .
positions, with 'a- cqncurrent increase in econOmic, adMinistr,al.

tive,.and consular jObs. The Congress, which employed .perhaps

100 staff with foreign area and 'language skills,just after World

War 11, now has almost 1000 individuals in'analli61 or,staff

support positions with the Congressional ResearCh gervice the .

Litrary of congress, the major fgreign-relations-'oriented commit--
.

lees, and on the persoftal staffs of Senatots and Congressmen

specializing in foreign affairs or national security issues.

COugressional staff directori now.Wak of the need to.Stabilize .

'

or cut back",somewhat on current staff size.

.

'Manpower turnover rates in foreign affairs agencies, which

affect personnel requirements, vacy considerably around the aver-
,

age of 9 to 10 percent per year for 'professionals in the U.S.

goernment. The House Foreign AffairS Commiattee staff, which

empoys_about 20 professionals with foreiin language and area 4 '

[1) These positions are established by the Dirctor General
of the4oreign 9ervice, Department of State, 'after consultation
with Chi'efs ot.Mission ambassaArrs) in,the field.,-The -

'4state,Department'is.able to,maintain c6mpliance rates (the match-
'ing of trained manpower with designated skill tlequirements) on
.the average of 69 percent;to 701pexcent, with rates as high as 80
percent tor 011tical officers, worldwide. -These rates vary among
languages; they are as,high as 59 pfrcent for Frenal at a-minimum
professional prioficienCy (S-3/R-3) level of competence' or
and as-low as 20 percent ia-tl eastern Arabic tongues at the
same'levels of bmpetente.

, .
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skills, rep6rts infrequent staff departures beta.uqe of the

'attractiveness of positions with .the Committee profeSsional
.

stafrof the PeaCe.Corps, in cOntrast, has by regulatio4 an
A

annual turnover rate approaching 30 percent; .with 4 50 percent

yearly turnover of its volunteers.(who serve pnly two years).

The professional si.affs of the principal civilian agencies im the

foreign affairs communitrr-suCh as the Department of State and

'the CIA--turn over at a rate of 10 percent.or les& each yeae.

It is difficult to project demand for these skills because

most avncies now have personnel thanagement systems that assess

future needt no more than a year or two in advance, usually as
te.t

much on the basis of anticipated budgetary support as of func-

tional need. Our interviewees seemed to aSsume that politics and

the laudget will Ibmit foreign afairs staff to apprpximately its

-present size or sOmewhailesS throughout the 1980s., .

.
A

'In our interviews, only the intelligence agencies expressed

a.clear interest in acquiring significantly. larger.numbers of

language or foreign-area specialist,s.[1] One 3gency 'reporring
0

cutting its data collection staff in half during the'pait dpcade.

While some Of this cut was compensated for by .new techni.cal capa-

bilities, the agency says it needs a substantill increase in

foreign-are.sitTained personngL This agency has very high rates
.

of turnover 'aipong oreign language specialists--more than 25

0

[1) Discussions with the staff of the Senate and House
Select Committees on Intelligence, and Exectitive.Brauch managers
of the intelligence community, indicate some support at this time
for limited manpower increases and improved language training
.effOrts in the intelligence a4encies.

I 2 t
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ketcent aanually. Senior intellicence officials are also con-
,.

%. . .

. .

.
,

cerned-about inadequate emphasis being given to analytical work,
,,

-, .

and abaut a'decline*in iaterpritive-reditndancy and competition

amonk intelligence agencies, which tends to lessen intellectual ,

discipline and diversity of perspective.

this brings us to.the question of what can be said about the,
,

- factors that are likely to shape.demand within the present sys-

,

tem. We hive Identified three general types of demand that are
S.

4.1not beink whoUy met by the supply of job applicants and govern-
,t

mental training procedures.

Unmet Demands'

'High-Volume Skills. A very few languages and foreign area

.spOtalties atcount for a large share of the demand for skilled

personnel. For example, about 1,200 positions in the CIA require

A reading or Speaking knowledge of foreign languages; of these,

fi0e are "high-volume" languages with at least 100 positpns:

- Chineie, Fxench, d'erman, Russian, and Spanish. Six art "moderate

volume" languages with 30 to,50 positiOn)116, Arabic, Greek,

. Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, a4Turkish,[11 Similarly, of

approximately 1,000 area specialists in the CIA, about 55 percent
6

are dedicated tO analysis of the Soviet Union, 11 percent are
-

China specialists; and .32 percent engage in the study Of Eastern

*
and Wstern 'Europe', Latin America, Southeast Asia, the Middle

,

[11 The remaining 12 percent are 16 Zlow-volume" languages
of 15 positions or less, including Albanian, Danish, Indonegian,
Persipn (Farsi), Rumanian, and Serbo*Croatian.

k
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Eait, North and East Asia, Africa; and South Asia.

The St,ate DepartMent's 'high-:volume" language needs also,*

cluster around 4-few major languages: .-French, German, Spanish,

Russian, Chinese, etc. Our respondents' said that there is enough

new manpower with ptofessional skills arid language aptitude td

"'fill these pasitions at. a minimal.level of competence,: once they
*

,e

receive further training at government expense. There is'con-

cern, however, about low functional entry levels of language

skill (wtitich raises training costs), and questions about future

availabiUty'of qualified applicants in these high-demand

language/areas because of declining university enrollments in the

study of some of these languages.

Law-Volume Skills. Statistics and information provided by t

-the Commission staff inditate that 130 languages and many dialects
.

are currently used by employees of the federal)goVernment; more than
s'

40 of the lanoages ire currently of immediateAnterest to-the

U.S. government.[1] As- a result of the increasing salience

of 'Third World" issues in Ameiica's foreign relations, and the

ektension of Soviet-American "long-term competition" to the

devdlopfng countries:of the Middle East, Africa, mill Asia,

languages and area expertise for which there is no government

deman&nonetheless have become important. One relpondent

\,

(I) Albanian, Afrikaans,,AMbaric, Arabic, Bengali, Bul-
,

garian, Burmese,,Cambodian, Chinese, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Fin-.
nish, French, German, Greek,"Hebrew, ,ffungarian, Indonesian,

, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Lao, Mongolian,' Nepali, Peisian Farsi,
Persian Dari, Polish, Punjabi, Rumanian, Rilesian, Serbo-Croatian,
SaMali, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Tagalog,l'amil, Thai, Turkish,
Vietnamese, and Central Asian Languages.

A ,
4
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coented, for.example, on the difficulty of finding an analyst

with special expertise in Yemeni politics to assist in managing a_
recent.short-term crisis between North and South Yemen,

Such'ulow-volume" skills are a particuLar problem for the

government. Few people with preemployment training or interest

in theie esoteric areas of the world are available; and govern-

ment interest in them waxes and wanes. It is difficult to sus-

tain supt.ort for manpower-that iS'skilled in areas of the world

that attract the great powers' attention only in times crf crisis.

The academic community traditionally has been a source-of con-

, suiting manpower for low-demand, skills,but cbntracting univer-
.

sity foreign area research and teachink progams, arld declining

gpvernment external research budgets, are eroding manpower and

reSearch bases and govettiment acces.s.to,them.

ComtoinediPoreign Language, Area;;and Discipline Skills. A
V

third unmet demand is that for people who combine skills in the

),,
language, society, and politics of a given country with training

N. .

in such.professional disciplines as econoWics, science or
1 .

4engineering, and law, particularly for work on Iess developed ..

counries.

As noted in Chap. 2, little financiaA assistanee is avail-.

able for Supporting the.long and arduous.education iequired to

. .

develop professional skills both.in Certain disCiplines (such 4s

economics or a natiral science) and a foreign area. The few pea-
_

.ple who possessthese combinations of skills are' in increasing

4.

demand by biisinessand ihe federal-gOvernmenti. The government

'may have to resort to partia. effective.shorZ6term training 'cr-f

11 5



employees "in-house," or the more expensive prbcedure of sending

people to universities for longer-term periods of education.

A nuMber of developments are posvible that would spur the

demand for such skilled manpower, some.of which have occurred

fel
several times in the past. Most notable.are firefighting

responseis,to crises in foreign policy or national s6curity, such .

-

as World War II and the Soviet lannching of/Sputnik.in 1957. Our

intervjews and the academic.literature on international education

support the view that this type of crisis response is haphazard

and dysfunctional, alpough it mar be dictated by financial limi-

tations on governAnt and private-sector kograms. It takes

roughly twp to six years to train specialists effectiVely in

foreign languageS, area kills, and disciplinary educatiOn,

whereas governmental operations allow only a few months pf train-
.

ling at most, when. majc:r civilian or military pxograms are to-be

undertaken on a crash basis. In short. , the lead times for pro-
,

feSsional tralning--not to mention farsearch efforts carried cwt

by tiained profationalsare long.in relation to operational
.v.

. 4 -

requirements, and manpower shOrtages conaain effective response

to national crises.

Of course, the Y.S. government cannot tire expected to main-
:.

ala a large supply of Manpower trained in foreign area skills

on sqindby for times of crisis. .4 caamer times,-"stxong forces

operate to keep that supply at low levels. Besides,,apart from e

considerations of politics and cost, longuage skills cannot be
*-

"stored ' and they atropyy if not used. Two reciourses.are possi-
,

ble: to mlintain a .trained.gadrepossessOg critical, Skills as a 4,

a

V.
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mobilization base that can gro throughvtraining in timesof

need; and to identify a skilled manpower restrve--a skills inven-

t'

tory that can be drawn upon through job reassignments as needed..

Several interviewees tuggested that the government,is not effec-

tively organized at present to draw dn employees who have such

reserve" skills.

4
Respondihts said that training and reSearch programs sus-

iiiped at moderate levels over a period of years are preferable

to the gradual erosion of a skilled.manpower bfse, and of

research activittcto a level that may neither meet the needs ok

normal tines door provide an adequate training base for expans

during crisis. Particularly for research funds; moderate-leve

of figancial support sustained over-a,sgriod pf decades more

effective thAn large amounts of money applied on a crash basis.

it is not easy, howeirer, ts define what levels of training,

research, and skilled manpower are adequate for relatively.tran
f

quil periods. Several respondentsiftedior milititry off-
. ,

icer, intelligence.collection and Analysis,officials, State

, Department research codtracts staff, and the CongresV.onal
*

Research Servicestated that tlwir agencies geed more staff or

more research funds. This testimony is..not.in itself probitive,...

for gdvernment agencies commonly claim that they need more staff.

OffiCitla claim that the need id not for awe staff but for .t

better training and use of existing staff.

These are impressiristic observations. A. systematic

evaluation of exitting trainine research, and.implementation
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programs seems to be in order,. to strengthen America's capacity

to conduct Its LeiglikrelatioUS.'

THE SbPPLY OF TRAINED MANPOWER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS ACTIVITIES OF
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT: NUMEROUS APPLICANTS; LIMITED LANGUAGE
QUALIFICATIONS

Iu contrast to the anticipated or potential long-term supply

pro lems just
.

discussed, our interviews revealed that the number

of appli6ants'for available governmental jobs is extraordinarily

high, given the existing patterm of demand fOr manpower with

foreign language and area skilli. For example, in 078 the

Deiartsent of State received mole dun 16,000 applications for

the foreign service examination, and fewer than 200 applicants

were hired. The House Foreign Affair's Committee sends out nearly

150 rejedtion letters each iteek to,applicants pr staff appoint.,

ments,-miny of whom appear to be highly-qualified. The Congres-
-

sional.Resparch Se.tvice repdits,having received nearly 100 appli-
V A

P "
cations for eackof its staff openings in t4e past few years, and

I .

.

7 ,the,,CIA hasexperiedced.no sustained difficulty in-recent,times
r

in recruiting foreign area specialista: .A CIA-ieport:to the

President's Commission notes that "the-job market in academia has
_ .

.been so poor of late that we are freouently ovetwheloed with cos-
.

t'

t4i

petent applicafits."

The quality of these applicants-despiixte the inadequacies-

noted earlier-7is also considered t6 be iignificantfy higher than

' in years past. The.State DepartiiRt filids Chat the average age
*

of new recruitslor Figei:vice Officer (FS0):Positioni is

now 29 or 30, as opposed to 24 or'25 shortlylafter World War.II,

.

-

reflecting greiter experiencp andonaturiti of incoming Foreign.

#
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Service classes'. The CIA fin4s-that recent'applicanitattain

higher test scores on measnres of aptitude and intellectual

ity than did earlier groupS ,Apd.the Congressional Research Ser-
e,g_

-
vice reports higher levels of academic training and research t

experience in its current applicants. In short, the government

is a major beneficiary of the overproductiOn of advancedJanguage

and area degree students discussed in'Chap. 2.

Yet government officials are not wholly satisfied with the

supply. situition: All major employers find insufficient language

,
.

skills in new recruits. A CIA survey of recruits hired between.-
c,. 4

. 1975 and 1978 reveals that only 18 percent demonstrated a Hinimum

PrOfessional Proficiency[1]or better in a spoken foreign

language

l,training

As a lesult.of such experientest'government'language

programs are geared to. esCablishing minimal levels of

speaking and 'reading proficiency in hew "rciuitlt The Foreign-
.

Service, for example, counts .on the kofeskional motis=ation of

new SOs-to raise language skill qompetepce ti; higher levels

while on foreign assIghment, but reassignments to new lapguage

.4reas :are f vent-. Thereforef'few government emplbyees-posted

abroiVattain gnything hi!gher.thair Professional Profi-
.

ciencrin a foreign l
I

aAguage particularly in the more difficult

and esoteric tongues.[2]

fli The S-3 level of the Foreign Service 4,anguage rating .

system.

121 Information qupPlied by the Department of State indi-
cates that in:relatively easy "world languages" (Danisb, Dutch,

-French, German, Italian, Norwegian, yortugUese, Spanish, and Swedr
ish).only,56 percent of,the FSOccorps attains a "Minimum Profes-
iiopal Proficiency" (S-311173) level or higher. In difficult .

languages suCh as RusSian, Chinese,tJapanese, and most Third
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Moat of the senior officials interviewed for this cstudy

seemed to accept this minimal level of language proficiency as la

,fact of life, despite certain consequent problems.[1]

Several senior officials in the intelligence community spoke

with concern about the difference. between the post-World War II

generation of analysts who saw illigeic e w.ork at a hig?7

fessional calliirg,' who brought tO their cakeers an intimate
4 4

"feel" for individual foreign 9ocieties and politieal system,

and thday's recruit' who has less of a sense of professonal cal-
4 ,

ling to the intelligence community, and less 'interest or career

incentive i h specializing in one majoriconntry or area of the

World tongues, the Department is.able to fill only 39 percetit of
its languate designated positions at the S-3/R-34,1evel orligher.

, (The "4" level of proficiency is defined as "professional. profi-
-ciency" and the-"5" leve)..is "native or bilingual proficiency.")

[I] Several reipondenti gave the following examples of prob-.
lems .created by the limited ldcal language competence in most,
embassy staffs: A Marine guard had difficulty,toping with hia

.security assignment in an embassy building damaged by an.earth-,
quake in Bucharest because he did not speak.Rumanian. 'Several

-officials asserted that the embassy staff in kabul, AfghanistAnt
could not deal-effectivelrwith the kidnapping of the American -

ambassador, partly because they did not speak the local language.
A'former U.S. ambassador to Japan recalled 1,;is caricern that he
cauld not function effectively because of the limited number of
FSOs with interpreter-level Japanese. Several respondeni.s. in the
American business community expressed the view that U.S. e'isbassy
staffs,in some countries are of limited help in'promoting tooter-
cial contacts,,partly because so few FSOs concerned with.commer-
cial affairs speak local languages. And several government
interviewees referred to the"Polish interpreter" incident of
1977, in whith.an inadequately tested cOntract interpreter
.employed by the State Department embarrassed President Caaer
'with an inappropriate translation during a visit to Warsaw.-- One'
official deplored the inability of the governMent foreign affairs
'community to.assess the long-term costs to the country-of such,
incidents. Ile also noted the resistance of "the system" to any-
thing more than ineffective "self-policingp!' and its inability ta
modify old Patterns of prbfessional training and career develop-
ment. S

2 0
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4orld. New recruits are more likely to.have been abroad as teur-

ists or studts than to, ave undergone the rigors o* wartime
.0",

opera4ens or long-term reftdenci.
- .

Other informatión and interview responses,support he oppo-
,

I
site viewthat the acaddmi. c,training of nCe.4 government-tecruits

is far-better now than in years past. Their/concern is with the
40.

;

use of these higher.levels of pr;fessional ttaining in geivernment

. service: An economist or military analyst will deal with his.

country, of inquiry only for a few years before moving on to a .pew
*

office or "up" into managerial\responsrlity. 'Itlewill be - .

.,

.

,_,,

responsible fdranalyzing only one aspect of the country's
)r ,.... ,

affairs; and war have few opportunities to travef to the cquntry

of (tempprary) specialization to enhance,language competence and

develop a true feel for the society. Thus, as one seri& offi-

cial commented, while the-basic education and(ability of new

recruits in the intelligence community are high, their "in house"

training and the wny the govevamgnt dses them limits their effec-

tiveness as interpreters of foreign societies.

0.
Finally, one,senicir official, himself n former,professor,

1

remarked that the avalanche of applicants lot foreign nrea spe-
, -

ciatist jobi'in the federal government partly reflects the ow.

loadineand breakdown" of academic teaching and research centers.

# In years past, they created an'inteliectual community that,

: through publication, seminars,- and other forms of professilonal

*communication; established the "intellecttial context" for the

study of foFeign.societies. That sense of intellectual commun-

ity,' hq said has now subsAentially dissipated as a result of the,

$'

11.

.

a.

6.

4,

r
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contraction of government and foundation supOrt for academic
, 4

research qn foreign areas.

S.
4

FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND AREA SKILLS IN GOERNMENT SDTC2: THE DIS-
-SIMION .OF EXPERTin

\reaeral-foreign affairs aiencies Stress, in their.persommi.

P"'

. A A

.pfactices, the primacy of g7neral.kvowledge and, diverse skills'

over specialization, and of managerial and policymaking responsi
r

bilitieS over analysis and impleMentation? These

0
eutionalized in .all-the maior foreign mencies, except.ICA and

the Peace Corps, work to dissipate ehe accumulation.of lagage

'and foreign area skills. A voluntary system of career develop7

ment, combined with a pattern of rapid turnover in job as6sign-

.F. t.

.
.

ment, limits the depth of training And development of language.; .

..-

.,c

skills and area 6ipertise.

r
Employees recruited tor their foreign language skill or atea

kno edge are given SpeCialki trai iing. in the Foreign Service
-,P1

441 n

Initute, the.Defense'Language Institute, or language training

programs.in the intelligence agencies. Most of ihese programs,

give a trainee limited working profeiCiencY i a language throligh

Atudy in the United States, and assume that, in a'foreign'assign-
.

ment, an officer will improve his language proficiency and area

knOwledge. 0r certain mote'difficillt languages"sUch as
,

,
Chinesef Japnese, and Arabic--the,Department of State operatea

ovexteas training programs .tcs facilitate "immeriion" over periods

as loribg 4s two years. The. Department of Defense.provides similar

training for a maXimum of one year at its language teaching

facility.in Monterey. Area study courses are similarly geared to

a

1
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the fairly brief (two weeks) and intense inculcation'of general

backgroundkna1edge on,a foreign area, which is equivalent to a

semester survey course at a univeesity.[1]

This system of."in-house" education, commended by some for

-

its value as a short-term intensive training, has also been cri-

tkCizea as too.elementary in language training to be functional

.and too generalized about any foreign,area to be of.great use on

'the job. As one State Department official observed, "We bring

our employees' up to the critical,point where'a little more time,

/ ioney1 al4 emphasis would produce professional skills, and then

we cease to help." Of even greater concern is the virtual

absence of speciallied training in analytical methods or

% managerial skills for' those mho. assume such responsibilities, and

the lack -of a4Farper-developent system that would pprpos4fully

relate Specialized to future job assignments.

a

The effectivpness of-the government's on-the-job educational

syStem is furtHOIr limited by ;airly frequent job reessignments--

,

every twp or four years in the Foreign Service. While subsequent

assignmenti may eiable an FSO , military officglor intelligence

analyst to futiler apply 'his language.and area skills,.seyeral

-factors work against the gradual accpsulation of specialized

Ambwledge-and language'expertise. FSOs are reluctant to. be. reas-

.. .

, .

.
.

[I) For limited numbers of employees, year-long perioas of
training in* an acatemic,institUtion are provided for more
Sysematic Oncaiimi. ,Each Year, the Department of State sends

.
.

_about a apzen,F.SOs'to universities f'or speciAliged foreign area .

training. The. Army's Foreign Area Officer program sends.about..50
officers to universities.eacb'yar. , ,

,

..
, ,

Fit
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Vived to certain hardship postings: the Soviet Union and cer-
,

' taim countrleS of the Middle East', South Asia,,and Africa: . Above

all, however, career incentives are structured'to encourage

diversification of.knowledge and expe.'rience so that:the FSO day

acquire bo,thfunctional and geographic capabilities,the military

officer attains a ikeld command, and the intelligence analyst

acquires managerial responsibility.

Many FSOs continue to believe that specialization is an

impedi t'to career development and au officer who aspires to

senior olicymaking and aMbaSs'adotial level-assignments will work

to broaden his career experience and avoid being typed as a "spe-

cialist owone countryor one function (particularly if the

country is one ia whicn a small U.S. presence limits the number

of positions available for career development, or where the func-

tion keeps him from policy work). As a result, one foraier ambas-

S'ador noted it our-interviews.that "area expertiseS usually

found at too.low a levei [in. the conduct of foreign affaiiS] to'

have much effect on the policy formulation process." Similarly,

an aspiring military officer assumes that promotion to general

officer rinks is anlikelyrto come through specializatiodin some

foreign area, bUt rather through troop commands and general min- .

.

tary traillIng. And in the intelligence agencies; vhere there is'

sOmewhat greater continuity of assignments, the professional

rewards aKe in manageriil posiiions rather than in those ofthe

specialized analyst.

P

1 24
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OWe clear evidence of the devaluation of specialized,
s.

language and area skills in the government is the.lack of a corps

of professional interpreters 'withfn the Foreign Service.. The
I

Foreign Service Institute is, not responsible for training FSOs to

interpreter levels Of competence. Interpreters are'hired byithe

Department of State,not as part of the Foreign Service, but on a

full-time, Civil Service basis, augmenteeby-part6time staff,.
7

A. 1/4employed on contractual basis. This approach its rationale
#'

for reasons of working Ftyle[1] and economy, but iiPdeprives
-*V

those officials who formulate and implement foreign policy of

highly professional communications skills and a graSp of policy

continuity that professional interpreters_provide in foreign

'governments. This practice exposes senior American officials to

public relations embarrassments of the "Polish interpreter"

Var4ety, or the awkwardness and potential for misundertanding of

having to rely on foreign governments for interpretation--as./ye

continue to 'do in the case of official dealings with Xhe People's

Republic of China.

b While there is good reason to value breadth=of perspective

and experience in senior leadership positions in,the government,

andeequally valid reason to be wary of the narrowness of view

that may come with a high degree of foreign area specialization;

Significant costs are associated with the present career

[1] From the perspective,of the career Foreign Service, pro-
fesaional interpreting is seen to be a highly specialized skill
or art requiring not only high-level language competence but also
personal qualities that are said to be unsuited for the FSO
career pattern.
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incentive structure.in.government service. Our respOndesIts

tended to accept as seandated by budgetary and operational neces-
4

sities, the present pattern,of training and career'development;

but they also expressed sane recognition that foreign policy

developments costly to,Ameritan interests may result from inade-

quate specialization. Thin problem is further compounded by

intelligence analysis that.focuses on short-term interpretation

p.
'of current events, whereas thorough analysis might arrive at

widely different and sounder interpretations.

,40REIGN AREA RESEARCH IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT: CURRENT INTEL-
LIGENCE REPORTING AT THE EXPENSE OF CONTINUITY AND DEPTH OF
ANALYSIS

1,

Senior intelligence officials interviewed for this siudy

invariably spoke with grave concern abo4 the current .pattern of

research and analytical work in the federal government. One of

them asserted that,the intelligence community 4is "bankruit" in

its development of a national information base on foreign coma-
:

tries. An overwhelming emphasis ,o,n day-to-day intelligence

reporting encourages spOntaneous formulation of foreign and

national security policies. One Official commenied that policy

that is not grounded in a long-term perspect*ve "skates" across

.iii-rent events, oblivious of long-term trends. Virtually all.

officials noted that the U.S. government lacks an institutional

commitment to long-term analysis of specific problem areas...One

senior Defense Department official asserted that we alC'e drawing

down our manpower base for foreign intelligence assessment, and

we are not making a national investment in basic analysis. There

is 'a minimal intelligence efrort _on Thikd World countries, and we

4

4
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are not developing basic sources of-iliformation on potentially

important fo eign areas.

To these riticisms must be added concerns about the person-
.

nel aspects of government analytical work. In the Departmentsrof

State and Ildfens4, research-and analysis assignments are cOn-

sideredeleia desiiibti for Officers' career aims thin art opera-,

tional.responSibitities, ahdhence.intelligenCe work often does ,

not attract the more capable and am itious siaff. The isolation

of the intelligence community from a ademiciresearchers, the lim-
.

ited opportunities in government serv ce for direct contact with

foreign countries, and the,aponymity and bureaucratic Iragmenta-

tion of the analytical process, produce an abstra*cted,and dePer-
.

sonalized pattern: of arihlysis, which is said to limit interpre-

tive iccuracy and the judgmental "feel" that comes from first-

hand experience.

Our brief survey could not do thuch more than iiiptify per-

spectives held by'senior intelligence officials. We found a

remarkable consensus, howeier, about the problems ofisUintaining

or jroving the quality of the government reiearch on foreign

areas. Four themes predominated:

Inadequate Foreign Affairs Analyis. For the most part,

.officials speak of being.swamped by b4sic.information. Sophiiti-

'cated technical means of collection; and more information flow win

such "closed societies as the Soviet Union hnd China have been

generating data faster than the intelligence system can analyze

it. The size and expense of *new technical collection systems

absorb and "hold onto" .a large portion pf a generally declining

\
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national foreign intelligence budget.

.Short-term Reporting at the Expense of Long-term Analysis.
t.

The intelligence community,,kresponsive to the Executive Branch,

assigL its highest priorites and therefore most 'pf-its naiyti-

cal efforts to current reporting at the expense of interpretation

of mid- to long-term trends. Senior officials complain about the,
,

Urevity of ,the goverament's."institutional memory"--a short two

to five year*, the usual length of tenure of an analyst or offit-

,0
cial in an assignment. The problem is worsened by.the

government's inability to process'and store.in a retrievableand,
P

therefore reusable--manner tfie.huge Volume of information it col-
, 4

lects." Ill addition, there is little effort to develop and-insti-

4 .

tutionalize new analytical methods, especially in political and
A

i social analysis.

Intelligence Work as fhe "Goat" of Government Service..

Senior officials also express some dismay at the limited abiAity

of the intelligence community tp recruit top-quality talent for

* N-

government service--a problem that has inCreased as Vietnam and

Aiatergate work their influence on the national mood. In the

Department.of Stitt* for-example- assigumentS to the ureau of
\

Intelligence and Research are considered to b of sectindary value

to an FSO's cIeer development; and jobs in th CIA are con-

sidered to be desirable primarily for those unab e.to establish
,

carvers in the academic world. Within the milita y services,

8

'according to senior officials, assignments 143 the fense Intel- ,
,

ligence Agency are viewed as a "dumping ground" for ediocre
. .

talent.

Ct*
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Some other drawbacks contribute to this gene'ral mood: lim-

ited opporiunities'for the government forelgn affairs analyst to

"upgrade his or hei professional skills-through periods of .

retraining;,infrequent and hurried visits to countries of spe-
.)

cialization; and the anonymity of the bureaucratic research pro-

CMS..

.The Isolation of the Intelligence Community. Finally, the

intelligence colamunity is-isolated from the "real" world of,busf-

ness, public affairs, science, and academic research. This iso-
A

lation is partly deliberate to insulate analysts who handle sea-

sitive informstion froi.public exposure and from other government

agencies. Yet senior officials are concerned that the penalty is

loss of useful egposure to "outside" contacts and critical

evaltiation. They also decry these analysts' attitude of condes-
*

cension or flat dismissal toward academics, who "don't really

know whaFt is going on" or--as in the common State Department
O

view--are engaged in research that i not directly relevant to

policymaking.

The Increasing'isolation of the government research commun-

ity, with its attendadt problems of loss of perspective and

intierpretive discipline, is glaringfir evident in the significant,

decline in contract or grant research funded by the federal

government (see Fig. 3.1). Between 1967 and 1976, federal Spend-

ing on foreign affairs research declined 19 percent (in current

dollars)--an actual decline of 52 percent whmadjusted for the

effects of inflation. -Officials also express concern allout the

declise of competitive intelligence analysis within the govern-
.
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Yearly obligations,

1#1//7"lan

111/114//
Constant (1967) dollars

a.

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1,972 1973 1074 1975 197

Fig.-3.1 - U. S. government's funding of "external" foreign affairs researilt
1967-1976: the offsets of inflation

Source:Far Horizons, Vol X. No.- 1, Winter 1977

o
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vent as the various.intelligence agencies beCome highly special-
A

Severs). officials also spoke of .the need for more abundant

"cxternar'contract research by academics sod other non-

governmental institutions on fong-term, backgroun'd issues or

research methods to overcome the insularity and short-term focus

of'the government's.research. Thiy also spoke with some concern

,
about.the present pattern df such xontract-researchc the lack of

receptivity of many,IState Department and intelligence officers to

"outside" analyses; the tendency to use consultants to compensate

for limitations of "in-house" staff (rather than to Work on

long-term projects notpf immediate policy relevance); and the

limitations of the "REP" approach to managing contract research.

\

1 31
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Table 3.1

FOREIGN LANGUAGES USED BY TRE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Language

,

Inter
American

Agriculture AID ° coMmerce ICA
. VOA Foundation Justice.

Reg Skill Reg Skill Reg 'Skill Reg Skill Reg Skill Reg Skill Reg Skill

Afrikaans 3 1. '2.
Akposso
Albanian
Alsatian 2

Amharic. 8

Arabic (all) 3 99 3 25
Aramaic
Armenian
Bamileke

. Bengalt
Ierber
.Bulgarian
Burmese.-
Csmbodian
Chamorru
Catalan
Chichewa

t`

3 ,

: 31 74 40- '40

3' 1 1

5 ID 10
2

6" 10 .11 11
12 . :9'

5 9. 9

Chinese (all) .4o

-Chokwe 2

Creole (Seyehelles)-
Czech 35

Danish .46
Duals 7

'Dutch 46
Estonian 2

1Namulox'_(Y2unde)- 4.

For footnotes, see p. 11k.

5. 5r

4

1. 11 10= - 18

. 4 10 . 2

1 2 11

.1

34.

1

3

104..

21

6.

2

133
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Table 3.1continued

Library,
Labor ' of Congress Peace Corps State. Treasury Security

.

Defenser

Language

Afrikaans
Akpasso
Albanian
Alsatian
Amharic
.Arabic (a11).

Reg Skill keel. Skill
,

2 2

0114.
.

. 1 1

-A23 21.

Reg Skill

u

.

101 101

.

i
.

Reg Skill Reg Skill Reg Skill

1 15 4

3

',1 7
.

'4

, .2

,1 14 7 ' 5
. 46 173 543 536

,

-Aramaic

Armenihn
3

5

3'

5
,

..

Bamileke .

. .1
Bengali 2 2 . 2 9 1
Berber

.

Zulgarian 6 6 . 4 32 ..- 53
Burmese 1 1 3 27 5.

Cambodian -

.Chamortu
WAIL .

/ 8
..

10

Catalan
Chidhema' *. 12 . a

Chihese (all) '1 41 . 41 i*573
Chokwe
Cieole (Seychelles)

,
1 ,

- .

.:\

.

Czech 16 16 9 54 340
Daaish 4 : 4-:.. 4 40 . 15- '

Duala .

-Dutch .... 13 13 .9 ,78 1 1 34'

Estonian. 10 10
EwOndo (Yaunde)

134

2

1
20
2

7

79

419
.

Total

*Reg -Skill

8, 22

3

7 13
2.

11.

9.37
793 1,127

3 3
.

6 .10

. , i I

14 , 31
3

.

14

75 88
22 50 ,
19- 30

4

12 12

712 928
.2

1 1

,45 384 199
29. 145.40

7.

67 62 218 A

17 25
2 6



Language

Fenagaio
Fent* 2

S.

6

4.

. '''

. v.. Inter- ,
* - d

r . American
Agriculture AID s Cosaserce ICA

,
VOA Foundation Justice...........

Table 3.1--centleee4
A

Mir

Req Skill

3

Fijian
Finnish 21
Fleselsh 12.
Foriaosan
French 21 2,595
Fulani/Fula 1
Gaelic , 5
Galla
Georgian 1
German 11 3,653
Gilbertese
Greek . 17
.Guarani 6
Gujarati
Haitian (Creole) 3
Hausa 4
Hebrew% 22
Hindi* , 23
Hungaria,e 23
Ibo
Icelandic 3

Ilocano 34
. Indonesiian 4

Inoic
Italian (all) 503

136

:Req Skill Reg Skill [Reg Skiil Reg Skill' Req Skill Reg( Skill

1

4 11

353 530 72 495

4 33 220
a 4.

.6 34

4 1
1

7
12

s' 2
30
14 fr

1,
.3

40 36 . 8 '045

42 14 98

19 19

8 8
-4 4

6. 6

8 8
18 18

19* 1;

2

3 3 38 113

. 19 .66

*27

10
I . -

21

1.3

a
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Table-3.1 continued

Language

Fanagaio
Pante:

Fijian
Finnish
Flemish
Formosan
'French
tulani/Fula
Gaelic
Galta

/Georgian-German

Gilbertese-
Greek:.

Guarani
.: Gujarati

Haitian.(Creole)
Hausa_
Hebrew
.Hindi

4111128414411
Iba
Icelandic
Ilocano-
Indonesian

Italian (ail).

A

Library Defense -
Labor of Congress Peace Corps 'State Treasury Security Total

Req $kill. Reg Skill Reg

122
7

36 4).7 417 1,279

11 303 303

6.

'3 12 s..,12

135
2 2,

,

1 '22 22

9. 9 .

16 *16

4..

.

91 .

..

Skill, Reg Skill

.I22 .,.

3 30
J.

A
t

1,279 260 2,423
.

,

, 117' 4171
6

. 14 163
135- .

,

5

Reg 'Skill .Req Skill Reg

,.

-

14 ' 29

. 13
2 . 2

122 ,

28
13
2.

15 .15 . .421.,2,890 2,889

-. 8
7 7 1,784 02 2,275

6
.

93 163 138
. 131

.8

. "6

4 41, f
2. 30 ..

.
.1 .. 39

3

11 -86 1
..

,
.

56 508:

..

8'.

27*

3 15. Z
45 79 88

3 4
6.'

30 40 114
1 ' I

256 488 432

Skill'

4
2

122
*100

13
2

10,845
1 .

-5 t

22 0
9 4..

.8,241 .e

. 6

365
141

, 9
21
13

190
121
210

1
4

47.

234
,

.

1,821

13D.



Table 3.1--continued

Language

Japanese
Kannada
Kashmiri'
Kazakh
tirundi
Korean .

Krio
Kuidish
Laotian
Latta
Latvian'
Lettish
Lingala
,Lithuanian
tomongo
Lunde
Malagasy

Maltese

Mara
Mo
More.

Nspalase
Ndivegien
Nubian
Nyanja

Agriculcure ,AID Cimmerce

Reel' Skill Req Skill Rag Skill Req

'6 291

.3

1

45 -

1

1

1

3 3 11

9

14

18

1

A:

1 14
49

2

8

iflr-
American

ICA VOA Foundation Justice

Skill Reg Skill Req Skill Req Skill

81 7 7

13

2

2

3 10

12299
10 10

8 8

8 8

3



Table 3.1--continued

Library
Labor of Congress Peace COrps -Sale
,

anguage Reg Skill Reg Skill Reg Skill Reg SkillL

Japanese 1 1 39 39 20' .. 126Kannada .
Kashmiri .,

KaAakh ,

Kor 13 13 lal 181 6 41
.Krio

Kurdish< .

Tfeasury.
ense-

Se urity

Reg Skill

.

Reg \!kill

2 2

,

167 244
3.

714 1 7

1\

Tot'al

Reg Skill

254 763

6
1
1
2

933 481
5
2..

Laotian
2. ,14 3 \ 13 42

Latin I 4 4
\ 4 4

Latvian. 19 19
-

\\27 40
'Lettish -,4,,

14.
Lingala- 1 6 '41 \ A
Lithuanian

,. 22 22
..._, 18. 30 73

Lomongo . 1 \ 1
Luno4 -

t 4

Maligasy
Malay II
Maltese ,

Mandingo
Marathi
Mongolian
Mori

.

.Nepalese 124 I. 4 1 14 126 155
Norwegian 6 6 56 21 52 37 173

1 1a. . \ 9
1 218 218 2. .14. 4 16 226 \ ,270

' 2
k' \ 2

1 9
1 2 4

1

Nubian. 2
Nyanja ,1 11

rif
c



Table 3.1 --continued

Inter-
American

Agriculture' AID Commerce ICA VOA Foundation Justice

Language Rik Skill

Okinawan 3
Persian (Afghan)
Persian (Farsi) 9
Pidgin
Polish
Portuguese (all)
Punjabi
Pushtu/Pashto
Quechua
Romanian
Russian 5

Ruthenian
Samoan
Sango 2

Sanskrit
Serbo-Croatian ,2 22

42
191
19

1 24
1

3
,299

Shan
Singhalese -1
Silwati
Slavic

17
Slovenian 17
Somali 1
Sotho/Sesuto
Spanish (all) 19 1,498 267 595 361 361 112 425 29

Req Skill, Req Skill Req

3 9

11

2 7

11 104 32
5

5
14 14 12

12

Skill Req

17

27 7

41 19
146 27

30 12
82 58

.58 12

2

4 '3

Skill .Req Skill

c

s.

.7

.19

27

112

58

12

3

29 35 35
Sudanese
SukuMa
Susu

142 1.
4

Reg Skill

3

11
23,

22 0
104
1

, 33

2,547 3,227

O.

41.



Table 3.1--continued

111/

Language

Labor
Libriry

of Convess Peace Corps State Treasury
Defense -
Security Total

Reg Skill Req Skill Req Skill Req Skill Reg Skill Req Skill Req. Sklial

Okinawan
3

Persian (Afghan) 36 36 3' 15 4 48 60
Persian (Fatal) 4 4 16 79 96 49 133 189
Pidgin 26 26 26 26
Polish . 38 38 21 115 255 182 344 410
Portuguese.(all) 61 61 105 105 67 363 3 3 121 169 436 1,196
Punjabi 5 5 29
Pushtu/iashto 1 .

.5

1 1 A 25
Quechua

1-
Romanian 74 7 10 59 68 - 65 102 201
Russian <KIP

7 232 232 43 354 .4;576 2,039 4,943 3,206 o)
Ruthenian

! 1
Samoan 68 68 6 68 74
.Sango 2
Sanskrit 2 35 37 2
Serbo-Croatian. 21 18 139 76 69 141 346
Shan,

. 2 2 2 2
.Singhalese 1 1 6 1 8
Siswati 77 77 77 77
SlaVic 1 3 .5
Slovak 21. 22 1 22 . 22 65
SloVeian 19 19 53

. Somali .4 4
;2
4 5

$otho/Sesuto 82 82 3 3 34. 85 .117
Spanish:(.1I). 67 67 290 190 10348 .1,348. 370 1,799 1,980 1,980 1,647 1,647 9;072 27,895
Sudanese -

SukUms 2
Suau If 2

114 145
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Table 3.1--continued

Languale

Agriculture.

Reg

AID Commerce ICA

Inter-
American

VOA Foundation JUstice

Reg Skill Skill Reg Skill Reg 'Skill Reg Skill Reg 'Skila Reg Skill

gwahili 0 '7 1 8 1 t) 4 4 3SWedish 104 3 21 2Tadjik
Tagalog 17 9 3 3
Tamachik
Tamil 1 1

.

Telugu 3
Tllai 5 6 36 6 55 6 6 19 22Tigumya 2

Tongan'
Iswa

,
1

Twwana 2
Tnareg
Turkish 18, 15 10 29 ,5 5- 6 40Twi
Ukranian 33 1 24 24--

.

Urdu 10 1 8 16 .8 -8
Uzbek

7 7
Val.

Vietnamese (all) 59 70 14 14 AViaayan 14 1 .

Welamo.
WO1Of 2 1 fi

Yaunde
Yoruba
Yiddish
Zulu

.

146



Language

Swahili ,

Swedish
Tadjik
Tagalog
Tamachik
Tamil
Telugu
Thai
Tigumya
Tongan.

.Tswa.

Tswana
Tuareg
Turkish
Twi
Ukranian
Urdu

Vat
Vietnatese all)

Visayan
Walamo
Wolof
Yaunde.

Yoruba
Yiddiah
Zulu'

Table 3.1 --continued

Library
Laboy .of Congress Peace Corps

Reg

A

State Treasury

Reg Skill Reg. Skill Reg Ski11 Skill. 'Req. Skill

3 3 235 235 3 46
16 .16 4- 57

'330 330, 1 9

7

4 169 169 11 78

62 62

1
9 . 27 48

1.

20 20 3

3 5 43

befen e-
Security Total

*11,

Reg -Skill Reg

19

6

31

128

165 135
1

.01

6
44

247
42H

321
.243

65 340 433

.2 11
3

35 252 408
2

62 62
2 1 o

3

185 207.83

1

44 111
5 72

7 7

1 1.

400 156 712

17
V 1

8

Grand.total 27 164 30,729

117 1 Is
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Table 3.1continued

NOTES:, "Reg" means requited language. for a position in the agencr. These arepositions listed by agencies. They do not include positions for which a foreignlanguage is a desirable but unrequired skill. The range !of disciplines and levelsof'competence are great.
"Skill" mama skills available in the agency. Where "Req" and "Skill" are iden-tical, the agency has the skills for the positions, but does not have a skills'4iventory of languegee.
...lie and "Skill" figures can be used with greater confidence for civilian agenciesthin-for the Defense-Security agencies: Skill figures are substentially understatedjor the following civilian agencies:

. Commerce, VOA, Library of Congreas,-Peace Corps, .:and,Troasury.
.

I "lie add- "Skill" figures for the Defense-Secutity agencies are only appraximitel.ivilian employees- of the military departments are omitted, and data on uniformedrsonnel currently On active' dt{ty are not. necesaarOy .included in "Skill," Poi .le,' to Compare "Req" and "Skill" figures for-Czech 41ould produce an erroneous.pression.
, /

"Req" and "Skill" figuree fot the. Peace Corpi amit -the secondary language requireientskor Peace Corps staff and volunteers. These Comprise many local dialects and more than:0,1anguageg.
ligures lor "Reg"- and "Skill"'may be compared in aggregate foititonly with644.4tIon. The principal reasons are the incompleteness:of da a.and the, noninterchange-ability of perilons between and within agencies. For eiamp1, a Chinese census7takerfor'Commirce is not readily available:to perform a diplomatic duty for the State.Departmetivia Malayaia; and a Justice'Department court interpreter in Spanish has agar different competence level from that af a border patrolman in the same:agency.Gond total:figures. do not show the number of language. positions precilely, becauee

breakdOwns:by liusuage are.not available for all-agencies. There are an additional
144000 positiona fhat require a.fOreign language, ilaking a totalOf nearly 31,000..

4
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Table3.2

I.

ESTIMATED POREIdN AREA ANQINTERNATIONAL STUDIES .SPiCIALISTS EMPLOYED.BY
.

THE UNITED STATES GOVIRNHKRT (POSITIONS), SPRING 1979

Area

Africa (south of
the Sahara)

'Asia
East and Northeast
South'

Southeest

Europe
Emit'

- West

1,1$01

'Latin America

Middle Eait
Middle East and No. Africa

other
Unidentified

-

Amiliah-speakihg countries
JOciania

-Total:

_ Federal
AID ICA State , Security *ACDA Commerce. Energy ReServe NEW Labor

,

399

1.99

4
j)

"104

220

390.

197 93

261 602

697 1156

259 173, S29 221

162 (7165 238 211

471 29 430: 349

9
8 1

100 29 26
10

(3.)-

(100) -02)

10
4".

118_ , 50 50

150

1
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Table.3.2--continued
4

Area
Libtary

pf Congress

Peace Corps,

Treasury' Agriculture

Expo:it-

Import-
Bank

Inter-
American
FoundationNASA PCV Staff.

Africa (south of
the Sahara) 1613 .61 21 2

Asia 1035 13 3 11 2
East and Northeast
South
Southeast

t.

Eitrope

East
28, 35 10

West'
USSR.

Latin America i585 .15 19 5 30

Middle East 132 5 & 3 3
Middle East and No. Africa

pther 1357 52 11
Unidentified .90

-

.10

-Eng1ish-speaking.countties- (1109) (46) (11) (10)
.0ceanig (248) (6)

e

152
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Table: 3.2--continued

Area, Interior Justice OPIC 'Transportation GAO

'4Miscellaneous Area
NSC Agencies -Total

ri ca,
2490

Asia
j 37 1 2311

Europe.' 18. 67. 7
.517

Latin Merica 2 . 115 7 '2744

Middle Eaat 1 4, 9 908

Other 85 23 14
'Unidentified
English-speaking cOuntries (85) (23) (14)

Total, all areas

a ,.3081

(8)

14338-

NOTES: The areaslave been used in a broad-geographic sense. The Middle East includes South Asia
agencies that put.Sath Asia (India) for the Civilian agencies in Most cases1,Sime defense-security
Agencies put South Asia into the Aaia category.

The "other category includep area specialists 1,;ho are unideniified as to geographic area, and
international studies specialists (international trade expvrts, international lawyers, eic.). It
also includes Peace 'Corps Volunteers*and Staff assigned to English-speaking,countries.

. '

The individual agency data and.the totals should .be used with some caution. Some of the orders of
ieguitude are agency estimates. Generally, the data'contain a conservative'biae.' The reasona lie in
the absence'of precision ia the USG Agenaies in defining an ar:,,a--6-r internatiodal and.the -

absence of data to describe'each_position in terms of these sp Coniequently, skills inven-.
tories are also rare. Thus, it is not possible to measure correlations between requirements.and
ineuMbente skills in any systematic way.'.Nevertheless, subjective impressions indicate that the'. ,

jobs-skills match is very high:not least because employees are hired for their skills or receive
specific training or expoiure after employment.

'1153
4.
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APPENDIX:. OTHER GOVERNMENTAL DEMANDS...FOR SPECIALIST&

ETAIE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS: THE SEARCH

According to the U.S. Department of

r

FOR'EXPORTMARKETS

Commerce, 37 states have

active international,trade development programs. These offices

handle both export promot:ion and reveise investment activities,

although the export or investment emphasis varies from state to

`state. The export promotion staffs generally consuft on a onet,

to-one basis with small to medium-size companies, conduct sem-

inars, publish brochures.and newsletters, and respond to requests

for information. Some state offices participate in Depiirtmenuof

ft

rce.trade missions and trade shows, while other states con-
,

ct their own shows. Investment staffs attract foreign firms,

to locattng or investing in the diate and often assist foreign

irms with specific financial, regal and regulatory 'problems.
%

The largervsstate officii staff.an average of 6.to 7

-siOnalg.[1] Staffs tend to. be hired on the basis of business

skills-combied with int:emotions]. exp'14rtise. The.states. Vary

widely in the emphasis they place on formai schooling,as opposed

.to port experience. About 25 percent of the staff in the seven

'I

offiees we contacted had graduated from an "international pro-

graM." Although language fluency is a secondary hiring priority,

.

(1) This information is derived from telephone conversations '
with directors of ieven state trade development offices: Cali-
fornia, Illinois, Michigan, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and
Texatoe

4
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it is generally cons dered'very useful ahd in some caies essen

tial. For instance, e office stressea languages to the point

of tying job openings to particular language gaps that need, fil-

ling. The majPiity of offices have coverage in the Apre common

foreign languages 'and several haVe coverage in less common

,r. languages'such as Japanese, Chinese, and Arabic.

Approximately 35 states maintain overseas branch offices.

The largest number of offices are in'Brussels, Belgium, most of

them opened in the early to.mid 1970s. Nine states have an addi-

tional office-in Tokyo or.Hong Kong. A few statesshave oRened

Latin Aierican branches.
I

Alost overseas offices are staffed by one or 'two Americans

and-oge or twp foreign nationals. The American staff commonly

haveNd extensive international business experiehce or have

served as roreign Service attaches. Several of the staff, espe-

cially in the Tokyo and Hong Kong offices, have area studies

backgrOunds. .

Most directors anticipate &slight exOnsion of staff over

the next,five years, primarily in exporting activity. In the

past, the Department of Commerce handled most foreign traae pro-

motion activity, but federal programs. have been contracting and

'state offices have beep increasing their effort to fill the void

and provide serviCes. not previously offerea. About half of the

offices we.contacted plan to add one or twO people to their home

staffs.

,

P
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SoMe state directdts have plans to expand their foreign

*
staff and to open new branch offices. A few are initiating Euro-

peen trade show- campaigns independent óf'the U.S. Department of

Cbmmerce and are planning to hire one or two additional staff

members for these showi. One office plansto reopen its European

branch office, which previously had been used for investment pro-
.

motion. Two directors we spoke with are currently, seeking leg-

islative approval forLatin American offices. Two of the seven

states are also in the process of ,obtaining U.S. State Department

approval'for offices in Beijilig,[1] and a third state plans to,do

.so in the next year or two. However, the overall growth in state

-staff abroad is not likely to be,a large absolute number., Furth-

ermore, much of the staff abroad is composed of foreign nation-

als,.

The degree to-which state programs grow in the longer term

depends on market potential, federal and state support, and the

. extent to which smaller businesses respond td these incentives.

There seems to be recent Wave of policy activity aimed at .

creafing incentives for smaller firms. President Carter recently

directed the Small Busine'ss Administration to reserve for export-
,

ing firms $100 million_of its $700 million loans program.[2]

This new policy is partially in response to our balance of

;

(1) Multinationals have been assisting state offices with
this endeavor, since firms.are' required to operate through a
government office when 'conducting commercial business with the
People's Republic of China.

[2] President Carter's "United States Export Policy," Direct
Assistance to United States Exporters--Point 2, September 26,
1978-
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payments position. The states view export promotion as a way.of

boosting their economies. One governor wit:h a strong business

orientation has submitted a bill to the legislature that would

,

provide tax incentives for exporting firms. This state office is

a leader among state trade promotion offices and other states

may follow. However, it istoo early to,determine to what degree

programs like the. one described above will, first, be imple-

°tented, and second, be utilized by smaller firms.

Smaller *businesses have indicated some interest in develop-

ing export markets, but we do not know how willing they are to

take action. Most of them cannot afford the risk of venturing

into au unknown market area; with better information, they might

take a more active interest. Their'responses will also depend on

the potential for expanding U.S. markets, and this 'variable

changes with the condition of .the U.S. economy. Nevertheless, it

is unlikely that state development staff would increase substan-
.

1 1

tially as a reSult. If businesses find exporting profitable,

they will eventually hire their own staff experts.

'The directors seemed to hal;1/4e\little difficulty in filling

current vacanciei and foresaw no problems in the future,,except

for staffing needs specific to' Japan and China. Several direc-

tors indicated that they have had trouble finding Japanese spe-

cialists in the past. One is currently looking for a Japanese
t'

speci4list with businesi skills but seems to find only "frus-

trated assistant professors." The offices ari deluged with

applicants suitable for the other positions., Mcist offices do not

even find it necessary to recruit; when t4ley do they usually.

a
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consider, only in,-state applicants, since the directors geneyally

feel that the staff should have a firm understanding of the

state's economy, law, and institutions..

CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE AND FORT MINORITIES

We contacted several large \chambers of commerce and port

authorities to explore their needs for people with language or

internatillitl studies training.[1) We'found that they maintain

very small staffs and have no problems in finding eligible peo-

ple.

The'larger chamberS of commeree generally employ one or two
.

professionals in their international division. The major hiring

criterion is business or public relations experience. We-found

that several staff had been trained in international business

programs, but we cannot generalize beyond the few places we con-
.

tacted. Some offices find language fluency necessary, others

expressed the need for flilency(2) but are constrained by limite4

budgets.

. The port authority trade development directors consistently

emphasized that the most important hiring criterion for the ports

is marketing experience within the maritime.industry. One direc-
,.

\\ tor noted that the port business is highly specialized and cos-

[1] We spoke with the Los Angeles, Chicago, San Antonio, and
New York Chambers of Commerce, and Los Angeles and Oakland port
authorities. Jndirect information was acquired abOut the Chicago
and New York authorities.

[2] For instance, the director of the Los Angeles office
expressed a need, at minimum, for Japanese, Chinese, Korean)
Spanish* French, and German.
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petifive, requiring fairly specific expertiSe. He said.that he

declines applications at ,the rate of a.couple each week-f6m gra-
.

duates of international business programs, because the port's

needs are so specialized. Language ability is an extra benfit

but by no meins a necessity. One director estimated that only 15

or 20 of the 250 people involved in the U.S. port business need
,

language capabilities. the ports haveecommercial contact 'with

practically every country in the woad, but most of their custo-

mers speak English. However, the ports of Los Angeles and Oak-
,

land have taff members fluent in Japanese, finding this capabil-

ity useful since a considerable share of their business is With

Japan. Many 'of the ports also employ fOreign nationals of the

various countries with which they do bupiness.

Ourrinterviews with the United-Nations and World Bank offi-

cials revealed manpower patter.ns similar to those encountered

within the U.S government. While the international agencies

have political requiremehts for balanced staff'representation

among their various members, Americans are said to be fairly

represented in proportion to the U.S. financial contributions and

role in these organizaticids.' Professional requireients come

first in'hiring decisions, but language skills are imporXant for

qualification. Americans are Ot considered to be aS linguisti-

cally facile.as certain other nationalities, and there is some

short4ge,in Americans qualified In Fren and .Arabic. Foreign

area skills are not considered to be important fOr many jobs in

the international agencies.
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The United Nations Secretariat currently employs:about 3,000'

1

profersionaIs who are subjett to a national quota system, and

600-700 'translators who are not hirid by quota. The U.N. spe-

cialized agencies, such as the World Health Organization, laire

their staff apart from the Secretariat. Al1 professional staff.

must have 6iO working languages, and the U.N. Mission to the U.S.

repnyts that American candidates, for Secretariat positionS- get

turned down regularly because of their lack of French language

capability. Nonetheless, the Secretariat hires about 50 American

professionals each year out Of 250 to 300 new hires. The specialized

448- agencieS hire at least'an. equal(number,of Americans. Americans

'now number about'half of the U.N.'s translatIon stafflp the

English language service (translating from other languages into

English). \,

Respondents expressed concern about the effects of the

increasing politicization of U.N. staff positions. Pressures for

national representation are eroding the profesional quality of .

the staff, and there is concern that a loss in morale will even-
.

tually degrade ihe attractiveness of.U.N. staff positions for

professionally-qualified 'Americans.

In the World Bank, Americans comprise approximately 25 per-

cent of the organization's 2,500 professional stafi. Economic

and technical skills are basic Co Bank work, although.competence

in French is a major language requirement. Staff turnover rates
A

are low because of attrac,tive salary levels. As neW staff is

v,
added there isjgreater emphasis on increasi.ng foreign staff-

.

representation, particularly from less-developed-countries.

1,1
.1

4.

C.
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Thus, American representation in the Bank is expected to ilecline

somewhat.
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Chapter 4

THE BUSINESS SECTOR,

INTRODUCTION. AND REVIEWOF FINDINGS

This chapter discusses the relationship of business and

industry--particularly manufacturing and mineral industries,

Winking and other services, the 'press, and international law--to

langua e and international 'studies* For expository convenience,

A
.we have bLbqd this the business sector.

Our review of the literature and our interviews with

representatives of 50 organizations corroborate aneenlarge upon

previous findings; andO, although our study does not pretend fo be

exhaustive, we adduce up-to-date evidence on the subjett.

The general tenor -of our-findings tan be suctilictly stated:

Business-and industry attach a low priority to languagel cul-

t

tural, and area skills, largely betause English is so widely Tuied

in international business that those skills ar,e, rarely essential.

Wheh they are, firms have little difficulty 4iiiringforeign

nationals. Furthermore, U.S. firms are depending more and more

upon foreign natipnals in their fdleign operations, thus reducing

the need for Americans to have foreign language skills.

The.majori,international firms,we interviewed use only small
;

numbers of.U.S, expatriaie staif, and in employing that staff the
\.>

most important criteria are professional, technical, and

tt

P
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managerial skills, per&onal adaptability, previous overseas

experience and an outlook that is right for the,Aorganization.

Language skills trail behind, being regarded as convenient or

giren laudable bilt not essential. (A few strong demUrrals to this
6 '4

view are mentioned later.)

, EmployeedOraware of these attitudes, are likely to ta'ie:a
)

1 t

casual view of language skills. Both they and their firms have,

..

little incentive to encourage mastery of a language or familia*

ity with a cOlure if, as is common among large firms, the %

employee may serve in half a dozen countries in the course of his,

career. The employee may even consider it detrimental to acquire

these skills for fear of being frozen into an overseas positiOn

. when the moat promis ng career prospects are at home.

1.

1/4

For:these reasons, although most firms provide language.

training and sometimes cultural orientation for employees

-

assigned overseas, neither the firms nor the employees tend to .

take ,the training very seriously, and in any case the training ia,

ilmost always too brief to be of much business value.

,

The major exceptions to these findings occur in three fields
A

where direct dealings, includingjace-to-face contict between

Americans.and foreign nationalc'are impOrtant:. international

law, management'consulting,sand,international journalism. Bil-

ingualism in these cases. miy be

ment, and is,always important.

a .crnoial"requirement for employ-
,

.8

These fields are small, however,

each requiring only a few.huhdred American exiDatriates who have

fluent language skills or area knowledge.

-

4113'

*
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Among the remaining businesses, U.S. international bank

make the matt use. of Americans overseas, who account for about 3

percent of overseas staffs. And for reasons discussed later,

,)

their numbers will probably shrink in the future.

Both banks and business firms agree, however, that

knowledge of Spanish or Portuguese is essential for higher-level

7

expatriates serving In Latin America, and there apparently is,a

growing need for specialists in certain languages and areas where

. new markets ace opening up, notably Chinese, Arabic, and Russian.

Our interviews evoked one unexpected outcome: Dominating

their other responses was the recurrent complaint from large mul-
,

tinational firms that their U.S. recruits often could not write

clear English, and that this was far more important than any

foreign language or area skills. A number,of these firms have

instituted courses in business writing or clear writing for their

staffs .

COMPETING VIEWS ABOUT THE LOSS OF U.S. DOMINANCE IN INTERNATIONAL
TRADE

ftimerican private business is a major force in world trade,

6ut no longer holds the domina4i position it enjoyed immediately

after World War II. (See Fig. 4.1.) In current dollar value,

American exports have increased ten-fold since 1948 and four-fold

since 1968. But, many other countries' exRorts have risen more,

and those pf Germany; Japan, and France are rapidly converging on

those_ of'the United States. Over the past thirty years, indus-

trial nations combined exports have increased by twenty times,

. and nearly five...fold in the,last decade. Germany's exports rose

1,85
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4f

Fig. 4.1 Ororth of industrial countries' exportt
1974 1979 (in$bylion)

')
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from one-sixth the U.S. total in 1948 to equality in 1978.

Jap4n's exports rose from less than one-tenth of the U.S. total

in 1948 to nearly two-thirds in 1978. 'French exports are aiSo

rising steadily relative to those of-the Unitpd States althottill

not so rapidly as those of Germany and Japan.

g()

WeeLnesses in Language and Area Skills

It has sometimes been.argued that this loss of American dom-..

inauce may be partly due to American weaknesses in language and

area skills (Wilkinsrand Arnett, 1976; Arnold, Morienrath, and

Morgenrath, 1975). The direct evidence for that argument is

weak, however, typically coming from a few firms' responses in

surveys of industry's language needs (for discussion gee Wilkins

.and Arnett, 1976a; Inman 1978). Some businessmen have also cri-

ticiled the par6chialism of American education as contributing to

the loss of dominance.

The literature on language neeLometies implies that dec-

lining trade.shares and trade deficits are partly caused by U.S.

firms' failure to compete keenly for business, aggravated by the

lack of language and international skills and by the reluctance

of U.S. business to use existing skills. If so, U.S. interna-

tional business behavior appears to be economically irrational,

because it fails to take advantage of America's human resources'

and thereby loses sales and income (see, e.g., Kolde, 1974, Amer-

ican Council of LearneCt Societies, 1979; Ricks et al., 1974; Wil-

kins and Arnett, 1976).

a,
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0

If the hypothesis is valid, the reMedy would be education--

showing business where its true iriterest.s lie, and training more

Americans in fOreign languages and cultures. This would'improve

our competitive position if foreigners excel Americans in

language Skills and if their.corporations areless ethnoce'ntric.

A substantial literatureeviewed by Inman (1978) and-Wilkins -

.

and Arnett (1976), argues that American language skills can be

developed to serve that end°.

'This prescription says that both thec.current 'supply of and

demand for international skills in business should be increased,

and that bcith business and the nation would be.better off as a

*result. We cannot refute this hypothz!is; we simply describe'

what American international firms do now. However, one element

in our data renders this hypothesis suspect. We intervieweU a
8.

few 'European and Japanese multinational firms ind found that

their recruitment and assignment behavior parallels that of U.S.

firmi. If foreign firms, with their plentiful supply of

linguists, likewise use Very few expatriates, then language

skills may simply niA bC a dominant consipration in explaining

the quantity of international business assignments.

,

Preftomnance of Dome'stic Markets-

Another view of American buiiness behavior internationally ,

derives from the ialience'of,domestic markets!' Large-scale

industrial growth in the United States took place:from 1850 to

1930 based essentially on the expanding does.tic markets. That

growth fed upon itselfsand vias fueled by large-scale immigration

and ciPital iivestment. The foreign market being subsidiary,
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there was little need for foreign languate or international,

knowledg%

Given these conditionswemiht hypothesize the following

behavior by most U.S. lints in international economic relations:

1. The domestic market dominates corporate attentidn,.

except for import-export tidos-and a few multina-

tional firms with large foreign income.

2. Because Americans are isolated by distance and

natural power, few of them learn.enough of other

languages and cultures, to be useful in expanding

U.S. international trade. .

3. American Jack of language skill is compensated for

by the worldwide use of English in business circles,

making.it unnecessary for'American firms to adapt to

other languages and cultures.

4. Other countries prefer that.U.S. and other foreign

management firms keep expatriate management to a.

,

minimum, and thus give maximum opportunity to their

own nationals. Therefore, a rational U.S. business

approach might be to use Englissh within the firm

whl.le allowing foreign professionals, with their

recognized superiority irClanguages, a dominant role

in local operations.

S. If the firm's

growth.of its

domestic orientation threatens the

/
international business, cine rational
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response may be to reduce, rather than increase,

U.S. nationals participation in the international

side of the firm. Giving gbreigners-a greater say

in international operations would enable the firm to

adapt to international conditions without major

changes in headquarters' behavior. The adaptation

procesS can be fUrther encouraged by international7,

izing the firm's executive staff, assigning

foreigners to top management of affiliates and to

executive positions at corporate headquarters.

These two prescriptions--one leading to more training and

r6cruiting of Americans as language- and area-qualified staff,

and the other to predominant reliance on foreign nationals--can

be examined in light of the existing literature and the informa-

i--)

tion tha Rand collected in this study. These views are not

atm ally exclusive, because one sets forth a goal while the other

describes a situation. The second prescription does not imply,

however, that American skills in these fields are syperfluous.

Furthermore, American industry is not monolithic in this respect:

Some firms value expatriates with these skills.

These Views also carry important implications for the supply

of these skills. Education ind training policies may produce

either.a surplus or a shortage, for example, depending on Whether

policymakers regard U.S. nationals or foreigners as the primary\

sources 'of skills.
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America's very advantages have created these issues: geog-

raphy, market size, cultural homogeneity, the worldwide use of

English for many business purposes, and great national power.. We

have not had to rely extensively on language and area knowledge,

analJwe cannot change this condition easily for the sake of pro-

moting a more cosmopolitan society. To the extent that. America's

lack of these skills may contEibute to national economic decline,

the practical questions would then concern dealing with a deft-

ciency, in a society where the sources of that deficiency run

eep--indeed, to the very basis of our nation's eConomic

strength-.

DATA AND METHODS OF THE STUDY .

Our study reviewed the literatdre on the subject se

Bibliography), and'interviewed representatives (usually personne

directors or Officers in charge of international operations) of

43 American firms, 5 foreign firms, and 2 nonprofit organizations

that are active in international businesses. Except as noted

below, all ithe firms are large multinational corporations. They

were cooperative in making interviews possible on short notice.

Because small- and medium-sized b7inesses are not represented in

this sample, our\data are silent regarding them. The few refer-

encekto smaller firms are based on the existing literature.

4
This omission should not be serious, considering that 200 firms

account fpr two-thirds of U-.S. exports of manufactured products, to

and that their attitudes and policies dominate industry's domand

for language and area\skilys.

. 171
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In collecting data from these firms, we used personal inter-_

views in 90 per4ent of the cases and telephone interviews in 10

.
1

percent. Time ilis too short to allow a mail survey. The inter-
\

it views covered seven topics:
_

1. National need,

2. The firm's employment trends;

3. Types of skills required for international employmen

4. Needs for information and research;

5, ReCruitment sources;

6. Training provided; and

7. Priorities for future'hiring.

Interviewers followed an interview guide (App. A), but we often .

.deparied from the outline when dealing with unique firms.

.The interviews,were mostly informal and qualitative. Our

main contribution in a short study, as we saw it, should be to

offer a basis for both further inquiryand policymaking in.this

domain. Existing data provided,a reality test for our findings,
1

-so that there was little danger that we would emerge with 'asser-

tions that could readily be refuted by any existing data.we were

aware of. Nonetheless, even for our main target, large interns

tional firms, the reality is undoubtedly more complex than our

presentation indicates.

4

The very-variety of.our interviews implies that complexity.

The 50 organizations.interviewed range widely, from firms that

offer direct services overseas to foreign clients to those that
c-

172
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.1.611,.

have virtually no direct contact with foreigners despite very,

large international dealings: These differences imply widely

varying needs for language and area skills. Our sample included

international law 6.rms, management consultants, insurance com-

panies, banks, newspapers, mgazines, hotels, airlines, manage-

sent of performing artists, extractive industries, retailing,

6onstruction, and manufacture and sale of numerous items: consu-

mer products, pharmaceuticals, chemicals, automotive products,

office equipment, c puters, packaging, petroleum products, tex-

tiles, machinery,-Communicationa e uipment, and eaectronics.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON PRIVATE BU6INESS BEHAVIOR

For.many years, studies have reaffirmed that business

attaches a low priority to.language, cultural, and area skills.

A 1960 study for the Carnegie Corporation (Cleveland et al.)

found that although American corporations often offered short

courses at language schools for staff members who were about to

go abroad, most.personnel directors did not think that the train-

ing wai-really necessary. Our brief study, twenty yea9 later,

bas found that similar ittitudes and training policies still per-

sist in many corporations. Inman (1978) cites some twenty

studies condncted in recent years that attest to the rather

casual attitude taken bT American and British firms towaid

language and area skillsin their recruiting a d assignment prac-

tices.

The "C) American international firms surveyed by Business

International Corporation in 1970'rated language skills sixth

among criteria for overseas job Selection overshadowed by

1 73
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exlierience, personality, job skills, and managerial ability.

ihlkins and irnett (1976) Surveyed 1266 U.S. internatiOnaelirms,

which accounted. for the great majority of U.S.'industrial_

exports, and reported that out of some seven million jobs in tfie

firms,. only 23,000 (one-third of one percent), required.foreign

languages.as a primary or secondary tOol for American employees.

ilFor another 34,000 jobs, langua e skill was considertd to be of

some help.

Another study (Gonzalez an Negandhi,. 1967)- reported that

expatriate American executives ited the following criteria, in

order: wife and family adaptab lity, leadership ability, job

knowledge, "well educated,' and anguage of host country. Robin-
\

son (1973) cites similar findingi with respect to language in a

1970 survey of expatriate managers.

The most recent study available (Inman, 1978) found no sig-

nificant change from the earlier findings. . The 130 large firms

that responded to Inman's survey unanimously listed technical

ability as the dominant criterion in recruiting and assigning

people abroad. Language skills were frequently mentioned as a

fourth criterion, after adaptability and previous overseas

experience:-

Once an employee is assigned overseas or to other work

requiring language skills, however, most firms provide language

training, and sometimts cultural orientation, at company expense.

Most of this training is too'bri,ef to be of much business value--

typ*callY, four to six weeks of intensive language training by a

tutor ot-a language institute. Some firms encourage the emidoyee
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to continue
l

his or her-language training abroad. 'Typically, how-

ever, corporate-sponsored language instruction totals 100 to 120

hours per student, which, unless continued abroad, is inadequate

for business purposes (Abramson, 1974).

The literature occasionally speculates on why firms expend

substantial sums for language training that they generally ack-

nowledge.is inadequate. Some authors believe that the practice

is simply a perfunctory bow to internationalism. Others point

out that because an employee normally has only a few months for

language study between selection for an overseas assignment and

departure, the Choice is between the perfunctory and nothing.

Once the employee arrives overseas, work pressures often make it

difficult to continue language Study. Moreover, as the litera-

ture points out (Blank and La Palombara, 1977, pp. 49-58), Ameri-

can firms usually rotate their expatriate managers frequently,

and there is little, if any, career premium on'knowledge of a

single language. The general finding of previous research is

that only in Latin America is language knowledge essential for

expatriate staff.

Two considerations dominate most of the discussion about

American firms low priority on language and cultural knowledge:

(1) For a variety of reasons, most Americans do pot have foreign

language skills, particularly fluency in business and technical

terms; and (2) English is widely used in international business.

A lesser issue has been Vim allegation that.the cultural attii7

tudes of many businessmen make foreign language skills suspect in

Ame.rican employees (Korda, 1975). Direct evidence on this score
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is largely.apeCdotal,. and it.is, probably not a.major,considera4

tion.

Despite .these findigs, Rally businessMen argue that these

skills are important.to successful business operations abroad,
-'

The authors of one Ctarge!-scale studyreport-that despite substan-

tial apathy.in the business

)
ommunity they also encountred "com-

ments, case studies and data from a nUmber of highly enlightened

compa4 officials who reported unusual [business] success)Which

they attributed directly to tile attention givenAanguage and cul-

tural training by their companies" (Wilkins and Arnett,. 19764 p.

5-76). An official of a leading Ur.S. international bank testi-.

fied to Congress that half of the American college graduates that

itte bank.hired for service abroad during the bank'ssubstantial

etPansion of its international operations from 1955 to 1975 were

trained in area studies, international affairs; or intdrnational

business, and were chosen because of their suierior qualifica-

tions for foreign service (Griffin, 1976). Another official of
0.

the same bank stated in a Rand'interview that all recruits foi

foreign service are expected. to kraw one foreign language and to

have lived &broad. A number of businessmen who have testified to
1

the President's Commission have similarly stressed the value of

language and area ski ls. There is also an anecdotal literature

that stresses the hig costs imposed on business by- Ameicans'

ignorance of otherlanguaies and .cultures,' ( . 'Ricks, Fu, and

Arpan, 1974).

'Tye <
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Inman, in hericaieful review of the literature, concludes.

that language and cultural knowledge,are valuable to business

primarily af ancillary skills, once the dominant requirements of

technical or managerial skills, experience; and personality have

'been met (1978, p. 47ff).

In respect to the somewhat contradictory:views expressed by
k

businessmen, she concludes, on the basis of her survey of the

literature (p. 140):

or,

The importance of language and cultural,
training to the success of international
business and to effective communication in..
general, although .cited frequently in the
literature . . of both foreign languages
and business, seems to surface in only cursory
fashion in the present-day. U.S. altinational
environment. Moreover, since the value of
this training is difficult to demonstrate
empirically, companies are noc likely to' radi-
cally alter their present policies as long ad
they'reg4rd their current revenuel as acceptable.

3
.s

THE RAND STUDY OF PlUVATE BUSINESS,REHAVIOR

The lieerature imputes a certaih irrationality to'American

j

international,firms--a failure to recognize self-interest. Occa-

sionally, the imputation is explicit: "Surely the average multir
M

national corporate executive fails,(to realizeithat his parochial

attitude about foreign languages and his insular view of foreign.

cultures weakens his competitkve base at, the very moMetit when it

cries out for4-strengthening" CAmeriCan

Societies, 1979, p. 'On the. face of-it, this,-imputitiOn is

---swpect; businesses .do *not tbri eglecting t 0W91 Wel-

-fare. AnYway, it seems unlikely t t businessthen would be much

ogkt
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Influenced by.adademiclaTist-slapping,

The findings of Rand's survey cast some4ght on the
*

apparent contradictioni and offer an explanation of tie sources

df apparent irrationality.

Recruitment and Assignmat

A

'" t

First of all, like other reseachers) we found that major
,p

'4,
idiernational firms use very few U.S. expatilaees, and on the

averate attach little importance to language and area skills.

But we also 'found that the firms we interviewed vary 'widely. The

principal determinant of whether or not language skills were much

needed amnng Americans was the degree of direct service or con-
,

tact that Americans provided to koreign clients or data sources.

Despite this vatiation, all the firms reported that professional,
9

technical, managerial, and other skills overshadow language or

area knowledge as an employment criterion (a point we need'not

belabor further in this chapter).

AIn three fields, howeverinternational J wl. ement con-.

sulting, and international jou'rnalismdirect dylingstlpetwien

Americans and foreign clients or data sources are important.

k
These fields are .small: Ea h employs.only a few hundred expatri-

.

ates who must halte language or area knowledge dn'the job-. On the

wholej employers are able td'recruit these skills as needed. In
sa-

some tases, during growth peiiodslhortages ariSe 4a both pro-

fessional and international skillf. '

Internationaf Law. At one extreme of our sample are Ameri:-

can internatipnal law firms. There are probably about-3,000,

practicing international lawyirs in the United States, as gauged

176

6
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by professional aociation memberships, of whqm perhaps one-

tenth are assigned overseas at any time. 'That number seems to be

expanding rapidly. The managing partners of the firms we inter-
..

.

(
wed laid heavy itress on the iMportance of both language and

. - .

culturalskitls for American lawyerstho-deal directly with U.S.

.1"

and foreign clients in 4'foreign setting. They agree that the

primary question in employment is the candidate's qualifications

as a lawyer, but therA is a strong preference, once this.qualifi-
.

catiOn is,met f14- people who have good language ability and .

understanding of the culture of the finds' main foreign clients.

In general, people'assigned abroad mdst have theie'skills'.

Both of the firms we interviewed 'were expandingo an4 were

finding it difficult to'recruit lawyers with these qualifica-

tionst mainly'in French German,Chinese, end Japanese.

) Althoulih'foreign lawyers are a.partial substitute "for bil-

ingual American lawyers,.they ere us4ally leis qualified to

advise on U.S. law or on U.S. businessspractices. In other

words .client service requirements a?e such.t.hat there 4 no

effective substitutefoi the bilingual U.S. lawyer; this cendi-
.

, Ural is reflected in the fact that up to 20 percent of the iltaff

members in,the firms we interviewed are bilingual.

Management Consultants. We interviewed two management

sdlting 'firms who do substantial international work, mos y in

Europe,.the Middle East, And Latin AMericel Because management .

,
consulting usually requires direct service to the foreign client

by the U.S. jpractitioher, language skills ark iimportant, particu=

Alarly In Europe and Latin. Ameri'ca.A In the Middle_ East and park:s

. 4. -
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of Asia, respondents stated that English isvidely used in'busi-

nese, as it is, of course,, in consulting done for U.S., Canadian,

and British firmi,abroad.

. . The two firms reported that they are now hiring more foreign

nationals than Americans in response to dollar depreciation,

foreign work-permit,regulation,-and tanguage n6eds. One of the

firms responded that it is usually able.to find Americans.with

language skills, and, that it requires people assigned to its main

foreign office,to know two forCigli languages. This firm recruits

MBAs from Harvard, Stanford Wharton,:Columbia, and Chicago, and

recruits-more experienced staff directly from other sources. It

considers language and foreign.experience in making its interna-

tional recruitment decisions. The other firm places less

emphasis on ladguage skills in recruiting, and uses foreign

Aiationals relatively more. Its operations in this field are

relatively smaller.

Entry-level people for foreign work at the larger firm are

recruitedjeither overseas or from foreign MBAs trained in the

Unlied States. This mians that middle- and senior-level Ameri-
.

cans are normally assigned overseas. They make up half dr more ,

ofthe firms.% tqtal overseas staff.

Whenever a ataff member to be asikigned abroad lacks language

skills, these firms provide training, usually at a commercial '

language school and also often in the host country. The main

language re4uireffients are for Western Europe and Latin America.
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Th. e two firms foresee good prospects for expans4ion of busi-
,

ness in international management consulting. One respondent
f

cited the Middle East, Latin America, and Europe, in that order,

,as _prospective growth sources for his firm. Both respondents

'helieve that business, growth will outpace growth of U.iplexpatri-

ate staff,

Both management consulting and international law Are small.

fields. Combined, they account for only one percent or leSs of

the total U.S. business requirement Aar language skills (see Wii-

kins andArnett, 1976). Nevertheless, these small, high-skill

sectors appear to be growing, and offer at least a stable market

for c few qualified specialists whose foreign language skills are

a valuable adjunct.to theiryroiessional ability.

Press. We interviewed representatives qf two wire services,

. three newspapers, a news magazine, and a television news organi7

zation that have eitensive international service.

Only six U.S. daily newspapers have a staff of more than

three foreign correspondents (Baltimore Sun; Christian Science

Monitor, Los Angeles Times, New York Times, St. Louis Post-- -
Dispatch, Wall Street Journal, Washington Post). Daily papers

employ a total of abotit 100 U.S. fore*gn correspondents, plus a

'Wilber of part-time contributors.("stringers") wha contribute

stories from places usually not covered by the American ex0atri

ate staff. The full-time correspondents are usually hosen from

the domestic rep6rtorial staff of the newspaper or from

papef's foreign desk in the U.S..janguage skill (reading and

.
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conversation) is an asset, as is kdowledge of the area and of

U.S. society.

There is usually a surplus of qualified applicants, although

particular languages Are sometimes in.short supply. Because

language skills are importint to job performance, all three news-

papers we int'irviewed will train staff in languages-as'necessary

1. through commercial language schools, training abroad, or univer-a.

r sity progrims: Currently1 newspapermen are in short supply who

" know Arabic,, Farsi, 43ussian, Chinese, or Japanese.

Thtre 4as been a.long-term decline in American rcporters

abroad, largely because of the high cost of maintaining foreign
0

bureaus. A number of papers have closed their bureaus and others

have curtailed-them. As a consequence, American newspapers are

more and-more dependent on wire services. The two main U.S.-

based services,,Associated Press and United PresS.International,

employ a total of about 150 U.S. foreign correspondents, and sup-

plement them, for reasons of economy and coverage, with hundreds

of stringers and foreign employees. The wire services have cut

back their expatriate staff substantially in the past decade, but

art now maintaining relatively stable levels. Using a combina-

tiow of existing language knowledge and, as necessary, training

Az-

at.language schools or private tutoring, the wires services are

)
generally able to meet their language needs.= One service eited-

..

German, Italian, Japanese, aqd thinese as languages in short sup-.

plys withl training now going on.
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We also interviewed the personnel director of a news weekly

that has 33 correspondents-abroad. He said that language and

area skills are not important for them. If AmerlEans need

language skills, the magazine-provides a short language school

course. Foreign touri at this magazine are too short to warrant

more extensive training. Foreign correspondents are selected

from people who have prior domestic experience at this publica-

tion or others. The respOndent said that his publication has

little need-for foreign language skills'because it .is More and'

more possible to get by in theworld with English.

We briefly interviewed one television network about its

foreign news'operations. The respondent said that the firm

employs about 30 Americans abroad and about 60 foreign nationals,

some of them third-country elcpatriates. Language skills, were

considered important, but less so than news-gathering and commun-

ication.skillS. There appears to be no difficulty in recruiting

qualified staff.

There are probably around, 500 U.S. expatriate foreign

correspondents and foreign desk editors in the United States

working for the daily and weekly pressi wire services, and tele-

' vision, news. Host of them, as we have-seen, need same foreign

language skills, although fluency is normally not required.
"06-0

Thereseem to be no prospects of much future ihcrease ia this

rps, baqing foreigtuwar.

let

\
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Banks. Among Other U.S. businesses, international banks

make the most use of Americans.overseas--about three percent of

their overseas staffs. The seven U.S. banks we interviewed,

which account for the majority of U.S. international`hanking,

have a combined total of 63,000 overseas employees, of whom 2,900

are Americans.

This relatively high percentage reflects several factors.

The three major banks expanded rapidly abroad between 1950 and

1970; to do so, they usually staffed new branches with an Ameri-

can core staff. Another factor relates to credibility. Because

client confidence plays a large part in banking, these branches

often find it important to.have American bankers 011 the spot who

can be-prtMimed to speak with the authority of the home office:

Another aspect of credibility is the'need of the home office to

deal with American expatriate bankers,
. Who are known, and thew-

fore credible, to the officers of the bank. Finally, in banking,

f.
as,distingnished from manufacturing, foreign service ten

helpful' to- a career.- S. ix of *seven banks dominate- Am i
. _.

inter-

national banking. Many of iheir chief offieers haNie.a sirong

intrnational orientation, and financing international trade and

investment is a vital part of their'business; Therefore, int0.-

national assilments,are often considered valuable to a banker's

career development. The larger-banks, who haire been in the- _ lip

international field,longer, have had time to develop -Skilled

ftaffs of for,n bankers spo know the banks well, and conse-

quently have been-able tv reduce their proportion of Americans to

1 8 4
01.
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, two or three percent worldwide. The smaller banks, who have

expanded more recently, tend to have larger proportions Of expa-

triate staff, a cadre for building the institution.

Jn general, the large banks anticipate little if any expan-

sion in overseas staff over the next five'years and the smaller

ones often expect to reduce the number of U.S. expatriite staff.

The present.total of IJ. expatriate employees of all American banks

is probably about 2,500. Any future.oAtseas staff expansion

will consist largely of foreign nationals, some of then trained

at U.S. universities. However, U.S. banks fontiaue to recru!.t

Americans for international work, although on a somewhat smaller

scale than a decade agoX

Most banks recruit U.S. staff for initial service and train-

ing in an international banking division or group in the United

States. Foreign assignments are often made withinlive yearft

after recruitment, although one or two banks provide for little

or no prior training in the United States.

Banks vary in the degree to which recruits for international

, banking are likely to be members of a career foreign service, but

stank of the large banks' recruits re likely to spend most of

their_banking careers.abroad.

. Most banks lialue language and rea knowledge in people who

may serve kiVerseas. One bank consideied these skills as a high

priority: "The bpk looks for well-qualified people who speak a

. - foreign language 'and have lived abroad.". This bank uses language

skill and foreign residence as a measure of adaptability, because

many of its staff are regularly reassigned to different parts of

a

4.
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the world..

Other banks put a higher premium on prior foreign residence

than on language. Most of them stated that because people are

reassigned frequently, prior knowledge of a particular language

is not important. Nevertheless, we found that language skills,

particularly those in demand at the bank, were an important con-
.

sideration in some assignments, and therefore were necessarily

.also a factor in some recruiting decisions. However, all banks

offer langUage training, usually through commercial language ,

schools, for those who will need a foreign language in their

work.

All bankers agreed that knoWledge of Spanish or Portuguese

is essentialfor foreign bankeri serving in Latin America. Many

also sought French-speaking staff for West Africa; a few sought

qualified bankers with knowledge of Oinese, Arabic, or East

European languages. Most of these banks also employ substantial

numbers of career foreign executives, mostYy European, whose

7-1-ranguage skills can be used if no qualified U.S. staff is avail-
.

able.
*

Necruitment for international banking is dohe primarily.

.through emOloyment of MbAs', or MAs in internati 1 fields, not-

ably from the Harvard/ Whar6n, ahd Stanford busihess schools and

iwo.internationalscools-the American Graduat* School of Inter-

,napnal ManagementHand the School of Advanced International Stu-
,

, dies. ,

^

186
L,
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The banks' representatives (usually d rectors of personnel

or persons in charge of international ba ing 4ivisions) were
.

.

satiSfied with their recruitment sources and their ability to

meet language and avea iequirements. rn general, they did not

7T

want to recruit people with Ph.D. degrees (except in economics),

; 1

or wah specialized aria training, because such peoPle s

interests usually differ frbm business skill requirements.

Although the.bankers consider business schocils as their main

source for good-quality professional recruits, they voiced

0 tveral reservations: (1) gradUates of leading business schools

tend to have inflated expectations of short-term career possibil-
\.

ities in an era of slow growth; (2) current MBA Salary levels may

be too high fosome banks; (3) business schools maiUly perform a

screening funCtion tor business, and a B.A. degree wouldpoften'be

adequate if the banks could recruit as efficiently as business

schools do.

In addition to demand for.expatriate staff, thei-e.iS also a

very small need for language andinternatipnal skilla at.the

banks' headquarters. A small amount of.translation is needed,

and is usually done by contract agencies or employees who happen.

to have language skills..

All international banks dmploy a small number of interns-

tional economists (from five or six to thirty or mote in our sam-

ple). A few banks also has;e very small specialist staffs that

review issued of political risk.
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The most likely prospect is that recruitmeiYof staff for

overseas will continue at no more than ittpresent rate, and

perhaps less because of recent declines in turnover, which

reflect some slowdown in U.S. international banking; and that

only selective increases will. occur in banks' demand for language

and cultural skills (e.g., Chinese,tlabic, Japanese).

Finally, to test our hypotheses about American international

firms, we.interviewed the U.S.-based personnel director of a very

large foreign multinational bank. Less than one percent of the

bank's expatriate staff are nationals.of the bank's home country,

as opposed to a minimum of two to three percent for U.S. banks.

The bank plans further reductions in expatriate staff over the

next five years, for reasons similar to those advanced by U.S.

banks; (1) availibility of an increasini pool of trained banking

talent worldwide; (2) high cost of expatriate staff; (3) local

. staff people relate more easily to local nationals; and (4)

career opportunities in the bank require 'that staff members spend

most of their time in t4e home office country. Like American.

banks, this'one regards language skills aS secondary in recruit-
.

ment and assignment:

In short, this.bink's foreign service practices parallel

those of AmeriCan banks: This could lead one to predict that

American banks may also reduce their expatriate staffs.. Foreign

banks rarely, if ever, assign people to the United States unless

they are fluent in English. Since English is a ,world business

and diplomaticlanguage, this'is hardly surprising. We do not

yet know, however, whether foreign banks elsewhere similarly
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insist on local languageffluency for their exictriatesk-o if

'they do whether this gives the banks anyelocal business *an-

tage. However, the foreign bank representative we interviewed -

does not telieve that lack of fluency hampers American banker's;

he 'stated that American banks are highly competitive abroad,

"mostaggressive," quick to act, and very pragmatic compared with

other foreign banks.

Industry. We interviewed 4$ leading multinational iirms,

five of them foreign-owned, headquartered in New York, Chi ago,

Los Angeles, and San Francisco. The numbers and types of firms

,included (fore;e7owned firms in parintheses ):

A

Manufacturing 22 (4)

Banking 8 (1)

Press- 7

2
4

2

Hotel, 2
Law - 2

Constractión 1 A

Insurance 1

1

. Total 48

Exckuding law, the press and management consulting, these

firms make very little use of expatriate American sta'ff. The 25

large U.S. industrial firms we interviewed empldy a total of

-835,000 people overseas; of-these, only 3,000 are U..5. nationals.

Except for &Ile fiim,.which often sends Americans on short-term

foreign assignments, the ratio'of U.S. expatriate staff to total

-overseaS- staff for the remaining 24 firms drops to'less than
-

three to a thousand. These totals are consistent-with the esti-
1.)

9

A
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mates bir Wilkins and Arnitt (1976) cited above. Most of our

respOndents expected these ratios to decline in the future.

The respondents offered consistent explanations for these

low and declining ratios (in appropriate order of impOrtance):

(1) Because their.firms are multinational, they avoid assigning

Americans to dominant roles in other countries; (2) foreign work

A

regulations make it harder every year to assign-Amicans to cer-
.

tain countries; (3) dollar depreciation makes it' expensive ti

assign Americans abtpad; (4). fore*-assignments are often

regakded in U.S. indlistry.aAs detrimental to Career prospects,

because the bulirbf the ideciaionmakers and the focus of the
t,

firms' interests are within the firm, generally at home; (5) as

e

the pool of trained foreign employees grOws, they Can often be

substituteil for Americans in their own colintries.and in other

foreign countries ("third-country" assignments); and (6) profes-
.

si nallstaff members are increasingir.reluctant to accept domes-

tic or1 foreign transfers that.inVolve family upheaval.

Most of the large industrial firms attach little or no'

importance to language or iaternational studies in recruitmient.
,

They pointed out that only,experienced executiveS go abroa&for

long periods; junior staff members virtually never have-fareign

assignments. Therefore, when a:new'eniployee is recruited, it is

normally impos;Ne to predict whether he will have foreign

assignments or where.they will Fugthermore, because people

assigned abroad are often rotated'add m'ay serve a:dozen .

"colintries during a-career, language knoyledge is of limited

value.
4

I. 0
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AN,

The dominant factor in recruitmett, in addition to the

applieant'sjob skills, is whether hii personality and outlook

ere righc for the organization. Respon nts,pointed out that

people who.have substaUtial t ining in language,4i"efea skills

may have correspondingly less to offer in the fieldeof.thb

company's primary business interests. Their intellectual .

outlook, personality type, and aspirations may differ, froie those

of the,ideal candidates sought by our respondAnt firms.

Some reipohdents cited the'alleged weakness ofA9. language

training as another reason for ignori4-applicants'%sanguage

skills. They said that most U.S. academic language training .

/
focuses too much on.literary and research uses, and too little on-

.-

the speaking needtd in.business. (See Chap.3 for similar views

with. respect to federal employmett.) -Some respoadenta .mentioned

,

tWo international 'studies institutions that, they believe, prO-

vided superior language training for businessfurposes: T.hunder-
,

bird and the Monterey Institute fOr International,Studies. Among

undergraduate schools,.p ly MiddleburV.was cited for producing

people,who speak foreign languages weli: Often mentioned were

ex-Pe smembers,.and graduates of the Defense Language

A

Institute, which focuses on the sP(5ken language:

. A
The resulting geberal attitude was that language and area

skills are in no way necessarV for recruiting, but might be help-
'

ful,if.higher-priority requiremehts:are met first.

as . There were eome\exceptions. , First several firms, hile

emphasizing other skills, tookA.anguage and cultural skills into

count as secondary 'screening factors...-One firm in a special-
.t' .

191

4

4,.

5.
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4

#4

q... . -
, ized.field hires'aore international affairs graddates than MBAs..

.
.

.
.

, Some firms rvfer4i4ople who khoiippanish Or,Portugiiese for work
. , ,p.

. .

'1 -

in Latin America. A few other firms--three it our samplewhere-

face-to-face client dealings are important, would be interested'

P

in hiring some American bilingual,professionals- for foreign ser-

vice,-but find them in short supply; instead, they usually hirs,
, . ,

'European bilingual.staff.. Also relating to clieht service, 1U,S.
..

4
,

international airlines-require all flight.attendants, some grouad- .

\-1 .
..

personnel, andmost foreign-based U.S. managers"to kno'w at least
. .

.
. .

one foreign,language. IThe personhel directors'of the two air
, 4,.

#i-'-' .e

lines we interviewed said that they had no difficulty in recruit-.

irtg,all the bilingual staff they needed, perhaps because no other

spe 1 skills are iequired: Language skilr is a dominant qual-.
, .

.

ificat'ide foeflight attendants, so bilingual people who want to

travel,can easily enter the field. -Airlines have ameasier time

recruitingbilingual staff than hotel chains 'do, for exampae,

where management or chef's skill's are-also needed. To be an

American food and beverage manager in a u.S.7owned hotel abroad,

"

hooever, requires hotel experience; which is'fsr more important

thanlanguage skills. Therefore; America,dhotels abriad use

foreign nationals, as Amer4ans,with hotel experience 4ie hard to

find,

dee
#

Finally, some Americap'firma,,about one-fourth of our,multi-
,

national sample, have spme type of otganized political or

environmental risk assessment unit, usuatly quite small.(3 to tO
4.

,

staff members in most cases). Thise staffs sometimes iiiclude a-
,

i. . . .

. .

#
'few people trained in international affairs or particulae areas-

A r

r,P

3.

4.
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.t
of the world. Samitimes the.pource is ail academic institution

. .

.

a

like the Fletcher SchoOl qi the. l*choo'of Advanced Internailonal
, .

,

§tudies, but Usual.ly it iS'a pool of peopleyith prior experi-

ence, such as they.S. ForeignAervice or foreign service in ihe

firm. The prospects f9r staffing any expansion.of these groups

A,

from acadernic sources are considered very slight (Blank et-al.,

'

19795-

When aiked what schools, colleges, and univeetitiecould.do

to .improve the staffing of U.S. business,.one response.was dom-,

inant and startling. `Many respondents said that their U.,S.

recruit!s often cannot Write clear,English,'arid that this is fa

more important than any foreign language or area skills.
/

,

1(numberNof fisms.have i(,nhtituted business writing 0 clear Writing
<

courses,for their staffs and Gomplain that such couts.,es wOuld be
_ w

.

a
unnecessary if the educational system did its job better.

'fA seconl frequent observationyas that Americans kdw little

of fdreign languages and Cultuies. It would be better for U.S.

interests, 'according to these respondents, if American educatiqd
A

produced graduates who are more cosmopolitan*, more knowledgeable

about the'world. A senior vice president of a large. multinaz

tional corporation said that his.firm.needspeople w2th qualifi-
,

cattons not reflected in their hiring reqvirements'(fn which'
O. k 6

lanivage-and area skills play no part)--people wh re roadly

-

sophisticated about the internationaloenvit;onment", but a neces-

sarily experts.' He also believes that his firm and Americ n'
r

society need foceign area experts,,both to socialize young,people
1

to international life and, from the firm's viewpoint, to be .

1 19 a

t,
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available as, infoNution sources to business, which seeks the

architecture of eXperts' idead rather than the details of their

knowledge. In other words, U.S. business needs for international

skills have tc; do with outlook and perspective rather than par-

ticular language or area skills.

4
To understan4 this vfewpoint, it must be remembered That

executives of most American multinational industrial corporations

almost never serve overseas;,if they do, it is likely to be ih a

place where gnglish dominates. ,In oultinational.businesd, there
. . .

. -

are frequent contacts between foreign add U.S. staff, .and, fire-

4
quent need for decisions about international finance, production,

and marketing...In these eonditloils, interdational sophistica-

e

a

tion, Tatherthan.expertise in language or foreign areas, is

likelY to be productive.

In recruitment, assignment, and outlook, firms tende0 to
ft

vary by type of industry and extent and 'nature of ihternational
ft

.

involvement.

In 'general, the'manufa,cturing firths we interviewed do At-
,

least 25 percent of their,business abroad.; Alecause they are

kaige firms.,-tiley have many-employees overseas,and york in many ,

countrie.a. sometkimes a hundred or pore. Theelonger established
° , .. ' 4,

.
,the firm's international operation, the fewer U.S.,employees are

. _

, .

assigited'abtopd. Also, the more eompletely multinational the
.

firmt are, as measured by steady #rowth.of.foreigners' responsi- .

C

, .,
. . .1

bilitieio the leyel and growtheof international buSinessand '-
o

i
. . .

frequency of face-to-face dealings.between foreign executives'and
. 4

top U.St.executived-,-.the less the 'need for Ameticin language and

-

I:
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area experti. Some:of the U.S. firms we interviewed give sub-'

stantial resp6nsibilieies to foreign executives. rnne e,

.the firm'S. president,is-a forgign citiien,.andApr.
. 1,

P

top corporatie officials, often in international' Are
:1 -

. .
0 A

European'or Latin AmericaA. Still other foreign ves are
_

often'assigned to the United States for training:' ffect,

these firms are importing the cotnhinatIon. of management and

'international skills that they seek.- Thlt same tenden6r is
.

11

,expressed overseas by the steady substitution Of foreign staff u,

for U.S. expatriate staff. By both technignes, the American firm
. "

acquires a, more international flavor.

Manufacturing and petroleum firms are more likdly to send

Americans abroad toTl'ces where foreign lanpage needs are

minimizedi For example. many American tirms have substantial
,

staff in L ndonier in Briassels.(where'there.is an American.

residentia area). The language of'the oilftelds is English, and

th oil 'cqapaniel and the oil service firms we interviewed

require no foreign language for oilfield servicetl: -

These manufacturing firms are mordwfikely to seek Amerieans'

'with langu ge skills to open up new markets. Several of them ,

were seeki gAmerican business people who.gpeak Chinese. Of a

group of 0 manufacturers.interviewed at a trade vortunities* ,

conference sponsored by the .University.ot WisconSin--Milwaukee

Instituteiot World Affairs
4
(1979), 40 percent planned to-rely on

inteinal SouiceS tqcdeveloP the Cfiina, market, and to rely heavily
'

on.training.existing staff rather than employing experts. T#e

:other 60 percent planned to uge outside sources, such.as the '

195
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1 f
.

. .

Department of Commerce. This evidence reaffirmsthat expert

,.

language, ind area skills are ih low demand, even wirh.the opeRing

of a new-market Seems to encourage it. It also confirms the

impression-t t American firms are quick to seek out new markets

and aKe willing to .train their staff as appropriate.

For comparison, we interyiewed respondents from four

foreign-owned multination41 corporationg with operations in the

United States. Three are West European-owned and one is

Japanese:

I

f These firms assign very few,vexpatriates to fhe Uhited

States. Al6d because their staffs are always fluent in English,

the firms.bake. no effort to train U.S. staff in the language of

the business. One firm's staff IS entir'ely American, and all

,

communication with the European home office is in Engli, sh. Other
.

.. , .

firms maintain very small expatriate staffg who ofeen.Communicate

with headquarters in the language of-the home count,iy.. Skior

' American staff\members sometimes visit the Ileadquairs f'or

. Vaining or regular cOmpany business.

In contrast to nian.yNY.S. firms, the fore,ign multinationals

make no effort to'establish a single worldwide language for the

comwsny, -and they require their 'çxp4triate managerswho, in .con-

trast to U.S. expatriates, oftAi spend many years at one foreign
A

post--to know the host country language well. 4,

\.<-- .

Palombira an6B1ank (1977) point put, one Main reason

that Americien firms behave differently from guropean onea
-

inter-

nationffihly is that the hugi domestic market dominates ..the' U.S.

,

perspective. .Therafoi,e, career lines for expatriates point back

'dr
196.
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to the United States, oreign-assiinments are shoit, and there-is

lkttle incentive to develop bilingual and cultural skills. In

EL-opean firms, the fbreign market is often thAlljoritly_market

and the practice Of long7term expatriate assilnments puts a prem-
. .

ium on good Icnowledge of the host .country.

Small **and Medium-Size Busitigsses;

medium-size businesses from onr sample

We excluded sniall

'<cause large
- ''' 4Il

.* f

inate the morket and the smaller firTs have a minimal demand for
..

.

-:

internatiOnal and foreign language expertise.

obtained some secondary information by talking to_state trade

firms dom-

However? we

development: offices, the Export Management Companies AssciF.iation,.

and the Small Business Association.

Small and medium-size lausinesses find it risky to try tbi

establish expbrt mAkets, given the profit mirgin with which they

have to gamble'. They usually cannot afford,to hire in-house

international expertise until thcy are fairly weIl (stablished-in

foreqn markets. Someone mith technical knowledge of the busi-

ngss will often handle .the initial groundWork. Companies can

aeek help from the state development offices (staffing of these

offices is discussed in Chap. 3). . Small and medinm-sizecom-
,

c

panies will also use export management companies until their

markets aie established, and then hire their own staff,. For

example One'expOrt management company reported a 75 percent

turnover of its clientele within a ten-year period, as a result

of successful markeang.'

197
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:01`

et,

Export management companies general:1y employ staffs with'
-e

backgiounds in international trade. The 700_to 800 export
, . S 1'

management companies in the United States employ an average of 40
,

. \ ,

staffinemberS per coMpany (with a range from 2 to 150 employeee).
,

- -

The dikector of the Usociation' does nt)t.believ; that the com

,

.
.-

panies have difficulty finding qualified employees.- Interna-
.

.
dl,:

, -,- e-1.

,

. . .

r

'tional trading experience is emphasized over formal schooling,

at

and langudkes are valuable but generally not necessary. . Spdhish

is the most sought-afte.r language, since the emphasis is.now on,
.

developing markets in Latin American countries. According to the

director, Americans are at a real diadvantage when unable to

communicate with the Japanese,'Chinese, and Russiahs in their own
..

lawages. Expert.ise in these languages is therefore exrèiaely

useful.

1

5-11. .
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-' TkE,BACKGROUND FOR POLICY
c.

A _te°N
. ' .. .

.
d ". -

,,,, .- ...,,....,
- Our study hasftdpscribed a system,of rel.-at: Aionsamong merican .

. -

i
. .

business, goVernment, and universitiei4that is copplex and some- .. -.%..

-, .9
/ .1,

'what unstible%. It is complex because of the W2iny interrelated

.

1,.
J

training and using institutions:
9

high schotil, colle-ger and
)

.

,

- .5
.,/

40
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POLICY IMPLICATIONS.

;

A .110.114

"A

'university lameageMepartWentsT comWercial language schdols;
.

,

-government and internati4nal agency faiOlities for language
/

, e 4

r trai9Ing; irea studiq,s centers'in 100 ornlore universities; dis-
! ..... . , P 4

, ., I.

ciplinary depattments mid iirofeisional salools at'these lindversi-

t.

ties; general schOols of inter9etional affairs;sgove'rnment area

traimingcenters;andlikerpatinnalstudiwactivitiesof var

scope at virtually all the colleges.aftd universitles in the eonn-
,

try_ The main using institutionA arel....academic.inStitutions

seeking teaching,ind research skills, which hire graduates of the
r

training system; businesses seeking largely,cemmercial, indus-

11'4.41, or professional skills, but in some cases also'seeking

ancillary language or internationsl government.foreign

affairs agencies seeking largely disciplinary or foreign affairs

generalist skills, but often spoken language .skills as well, with and

ulthout disciplinary training. ,

It

4

alb
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The -foreign language* and in ernational skills "system" is

also complex because .its inter ctions lead to complex shifts and

scycleq, in the level and nature oi the market.for specialists.

Currently,Aemand has stabilized at lower levels,than those

of the 1960s, while supply is still abundant in many fields; con-
.

sequently,'Many graduates cannot find relevapt jobs.

The present system is also marked by changes in t. ix of

skills that are needed, reflecting changes-in'relations among'the

academic, business, and government sectors. From about 1951 to

1975, the advanced training system primarily prepared people for
*

t.

. , *

college and university-teactill and research. Thanks largely to
,, _.

,

external support, the'uniVersitie were aVle to train and hiie

their-own graduates. Today, the jo requiiethents call for a dif-
.

ferent skill opt: . fewer professors and academic researchers,

more people trained in high-demand-disciplines combined with
4

s.

international training (economics, political analysis.fpr intel-

ligence work business, law), and people at the- liredbctoral level

trained as generalists for government and busi

)
ss.

7.___

gia it is not easy to shift traii.ning-re ources effectivey,.

Students and faculty-in high-demand disal4plife or profesiions
,

\
ofth see little need.for encburaging.lang ageor international

training, both because jobs are plentiful for their disciplines

and because studying international topics may reduce the time

--available fdr achieving diaaciplinary excellence. Altering that
e

S.

viewis An l!ercise.in persuasion; same area centers have- suec,p-s-akully

created numerous links with disciplinary departments and proves-
. .

sional schools; others have ndt.

4

.
.
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Clearly, one major isSue on the eraining side is.adaptatton

k
to the decline phase of the employment cycle. .Our evidence indi-

cates that society benefits from having a cadre of experts in

languages-and international studies, but.right now we are in a

phase. Where more graduates than'needed are being trained in some

fields; ,Switching.resoerces.tó high-deMand fields is only a par-

tial solutiOn. The problem is also h6w to stabilize, at least in

. part, cycles of demand and supply.

4
given the present national system'for tiaihing and using

-

specialists, stabilizing dethand is not easy. University demand

fluctuates in response to population growth uniVersity growth,

current levels of tenured faculty, and government andbusiness

demand for staff and for research.. Government demand fluctuates

primarily in'response to world crises, and busliness demand in

response to busines cycles. These are the,elethents of au

inherently unstable system, because supply and demand tend to

march in different step.

The ill effects Of fluctuation can be moderated somewhat by

_';'-

cor.itrolling.supply,. that is, by admitting fewe'r graddate students

in 'fields where employment prospects are dubiouS. That recoUrse

is less,..likely to be adopted, however, iCit threatens the
4

interests of faculties in thesefields. Furthermore to the

, extent that shrinking enrollments with theii iMplications for
,

\ decline tend to discourage the better students, a decline in

. (quantity might well be Accompanied by a. decline in,quality.

A
Clearly, there are no simple solutións to the problems created bY

fluCtuations in.both quantity and type's af skilll demahded.
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The problems e exacerbated by the fact that the market-

place is small:. Perhaps 4,000 masters deg4ees'and 1,000 doctoral

degrees a year are currently awarded in area Studies, and abc;ut

1,000 doctorates in'linguagesand linguistics,. A change in

national demadd of 9nly a few hundred jobs a year.therefore

strongly.affects placement opportunities, which makes it hard to

toe planning procTdures to counter fluctuations. Ferecasting

manpower requirements is an inexatt process, and reconciling sup-

ply and demand' for small numbers of specialists, with a long

training lag, diay be a task beyond plInners' skills.

Against this background, we, nowlbiscus's the relationship,of

needs and nati'onal objectives to the findings of ourNstudy, and

then go on to discuss the study's policy implications, consideur

_,ing both the effects on the marketplace and on national objec-

tives.

NEEDS AND NATIONAL. OBJECTIVES,

\,

We define national need either in terms of market demand (as

used in our job marketinterviews) or as a shortage'of supply,

4. lUding any shortage due to such factors as: (1) nonmarket or

short-term market factors that inhibit the clearing of the job

market (e.g., a wage.freeze, or institutional restrictions on
A .

hiring); (2) a desire for sgcialists without the means of paying

for them; .0) a ormative preferepce for greater use of speciaIl

ists. Excess supply i the reverse of shortage and also can ,
,

reiflect nonmarket or market factors (e..g., excessive federal sub-
r4441

sidy of graduae training, or short-term shifts in demand for
4

professors). °Whether or not any such problem is truly "national".

202
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in tfie sense of warranting political action is a value.question,

properly resolved by' political processes.

It is very hard to demonsrate that any specific, observed,

national need,for wOecialists does or doet not exist,- or thaf

zither a shortage or an abundance of specialists is a direct

cause.of s ccess or failure in the pur,puit of national objec-

tives. The a'tt4inment pf.a national objective involves so many

factorsthat it is virtually impossible to isolate the contribu-
a.

tion of specialist skiolls.04or exasmple, there'is no way of proV-
.

a
ing that.greater American expertise on Iran Wore the recent

revolution would have .done a better job. of fostering American' <

interests there; too many other factors were at work: However,

there is some presumption that more accurate information;-e'ven if
.

unused, has its value.

,

Our review of the literature yielded seven national objec-
Ac

I.

tives that theoretically could warrant,federal intervenfion-in

the specialist market: national security, economic strength,

international competence, healthy"democratic processes, efficient

training of specialists, efficient use of speck,alists, and promo-
,

tion of basic research.

Ar"

.

National Security. SecUrity..-6oblems could arise in.

Themarket fails to supply the number, quality or

,kinds of people.that government agencies seek;
44..,

o. The agencies have the right.people, but use them

bad/y;

. . ,...

*o The agencies.., tile President, or angress does not
.

.
.

. .4
.

. .

ieed aware tght national. security cills for greater.*,
. ..

. .
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or better use 'of specialists.

,4°.

"

. In regard to the first possibility, moat sovernment agencies

report-a&tfiat currently,'with no crisis on the scene. they have

1

ehough 'qualified stiff with foreign language andeinternational-
A , 0

.4
k

skillsi. 'In general, in terms of .unmei demands, we'did not ,
.

, ,

gbserve,a sPecialist-relevant:national security .ni..Ed,"although

sintelligence agencies stated thaethey would like to have mere

'.One source-stated that the dOm-
,

' .4

ini.nt need injntelli.'genCe data collection' is tp retain linguiats.*
7 , , .

trained by the'Defenae 1.4nguage Institute, because three-fourths
.,

.. *
of,them serve for three years only, and must be replaced hy new

,

recruits. The importance of Mott turnover for general supply-and

dewand, however,sdepends ol hdw and'where the skills,of linguists

who leave the.service are subsequently used.

There were exceptions .to this general fiwiing of.adecidacy,

witA regard tà scime akills, certain elements. of Ruality, imd par-
'- 1

n

ticular agencies. The kyernmant has some difficulty in obtain-
.

ing certain rare languagd or are skills;- and.like-private sector

'firms, they also-experience problems in recruiting peclople witV

adeqnate bilingual speaking competence ahd particular corn-
*

binatiOns.of disciplines, langudges, and aria knowledge. The

national-security consequences of these shortages are unknown,

but they indicate that acadesiic training may be inappropriate in

:terms of level of.spoken language competence ana mixea of skills:

c-

AN,

ob

-
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GovernMent respondentliargned that troublesome shortages'

occuc dual* crises. The demand fluctuation seems greatest f

"low-volume" skills--those associattd with areas usually of per- -
,

-pheralinterest to us. When crises occur in these-aveaa.
t,

agencies find little or 0 sparialist talent available; add-after
-40-

the crises pass they do not seek to maintain what few skills they,

have marshalled. -

,

We'found that foreign affairs agencies do. not make effective

use.of the specialists-they recruit. For example, career execu-
,

tives in the foreign affairs operating agencies encourage indivi-

duals to become generalists, not specialists. We can interpret

this.finding in several ways. One interpretation is that the

present system serves the government's*interest "11 enongh.

Another ii-that these agencies cannot serve their own interesti

better because their .central missions require Fareer pattegns

that conflict with the optimal.uce of specialists. In any case,

whether or not these" use problems 'affect national security, tliey

epresent an inefficient use of language and area specialists and

' therefore signal a national need.
. .

:. Finally, it is an open question -whether the agencies, as
-

they-claim, need more specialists than high-level decisionmakers

are able to 'recognize. Our interviews confirm that thelaxecutive
w,

branch and:Congress are often.lukewarm about supporting agency

requests-for morespecialists, but we have no basis for judging

Ohether that rsponse i or.is not appropriate with regard to

national objectives!

1'

20
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Economit Strength. Although our balance 0

. diminishes our international economic positioll,

f payMents problei

we see no con-

vincing evidence that wider buiness demand for or use of spe-

cialists tiould significantly itialrove matter [1],for three rea-

sons:
4

Vab

o Our trade positio4 has deteriorated fdr'reaioas
\

largely unrelated.to

relatively low rates

the use of specialists, e.g.,

of increase

the catching-up ilrocess infdreignAechnology, and
$

domestic inflation:
.

o Firms reported no unmet demand.nr specialists. A.

4

".;ew small'sectors in the national econoMY r'eported,

skill-rpix.shortages,.however, which suggests a need'
A 1.

for more effective training programs in the univera
s

sities.

o 'American firms rel* primarily on foreign-nationals

to,staff their foreign,offices, a practice also

-followed 0 foreign competitors of American firms.

International Competence. Intergational competence objec-
,

tives stem from thedesire to avoid embarrassing incidents 'that

make theTnited States appep ignorant of foieign languages or

cultures. Our government an4 Vus'Iness interviewees showed no

[1] It has been argued,-however, that t4e issue is partly -
%one of suppiy, betause most uniVersitiesunlike Mich special
ca'ses as Thunderbirddo not Frain people to meet the langbage -
needs of international busines's.

401/

r

t
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in4ination to change hiring..requirements, internal traihing

icies, or Oerseas assignment policies to forestall such

iticidents. 'They either do not believe such incidents itr6s very

.important or do not expect that more or better use of.specialisti

woula reduce their occurrences. We cannot judgqi the

their beliefs.

ccuracy of

A Healthy Democratic Process. We agree that a wider

knowlAdge of foreign language,s and international affairs'on the,

part of American citizens might promote a Ltlthy demodratic pro-
,

-ces. Institutions offering advanced training'and research could.
%

,

play a pitt'by adding graduates to the pool of hall' school and

. .

college teacheits, and by adding inplats to curriculuarevisidn.
.

t
. ,

Aside from any question abomt.nAtional needs, howeieer, it is
, .

,

doubtful that the'present madet.could'absorb significant numbers

of teachers trained in foreign languages or areas. lbe fate of

such a program would.probably depend'on whether the federal

goVernmliat chose to.gund international'education in schools and'

colaeges.

Another desirable feature of the demo.cratic process is the
L.

maintenance of an independene'source of knowledge 'and criq4sm-,

about foreign areae and worrd affairs, to avoid a government

monopoly of expeTtise in these. fields. And because'tite govern:

ment alio seems unable to conduct its own effective long-term.

research in these fields, outside

available source of such knowledge

specialists'may be the only -

. To encourage diversity and

to support .long-term or specialized research; it teems in the

national interest to maintain or,expand present government su

4
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port of international studies'.

\-
Effectiiveness of Training. The evidence points to kcurrent

excéss of specialists. Area, center graduates ore increasing

slightly- in number but academic faculty and research openings-are

declining, and government and business demands are relatively.

stable.. 'On these grounds,.Title VI and 1foindati,on predoctoral
),

fellowihip funds ohould not be targeted to'stimulate general lev-N

els of'simplykbut rather specialized skills, higher levels of

couRrtence, and needed ikill-mixes.

k
' Three iirsues about training quality arise. First; our

,

respónden4 1n-111 fiellp reported that the quality of current
p\

tudents remains high, desp4e.declining job opportAnities. With

,regard to quality, then, we observed no curTint national neeC
*

:Wbethei or not these,fieldi can continue to attract high-quality
10

students, however, is a matter of concern to both academic and
e 1.

goverpment interviftiees. "Second, the qualit?-of 'foreign-area.
s

training has +come in o doubt. Academirespondents'note declin-

)ing oppottunities or stpdents to studi in thenption'or,region

of their specialty. TheY also note that inflation endangers .11e

maintenance of library colledtions of research materials on

foreign atbas for graduate training and faculty research.

Third,'busineas and governmint regOondents leport 'that spe-'

0P1

cialists with foreign language skills are not well trained in

spokeorlangizages. Resolving this language problem may or_may not .

require additional funding; It requires at liait changes in
.

priorities,and possibly addition instructional.hours and over-

sills study Opportunitiei. If these remediei facilitate other
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*40
natiotal objectives, a national need exists ier them.

Employers reported that too many specialists are produced.
Ok

wb save unmaTketable disciplinary skills (e.gr, hiscory,

caI:cience, language and literature, anthropology) and-not

enc.) gh with combinations of dise/iplinary, vocational, apt! *foreign-
Ns

; lapkuage/international skills. For example, the business school.

an.di law school faculties reported shartages of competent faculty

.witlh area training Snd international skills (e:g., international

finance, the laws of.foreign nations).

These-findings again point to a national need.

Unemployment problems also signal inefficient use cf spe-

eialists, tOd more so if job openings go unfilled-2at the same

,time. We generally did not find'this conjunction of cir-
.

cumstantes to be in issue in the interviews, howgver. Unemploy-
.

ment erwise signals excess supply because of excess subsidyl

poor eommunication beteeen trining institutions.and employers;

or general conditions requiring the usual tools of national

economic policy .

.k

Basic Besearch. Area studies in their present-form were .

developed,Jargely under Ford Foundation impetus, far their,

applied value--to give Asierica a more spacious entryway ipto the

world arena and to enhance the effectiveness of U.S. presence

,thire. Despite the direction of the original impetus,-much of

the.research funded indirectly hy the centers, through hiring

addirional staff or providing released time, is basic research,.

which is therefore to be judged,by the same criteria as other

basic research. N

205
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To summarize our findings on national.objectives, it ieems.,

evident that objective criteriwilluminate only dimly, the role Of

)1.

language and iOternational skills in meeting those objettives.

The uncertainty is partly due to logical reasons. As pointed out

.above, it is virtually impossible t9 isplate the contributions of
s

syecialists to either success or fAlure. Consequently, any

actions we have commended, either openly or by implication, may

be challenged by others on the basis of the same information.

Our p p 1 aim, however, in assessing needs and.national

a.

objectives, is to set forth the,issues, not to solve them.

In the next sectiont-we attempt to go further and explicit:1y

discuss the implications of our work-as we p'erceive them.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS: MEE TRAINING AND RESEARCH SYSTEM

,

We consider several aspects, the training system here:

4
the level and quality of training and research; flexibilivy in the

trhining mix; and the ways in which tr4ining can be provided
-

We agree thaethere is a need to maintainsuniversiti'es'
,

ability'to tiain foreign Iapguage.inp international specialists.

air

'in the face of fllictuating deMands. This need.does pdtean *that
P .

current levels of enrollment or of graduates mu4 be held con-

stant, hOwever, especially in view of the curr4nt oversupply.of

graduates in MOdt international acadeMic diSc).plines.. Those lev-
.

els can be either raised further or curtailed, dependUlg largely

of decisions A the federal government, with its great power tot4

: intervene-Ain the marketplace as a major source of both funding ;

and demana for skills. e present sitUation confronts the
1 . A:.

government with a decision fn wflich way to go, depending on how it

fr
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perceives the natiemal interest. Ittian maintain or increase the

current liVel of ort iegives to these studies.; or it may

elect to reduce that level, perhaps by merely allowing its

present support to lag behind inflation and failing to compensate

for reductions in foundation support. 1.

/We bannot say whether the present le4el is optimal, but we-
.

can say that continued reduction will eventdally erode the

national capacity to train and to conduc,research in these

fieldsi and thereby exacerbate the problems of fluctuating

demand. If the government wishes to prevent that situatiOn, it

will presumabty have to work selectively with 'universities in 4
determining appropriate enr011ment levels., For the time bAing,

given,the market oversupply of specialists, the two parties may

agree to seek ways of curtailing enrollments without reducing-the

,

supply of faculty skills (and thereby promote reearch opportuni-
,.

)
.; A '

ties). Later, as prospects warrant, the two could coopecate to

increas,e-enrollments. -

'But tile goes beyond quantity. . It also has to do with

developing appropriate training and reaparch quality, which in

turn will contribute .to intersectoral accomdodations, spch as the

prod4ction of more economists with area knowledge'to meet govern-
.

ment demand. Judging from o4r work we find four elements to he

iarticularly, important for assuring quality:.(1) fellowships for

study and,research abroad;,(2) library collections; (3) national

research, exchange, and training facilities; and (4).improed

spoken language traiaing.d.

a

21
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The number, of foreign study and research fellowships for

-

language and international'.studies has dec/ined soaewhat in

recent 'years, and average funding hat-not been increasd,teo keep

up w4h the declining international value of the dollar. A-further
4-

concern is that,the Forisioundation, the second largest contribu-

tor of these fellowships, will reduceibr eliminate.its aid. .In

short, qual'ty is threatened. To fetrieve the situation, the

President's C mission may or may nof choose to recommend that the

federal government increase.the numbers and value of fellows'hips

it will fund. But-in either event, there is good reason to urgc,--)

that the/government also reconsider the present geographic mix of
r4

federallylfunded awards, which ake heavily'concentrated on

Western Europe virtually nil in Africa, and low in other under-

-Mt

developed ireas.

Library Collections

.

. Library'research materials, developed largily-Under Ford

F'oundation ind NDEA suPport,Aire becomihg-ircreagingly costly in

-retponse to inflation and the intejnational decline of the

dollar,-a predicament analogous to t t of fellowships. Bah'

4

represent '1..-Inntributio o sogie414 hose financial demands nin:, -gri

e.1

-

alZys-surpass the capacity of the university or the individual

researcher. .The implications are also iimilar: ,Any declkne id.

the flow and real value of 'resources exacts a social price in the.
V1 .

form of lower-quality training and research.

21 2
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4.t
Satioial Training, Research, and Exchange Facilitiev

The issue of quality also pertains to the financial Plight

-

of.such national training, research and exchange iacilities as

IREX, the Inter-University Centers in Taipei and T kyo, the

Universities Study Center in Hong Kong, and the American Research

Center.in Egypt. These facilities serve many national training -
,

and rediarch purposes that ire beyond the capacity of individual

universities. Assdming that their services cannot be rendered
P

more effectively by other organizations, there may also be an
.

argument for defining their fnnetions in terms oflatnational neea

fin- quality.

.Spoken Language Training

The need for impkoved spoken tanguage'training touches on a

different aspect of-quality. 'Business and government respondents

complaine& that: most Americaq institutions.do not train people to
40

speak foreign languages lath adequate flAency.. Nor do thely.*

1
. believe that langulgelschools---like Berlitz are i likely solution

"io-the prot;l6m, alleging.that-the-iraining at suclk,schools

- useful primarily for shoit-terirtravelers. Although.socie.respon-'

dents agreed that academia language training has improved in

reent yearsseveral cited such institutions,as the MontereY

Institute for Intbinatithlal Studies and Middlebury College7-the
4

u

general veidict,waSelargely negatiVe.

The implication is th4t. American .langnage Iraiaing should-be

broadly restructured ith less emphasis on reading and literary

uses and more on intensive training in speaking and reading for

applied purposes. 1 4

2

4.
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heaid several interesting suggestions for doing-so, 'tich

as: (1)'the creation of urban,magnet hilikschoolS !or foreign

language and international studies, which'qould:be allowable,

under the_provisions of.the Emergency SchoolsAssistance Act; (2).

developmenc of,summer high school fellowship programs for study ,

- t
abroad, thereby motivating talented students.to take up language

and foreign affairs studies on the basis of first-hand experi-
_

ence; (3) encouraging consortia of universities to establish

centers for the study of uncommon, languages, thereby increasing

the effrCiency of instruction; (4) as discussed kelow, alla)ing

businesses and universities to make use of government language. .

training centers; (5) gradually.shifting the,emphasis of univer-
.

0- sity training taoward spoken language priaficiency;-and (6).prOyiti-
,

stanaby funding,to maintain tht;skills of people"trained iff

uncommon languages or areas Nawhose knowledge.may 'be needed occa-

4*f.

sionally by business and'government.

- The'emphasis.ofulanguage training.cannot be shifted without
. .

...,.

payihg a pricewhich would,probably consist'of reduced training'

i lit al, d th itt n e (Thi d h ldA era ure an e wr. e anguag . s re ue on s ou

not be sa extreme as to.inhibit literary and scholarly nses- of-

'foreign languages.) Pit there should also,be a resulting gain,
. t

both in career advantages for graduates and in contributiong to

national ne.ed,.not only through higher quality, but through

.reater-flexibility. Up to a point, 'greatgr agreement between

.employers and uniyersities about proficiency standards is desir-

able. Currently.,.training refleca\primarily the standards of'
7

tonly One class.of employeracademic institutions. Widening this.

1 4.
4.

af
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perspective to(inClude the standards 'cif government and business

employers would create stress on the existing system, but would

.also Uring it closer to meeting the neOds of the broader economy.

Doing so will require more aggressivenesg and willingness to col-'

laborate among all Partieso One case iii point is the recent

agreetent of ten colleges amd-universities with the Foreign Ser-
,. - w

vice Institute to use the FS1gradibg. sOtem in measuring student, '

.proficiency.

In addition to quantAy and qualit issues, we have pointed

- .
- out the fluctuating deMand for.particul.ar skills. Experts oifi°'

4

Afghanigtan may be iargently 'needed in some periods and neglected

in others. The same is true for students in various disciplines
dw

and prcifessions associated with international gtudies (ftistory..

k,

and pplitica,l science,.forvexample). Given both shifting demand

.-and the/lack ofAsynchrod,ization between sectors, it might be

advantageous to offer students in a discipline oi a professlfr

moie opportunity to include language or area knowledge.as part of
4u

.k.their program. .This woald'also respond to the conteNtion of same

business and government spOkesmen that ianguage and international

knowledge should be encouraged as aacillary'skills.-.-

To,some extent, all of theseirroblems 6puld be moderated if

it were possible to make)better forecasts of demand. Yet many

universities do not .efficiently use.the'demand information avail-,

able to them. Some. are, And many others are not,.attempting to

'Shift the traditional skill mix through restricting area-center

dmissions and fostering .cooperative acrangements between area

centers and additional disciplinary departments and proftssLonal
:

215 4
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... schpols. Thiss effort has not made muCh headway thus far. Few

eco nomists, business majors, or law students are sufficiently
1

. : u

.

interested in language and area studies.
.."

.

N

One recourse might be to fund hi gh-demind departments Ind
..

. professional schools directly, n order to interest them more.

A second recourse mighi-4ie to systematize the type of colla-

-
#

4'

boration cited aboveiY bringing training organizatios and users. r

%

together in'a panel that could\provide data on academic supply

and demand, and business and government demand, in order to .

,

'41t,

,develop more effeFtiv planning mechanisms. Govefamental man-
-. %.,_..i

,

power planning commissions h e notIOd a succeSsful record 4 -

..

/ the p t, beduse of Ole ditficulties of forecasting and=control,7
,

ut this situation may not be immutable. It has also befin sug-

gested that stich a panel could monitor the general staius of
411.

'foreign language and international studies in the United States,

\ .

N in close association with the federal funding-system. This

. \ ,

:\ latter element would allowthe.new body to help translate its
\

\ . .

..

estiiate of priorities into funding decisions., -This alternative

kiould be considered in conjunction with discussion,iaedi-

atly
0

below%

The final set f training=related issues that we consider

relateS to the ways in which training,services are deliIered.

The main issues ar6'doncentration of training versus dispersion,

use of the government,language training systems; and management,

of federal aid.

216
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Tn a time when government and university resources are'lim-
;

ited, one choice would be to concentrate,Overnment assiitlrfce'in
,

a smaller,number-df fordign area study <enters.: 4the argumen$ in
N

favor are better,provisfon of training and reaearch-facilities,
. -

- . ',Y. .
I

. the.possibiility of-building.an intellectual ckitical mass for the-

development of research and..training i4 a particular area or -

f- 0
.. A .% V r

- area-discipline combination ( .0.; Soviet-eConomics, pOlitfcal ....

. . -

fprces in the Middle East%, and possible economies of scale, not-.
.

ably.in language training. The opposing arguments are the needs

for diversity.of viewpoint, greater'gographic spread, greater

facility of outreach,.and a connterweight to academic elitism.
$

, .

Concentration is a clearly economical stratagem in times of

retrehchment 'but it would hipder expansion durihg major up-

6wings.' It also might add to the problems Of the iSolated

scholar--the college or-university 4,eCialist who'lacks

cient professional contacts, graduate studgnts, and researCh. .-
.

4114401 N "6.
--

1 'aterials-to capitalize fully.on his training. If centexS were, :

. . . P- Is
. .

. ..
-. . ,/:-

'4 few, fellowship support might be needed to enable isolated schba,
.rk.,110:

, , v''
.-

lars to 'conduct research'at the major centers. Nevertheless
0

-:'!i.i.
., . . . ,-.

t
-,-proi.lems would remain--including reductigns of diversity in ,.. .

research,and training, stemming from the very fact of concen4ra,-.
;

tion.
4

A' second 'delivery system issue relates to qatity improve-
,. .

k
went. It is generally agreed thatlovernment language facili-

,

tieS, such as'the,pefense Language Institute and-the Foreign Ser7

vlice Institute, urpass virtually.all dniversity training in spo-

ken languages, by virtue of large instructional staffs-and inten,
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sive daily instruction. One Policy choice might be to open thtse

institutions to business users on a reimbursable basis,' and to

.well-squalified academic users on a scholarship basis, for Uncom-

mon languages only. The aim.might be to provide users quickly

with a good basIc working knowledge of the language (S-2/R-2 or

S-31R-3 in the State Departmeni evaluaticsm code).. Academic users

could receive additional specialized training at their univgrsi-

ties aA ateded, without allowing the drudgery'of learning an

uncommonlanguage to interfere with dis6.plinary or area train-
,

ing. Tjr opposing arguments concern the effect' on university

language dgpartpents' glepentary,training, and the cost to the

government of the fellowship program. In any evgnt, sach .pro-

gram would not reduce the long-term need for improved academic

trainidg in spoken languages. I would,have it§ greatest advan-
. ,

tage in the short run, by producing graduates whO'speak foreign

languages that are in high demand by business and government,

such,as Russian, Chinese, Japanese, Arabic, Portuguese, and

Farsi.

'A-third probiem in. improving the delgtry system is govern-

.

..--,
, ,

1

mentmanakement of funds for language apd intgrnational training
-, '

.4 -
Staff members of area vudy centers complain about the short

terms of aWar4s, cOmplex and gxpensive application procedures,

Abe inappropriate role.sof outreach actiyitie, and the bureau-

cratically weak position of NDEA Title VI in the Office of-Educa-
A .

tion hierarchy an4.prisumably that of tlie proposed Departmen.t.lof

Education'. Solutions such as a special,Oversight unit in the

White Housei7.oethe monitoring .commission discussed above, o not

V
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often Succeed, either in being established or in surviving effec-
.

tively thereafter.

,

In general$ effective government program administration
4

reqcgres that the program be part of ad established agency, cool-

sand attention from senior officials of the agenc#, enjoy good

Congressional relations, and,be endowed with-powerful lobby gup-
.

port. Since only the first of these requirements now applies to

NDE Title VI, it may be that Congresdlwill intervene to allow

1 r-term funding for cehters, and possibly make other new pro-
,

4

visions.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS: THE DEMAND FOR SKILLS

This section discusses the policy implications of business,'

government, and academic demand.

College)end university demand has declined after a long

period 6f growth.. Over the next decade

largely of replacing present,incumbents

it is expected to consist

as they leave*or retire

03arber and Ilchhlan, 1979). The main policy question is whethet

to redirect academic demand for international skills into fields

that are not now adequately staffed with international speciall-

%ists, such as-buiiness schools, economics departients and law

.-schnol4faculties. The argument for this change is the sathe as

that for changing the skirl mix.in training, and could be accom--

plishe(Lby earmarking fellowships for that purpose.

e

Business demand could affect training

.greater emphasis on languages "as ancillary

emphasis on certain professions in combination with these-skills

policy in two ways: a
4

skills, and greater

(e.g., law, economicso,the sciences, business management). The

21 9
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ancillary skill element raises the question of whether universi-

ties should reinst eelanguage requirements and introduce inter

national elements into the curriculum, as proposed, 'for example,i
by the. Association of Gradudte Schools.of Business. Reinstating

. . .

language requireme \ ts is costly'and probablyineffective, because

,. .

"captiVe studehts" are unlikely to mater lahsuages. Nor is it

easy to internationalize the currieulum7by introducing-ew

. citurses--which means, to sdle extent; eliminating others, Yei
,

thevtask; undertaken with care, might appeal to univerpities,
. .

particularly if accompanied by funding to subsidize curriculum

.changes.

Government demand is more complex than academic4k businesS

demland. 'Government faces a shortage of international skills in4

two fields... The ,first is. languages. The government tries to

ease the shortage by giving its employegs.language training,

although the skills they acquire are modest (usually S-2/R-2 for

uncommon languages). Foreign affairs agencies seem to accept the

present situation, not only because it is difficult to dy,

but also because they are primarily looking for foreign affairs

officers and intelligence specialists,, not linguists. However,

to the extent that the.present situation is unsatisfactory, it,

could probably be remedied by improved pre-service training, more

thorough government-sponsored training periods in the Uhited
A

States and abroad and, more important, by

tiveefor people to remain in specialized

periods.

offering more incen-

fields for longeritime

P



,As noted above, intelligence agencies that are responsible

,0.

fOr information-gatheringSuffer rapid turnover of langlage-

trained personnel, which creates a' different kind of fanguage

demand'problem. -Numericalln,this group is large, accouating for

about half,of all the lahguage-skills jobs in the U.S. govern-
,

sent. Therefore, quantitatively and qualitatively, this turnover

Is dostay. Given the de facto resttrictions on changing.pay and

working conditions for military personnel, it May be,difficult to

change this situation, which implies high Defense Language Insti7

tute training costs and lower quality of language skills. 'The.'

effect of turnover on the national Rol of specialists of course

is 0
depends on what further use the discharged servicemen make of

their language skills. Many of them may become language teach-,

0
ers, for example.

The other major'shortage, mentioned' more often by .top intel-

ligence agency msnagers than by operating officials, is that of

highly quelified speclalists to codduct long-term analyses. /This

need is difficult to fill for two reasons: Highly qualified

researcher's tend to avoid intelligedce work; and the federal

/

government's attention is fOcused on short-term problems. The

4r-
. underlying problem is not shortages of particular skills, then,

but of how to reestablish the confidence of academic experts in

idtelligence agencies'and how to revise governmental

intelligence-processing priorities.

The same observ ion about priorities applies to the mix of

intelligence an is skills. So much information is being col-
s

lected by meini of new technologies,that it cannotille analyzed

221
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completely by present analysis staffs. To do so wouldk require

larger staffs, which are' costly. The policy issue is whether the

need is urgent.enough to merit more federal funding.

Structural elements also affect government demand, the fluc-
.

tuations'of wfiich are particularly disruptive for' the maintenance of,

expertise on "low volume" countries (see Chapter 3).. When staffs

working on Western Europe, China, And the Soviet Union are
111.

reduced, a cadre still remains for the .next expansi but staff

reductions may wholly eliminate the sto6k of expertise.on Africa
4-

orCentralAsis.Thealternativesneither of them very attrac-

tive are'to retain 'low volume" staff at the expeaSe.of more

urgent needs, or to reassign them to other jobs where they may

find it diffitult to maintain their skills. The governMent may

wish to consider new Alternatives, including funding universities

to maintain a research base'in these "low volume" fields during

,downswings in demand.t)

7n Another structural problem, which probably dominates all

others in governmni use of these skills, ii the inefficient use'

of resources. Examples abound: State and Defense Department'
''

career incentives.encourage frequent iotation of assignments and

the acquisition of generalist skills. Assignments to research

and intelligence work.in these agencies are often considered

disadvantageous to career goals 4or even dead ends. CIA intelli-
,

gence analysts receive.no refrresher y..raMiing for skill mainte- .

nance. .Defense,Department data collection.suffers from high

turnover of linguists. 'Throughout e foreign affairs agencies

people ,feel strong incentives to move frequently among assign-

,
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s.

.

aenta on their way up the career ladder, and avoid being l'stuckm

permanently in a mincir post because they know the language and

the area so well.

.In these,ways the government.reCrpits people primarily for

operatio 1 roles rather than the,functional specialties that .,

. they .are ttjained for. Ironically, 'then, the government dissi-'

pates the yery strengths it recruits, and-Claims it wishes to

enhance. The problem suggests its own solutioni, create incen-

Lives for specialization by readjusting promotional criteria,

providing longer language training, and providing, as appropri-

. ,

ate, higher pay and adequate refresher training for specialists.

Foreign'language and international studies in the United

States generally face the same gioblems as many other academic

, 'fields: shrinking demand for graduates, particularly in adademic
\1/4.

jobs; tighter budgets'f reflecting inflation and, in some cases,,

declining enrollment; and redUced freedom to conduct research and

aaintain skills. ,The special.problems of foreign language and

international studies reflect fluctuations in ',government dema0d;

changing skill-mix needs imperfectly transmitted by government

and.business to the university system (and ofte,J.unwillingly

accepted by the latter); and the close relationship between qual-

ity of training-and high-cost resources 44ch as foreign study%

expensive library materials, and Costly language training. To

v these special problems might be added the complex intrauniversity

administrative structure imposed by the interplay of--and often

antagonism amongiarea centers,.disciplinary departments,

language departments and outreach activities.

225
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CONdUSION: THE Mad ISSUES IN REVIEW

- Out analysis leads us tO suggest considera,tion of.pblicies.

that might affect both supply .4nd demand. In relation to train-

ing amt,supply, they...ire-I-

- -

.1. TO maintain, as an interim measure, the present

real resource level of university training capacity'

in foreign language and international skills, tak-

ins account, thereby, of both inflation ancrthe

changing international value of the d011ar;'and to

provide for a study aimed atmaking specifie long-
.

run recommendations about the size and focus of

federal support.

To restrict or expand, by discipline, as demand

prospects indicate, the level,of admissions for

gracivate degrees in international studies deirees.

3. To maintain an agreed level of support'for three

elements Of foreign study and reseak ellow-
q

ships for study and research; national centers for

overseas research, training; and exchanges; and

specialized library sicquisition4.

To take a variety of actions to improve the level

of competence in spoken languages provided by-Amer-

ican training institutiens, while maintaining other

skills as needed for literary and scholarly pur-,
*

poses...

5. To shift resources, preferably

-

university-government-business

through greater

collaboration, froM



low-demand to high-denand disciplines and'profes-

sions; and encourage-more-language and interne-

tionsl studies options as'a part of specialized

disciplinary or professional training.

6. To consider ch4nges in the delivery-of training

through: greater concentration tr greater,disper-
,

sion Of area stud4;beters; opening goverament

language training institutes to academic and busi-

ness users; and restructuring the government's

administration of MA Title VI.

In:terms of demand, the only.problem that has.emerged for
4

business is the difficulty of transmitting to the Universities

,its moderate interest in foreign languages and international s4-

dies as ancillary skills. This gives xise to.no new policy '

implications, other than .those already discussed for inproving

;7"
collaboration and iiiifting /tó h gh-demand

For government, which faces perennial problems in managing a

vast labor force, most ofsthe main problems--cycles of demand,

inadequate staff quality, and inappropriate career incentives and

consequent rapid turnover of specialists--are not unique to the

specialties we have been examining, yet they take on a particular

form in the caseof languages and international skills. The main

policy issues to consider are;

1. Foreign affairs agencies' language skills appear to

need improvement. Hoy sficTld the skills be

provided--by government training institutes,
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universities, study abroad? What should be the

.role pf each (since each clearlyewill sontiline to

have an important role)?

The qbality of long-term,intelligence, analysis is

said to'be defieient and its quantity too small.

Can the skills of current staff be improved by

refresher training or more advanced training? 'If

so; should government training, universities, or

. study abroad be the.Oaln vehicle for maintaining
1

skills? More broadly, are the pressures of govern-
,

ment consistent with high-quality, long-term
%

C

A

reseirch in these fields?

- 3. Should.the government maintain 1 w-volume language

and area skills durini periods of ontraction, or

should universities, with gover nt subsidy, be

the long-teim repos'tory o tese skills?

4. Should foreign affairs agencies restruCture their

k
career incentives to encourage specialization in

language and area skills? If so,'should there be .

partially separate career .specialist service's, or

should general careet development standards be

changed?

5. Should the government exercise more control over
,

supply by creating a commission to oversee and, in

light of demand conditions and national:need, set

priorities N federal aid td universities, as

part of,a4testructuring of the aid system?

4
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Appendix A

INTERVIEW GUIDES FOR RAND STUDY

A.- GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESSIRESi)ONDENTS

National Need

1. Start out by describing background of Presi4ent's

CofSsion, raising issue of national need,

Total Employment

. r

2.a. Does your agency (firm) now employ, as coipared to fiVe

years ago, more, the same, or fewer people who use,

foreign language or international disciplines (such as

international economics, ,international relations, Latin

%

American area knowledge) in their work?

b. In light of present trends, what.changesdo you expect

,
in your total .employment-of people with. these skills.

. .

in the coming decade?

c. Is there a mechanism in your Agency (firm) for estimating

these needs?

Types of Employees

We also have some statistical questions about the numbers

4,1
and types of such specialists you employ now and the number

you employed.five years ago.

3.a. What international or language skills does your agency

(firtg) need more of, .which,ones less? (Where appropriate,

. ask about languages in customary use.)

227
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b. ire any particular skills in shbrt supply, to your agedcy

(firm)?

c., In what field of internationalOipertise, if any, is

reeruitment of appropriate quality staff a priablem?

d: Easier or harder than five years ago?

How do you.think your ekperience in recruiting people

with qualified guage and area skills compares with.

that of other agencies (firms),in your field?

-

1. wnat are your main recruitment sources?

Information, Research,.Consulting_

4.4. Do yqu feel that by and large your irtformation and

researeh,heeds are met frpm present sources?

1.

c

b. ,If not, what kind of unclassified information do you,.

need that now not available?

1Recru.itment 'Sources

5.a. Do you employ foreign nationals, or people largely

trained abroad,.to.perform tasks comparable

to those performed by Americarv.trained experts?

If'so, relatively more or less in recent years?'

c. If so, ddes this frequently reflect unavailibility

or high cost O-f. U.S--trained staff?

226
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Do.you recruit American trained foreigners

for service in their own countries? (Business

reipondents only)

Training

6.a. po you train your staffin international stiidies br

foreign lanages?

b. If so, how does it wOrk: in-house trainifig, colleges

and universities commercial language schools,.cohtract

arraftgeknts for specialized teachers,.training abroad?

c. How many_of your staff members who use foreign languages
.

or international,skills So you train?

4ra Do you engage in joint training of your staff with

other agencies (firms)?

Are there possibilities for r!etraining people to new

specialties?

f. How do you deal with language differences here and

abroid?'

Is it usually important for your employees who use these

skills to be very, fluent in a foreign language (speaking,

reading, writing) or,to have extensive-knowledge of a

given country or area?

h. ar is this a lower priority compared to professional

or business skills?

2, 9
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Priorities

190'--

#,
7.a. If your agency (firm) could employ 10 percent

more people-now, would the staff with these .

.skills bp increased More than proportionately or less?

01
8.a. If your agency (firm) wanted to.hire ihese skills,

. .

which olies would you want to hire now?'

b. Five years from npw?.

).

230
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'B. NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

.4

Nv National. /41ed

.dr I I IMEMM.=1/=.,1117117111.1101171111I1.11.!ORM

1. Start mit by describing backgroundef President's

Commission, raising-issue of national need.

Focus of .Work

2.a. As compared to fivi years ago, does your organizationlp

research (public affairs)' work consist relatively
*

more pr relatively less of work that requires foreign

language or international studies skills?

b. What proportion. of yoqr work now requires'those skills?

c. What.are your prineipaI clients/sources-Of support for

this work?

Lookilig at current trends,

be five yeais 'from now?

e. Has funding changed in recent yeArs?

what will that proportion

f. In what areas have there been changes?

Total Employment

Ddes your organization now employ, as compared to'five

A
years ago, more, the same, or fewer people who_usie

/efoi

as intern lati,ona

\1'`'

eign language or international disciplines (such

economics, international,relations,

Latin,American area knowledge) in their work?.

b. In light of present trends, what,changes do you

expect in your total employment of people with,these

.skills in..th coming decade?

c. We also have some statistical questions about the

4,231°
c

4
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numbers and types of such specialidts yosu employ now

and the number you,.employed five years'ago: Fe would

appreciate it,if yöu could tave your staff fill out

tbis form and ;return it to vs soon.'

4s of .Employees

Atbk

4.a. Athat international oeTariguige skills does your

organization need more now, which ones less?
4

^b.. Are any particular skills in Shbrt supp.lY to your

'organization?

c. In what field of international expertise, if any,

is recruitment of appropriate quality staff a problem?

d. Do any skills seem to be in Over-supply (large excess

of qualified applicants)?

e. Are shortages, if any, moie or less a problem than

before?

f. Do you tliink your organization offers- enough incentives

to recruit the people it needs&ants in light of

g.

;

competition from other employers?
1

How do you think your experience in recruiting comp.ares

with that of,other.organizations in your field?

information, Research, Consulting.

4

.a. Do*you buy external information, research, consulting,
x

oi tianslation services.in these international fields?

b.
4

Deyou feel that by andl.arge your infOrmation and \,

research needs are met from present sources?

not, what kind of unclassified information do.you
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need that now not available?

-

d. How do you tIlink your unmet needs comptre with those.
-

,
.

.

.

of ether organizations in your field?

Recruitment

,

6.a. What ate the main' sodas of recruitment fpr entry-level

persOnnel?
1.

b. How do yau think your unmet needs compare with those

of other organizations in. your field?.

4

Priorities:

7.a. If. you could employ 10 perce4 more people now

organization7wide, would you increase staff with

these skills more than proportionately or less?

b. If there were additional job openings for these

skills in your organizationt which of these skills

would you want to hire noW?

c., Five years from now?
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C. STATE AND tOCAL GOVERNMENT RESPONDENTS

(Telephone Interviqw Guide)

National Need

1. Start out by describing background of President's

Commission, raising issue of-natilonal need.

Total Need

-2.a. About how large is the professional staff of your

agency?

b. Do you employ people in your department/agency that

are'trained.as international specialists or use foreign.

language skills? [If they sAy nor, ask why and end

the interview.]

How many professional people with language and/or

area training do you employ?'

. Has this level changed.over.the.pOt five-years?

Do you anticipate changes in the livel of staffing
4

over the next fiVe years?' ,Why? .

.

(For non-employers only)

.

e. Did you emer employ foreign language or area

specialists? :(If so) What liappened? .D0 you plan r
,

to in the futuie? (If yes) What type'of skills do
6

\yodsneed?

a

Types,of Employpes

3.4. Which languagejskikls do you use?

b. What area knowledge do you require?

2 3 4

I.
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c. Do you plan on increasing specialized skills? How?

d. If your agency could employ 10 percent more Veople

rould you increase the propor on of staff with language

or foreign,area skills in equal, greatei or lesser

proportion than now exists?

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERMENT

Recruitmentiand-Training

4.a. What are the main sources gf your recruitment?

b. Have you had any trouble recruiting people with the

language or area.backgrounds you need? If so, why?

c. Do you.train or retrain your staff in forgign

languages and/or international siudies? If soLlow?
e-

(E.g., commercial language schOols, college courses).

Information
1.

I

,

5.a. Do your present information sources provide all the

information you need about foreign countries, businesses,

and international trade and investment?

b. If not what kinds of information do you need that is

now not available?
4
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. FOUNDATION RESPONDENTS

National Need

1.''-Start out by describing background df President's
4

Commission, raise issue of national need.

Employment

,

2. Your most rscent annua-r-report-svstv that you stippoited.

the allowing types of activities related to foreign

language and international saidies (scholarships, support

of uliiversity training, technical assistance abroad,

research, information disseminatEn).

a. About bow many people does the foundation, use, as,

employees or consultants, to wOrk on these topics?

b. More or leso than fiwe years ago?

1
1

4
Looking ahead, what changes do you expect in your

total employmeut of peOple with these skills?

Types of Employe'is (large foundations only)

3.a. What international or language.skills does your'

7

fouhation need more nów,.which ones less?,

b. Art any.particular.skills ih short ply to your

foundation? 1,

236.

.
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C. In what field of international expertise, if any,

is recruitment of appropriate quality staff.a.problem?

d. Do any skills seen) to be in over-supp101arge excess

of qualified applicants).?

e. Are shortages, if'any, more or less a problem than

before?
...... ...

f. Do you employ fore4n staff or cousultants?

g. More or fewer now than in the past?

Grants

4.a. Which language skills or areas of international studies

does yOur program stress?

'b. Do you support more or less work requiring language
A

A
skills/international studies skills from your grantees

c

than you did five years ago?

c. Ten xears Ago? 4

d. (If less): Does this reflect a view.thaAl4se skills

and the information they provide are now adequate?

e. If not, which skills should'receive more funding from

whatever source/

f. (If.more): Does this increase represent a foundation

view that these skills, and-the information they provide,

are now inadequate'?

4. If so, which,, if any, skills or knowledge shortages are

you trying to remedy?
I

f

4 0
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Is the national need for these skills being met now?

What Problems do you s

Training

5.a. When your foundatiog seeks, language, area, or inter-

national skills, how important is thorough training?
A

b. For example, is it usually important.for your employees

who use these skills to be very fluent in a foreign

language or to have extensive knowledge of a given

country or.area?

c. Or is this a lower priority compa\red to professional

or busineis skills?

411

38

t,

. \

Al.
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ACADEMIC INSTITiTTIONI

1. Start out by describing background of President's Commission,

raising isdue of national need.

Program Information

2.a. Can you tell us (expand on) how your% progcam is

organized and relates to the disciplinary departments?

-

b. Does the Center offer any courses or only disciplinary

departments and professional schools?
,V

c. Can you give us a listing of 'your current coiirse offerings

that also tells us where they are taught?,

3. (If the Center offers courses) How do you decide whetherA

a new course should be offered in the Center,%as oOded

,to in a disciplinary department Or professional schtiol?

4. Can you tell useat you'thiiik your program id designed

to traia,students to do?

5.a. Over the last decade have you changed your admissions

policies?

b. For example, have you Changed the number you admit.to

your prograM? (If so, why?)

Have you:c4anged.yourTentrvrequirements; such.as

requi14d foreign langiiage competence?.

d. Do:yoU expect to make.any changei_in your admissions-

policies in the near future?

6.a. .Wbat ire your minimum.pareign language requirements tn.

reading?

b. Writing?

9

.c 4
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c. Speaking ability?

7.a. Over the last'decade have you made any changes in your

degree requiiements?

b. Do you expect to make any such changes iYn the near

future?

8.a. In the last decade have you increased or decteased the

number of program ties to 'depaitments and professional

'schools?

b. (If increased) With what departments'or professional

.s.choolsehave you-made new

occuired?

ties? How have these new ties

c. Do studenti in.a department.without foreign area or

language offeringi now have formal access to department's

with these offerings?-

d. Or have departments or professional_schools previously

without foreign languoge or area courses added such

courses to their offerings?

9.a. Are there Irogrammatic or facility (e.g. library)

changes that you have wanted to make in the past and

could not implement?

b. If so what kinds of changes?

O. Why could you not lake them? (Organization? liFinances?)
Ao.

1

10.3. Qo you need more money for your program? (If so) Why?

b. ,What would you do with it?

c. What will you do if you do not get more money?

,

11.s. Is federal support for foreign langiiage and area studies'

organized in a way that meets your needs?
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b. What kinds.of changes would you like to see in the

legislation or regulations governing this support?

Graduate StUdent Information

12. What is your impressiop of the quality of your students

today, relative'xto the quality of.thbse trained ten years

ago? (Probe for the basis of the respondent's perceptions:

e.g., GRE scores, effort expended in classes, quality of

:1

preparation of enteriUg students.)

13. Do you make efforts to recruit students for your 2rogram?

14. Over the last decade have you poticed any change in the

number of students enrolled in yodi courses whose employers

seat them for training? (E.g., State Department military,

ousinesses.)

15.a. Over the last decade has the number of foreign students
4

enrolled in your program's courses increased or decreased?

A b. About what proportion.of your current enrollees are

foreign students?

1 N (4 statistical data are unavailable):

a. Do you know the average length:of time.it takes for your.

Master's (or certificate) students to obtain their'

of. degree?

b. Your'joint degree students?

c. (If not) Do you know wh,, Might have these data?

I7.a. What pre the major kidS's of'employers for your graduates?

Have the employment opportuoities for yoUr'graduates
r.

changed over the last decade?

211
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.

b. Do you find that tbday more of your graduates are unem-

ployed or employed in jobs thai do not use their training?

. Do you expect any future changes in their opportunities?

.18. Do ytou ,have statistics on the first placement of your

students, or can you tell us who does.?

.,

IUse of Foreign Language an -Area Expertise

t.

19.a. Relative to fisie years ago, does your program employ a

different number of teachers and researchers who

specialize in foreign languages or international

disciplines,?

b. Do you expect to employ fewer or more such individuals

in te next five years?

20. Over the last decade, which language and international
400.

area skills do you need more and which less?

4:

212
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21.1. ,Bas your program had difficulty in hiring particular

language or foreign/area skills or coabivatious of skills

at acceptable quality levels?

b. (If so) What do you thi:nk'accdunts for-these shortages?

Aie they recent, or long-standing?

22.a. Do you get an.excess numbeAf qualified candidates in

somesfields? (If so)

b. Is this excess recent .or chronic?

23.a. Do you have data that shoW whether the research

.productiVity of the cellter faculty has increased or

declined over the las decade?

b. (If not) Do you have any sense of whether it las

increased or decreased?

24.a. Does your JangUage and foreign area staff include

foreign'nationals or people largely'trained abrod?

'If so, how manx?

b. What proportion do these individuals represent of your

staff?

c. Why have you hired these individuals, rather than ones

trained in the United States? For example, do you use

them for foreign language training?
\

25.a. Other than their teachipg, research, and committee duties

are there demands for foreign area and-language faculty.

services in.side the'university (e.g:, summe,r training

. institutes)?.

b. Outside the university (e.g., K-12, .community business

groupi, state and federal policymakers)?
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Appendix )3

LIST OF ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS, FIRMS,

AGENCIES, AND ORGANIZATIONS INTERVIEWED "

ACADEMIC,INSTITUTIONS (63 interviews) ,

American Graduate School of Internati9nal.
Management (Thunderbird).

1
Cliresont Men's .Collige

- Department of Economics

Columbia University. %

---,Barnard College

-Columbia Law School
- Graduate,Schooi of Business

. - Schopl of Int.ernational Affairs,
,...

e w c . 4
California State University at Long Blach .

- President's Qffice

The Defense"Language Institute

Duke University
- Canadian Aiwa Program

Eastern Michigan University
- Program on Language and

Trade
InternstigAa

#4,The Foreign Service Institute

' 'Georgetown University
School of Foreign Service

Hariard University
- Council on East Asian Studies

-- Harvard Business School,
- Japah,Inatitute
- John F. Kennedy School of Government
- Language arid Area.Center fot East,

Asian Studies
- Harvard Law School
-. Russian, Research center

s

2 4
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The Johns ROpkins UL4versity
-*School of Advanced International Studies

MassachOsetts Institute of Technology
- Center for International Studies

Monterey Institute of Foreign Studies

New York University
- Kevorkian Near Eastern Centet
- New York University Business Scliool

Princeton University
- Woodrow Wilson School of, Public and

International Affairs

Stanford University
40.

- Center for Research in International Affairs'

Tuft:a-University
-'Fletcher School of Law and .Diplowaey

University of California at Los Angeles
- Chancellor's Office
- Coomittee,on International and Comparative

Studies
- Gustave 4'. von Grulibbaue enter for Near

Eastern Stuaies
- Latin American Studies Center
- Political Science Department

4 .

University of'Chicago
' Board of Trust6es

Univetsity ofCincinnati

University of Michigan,
- Center or Chinese ,Sttidies \-
- Center fr Japanese Studies
- Center fkr Near Eastern and African Studies
- tenter f r Riissian and Rest-European Studies
- tenter fr West,European Studies
Pc4tical Science Department

- Southeast Asian Studies Center

University,of Pe sylvshia,
- Inteinatio al Programs
- Middle East Center, ;
- Wharton Gri4uate School (Multinational

,Enterprise Unit) '

4.
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Academic ProfessioRal Associations:1i
- American Association for the'Alyancement

of Slavic Studies
Amirican Council of the Teaching of Foreign

Languages ,

- Association of African Studies Prograis
- AssocOtion for Asian Studies
- Council. for European Studies
- international Studies Association

.

- Latin American Studies AssoCiation
- Middle East Studies Association
hodern language Association .

BUSINESS FIRMS (50 interviews)

Manufacturin&,,Construction and Retailing.

.Continental-Grdup
-"Piesident's'Oface

Exxon, Middle Eadt Corporation
- Employee Relations Department

International Flavors and Fragrances,,Inc.
- Employee Relations

Fotd Motor Company'

- Personnel Department
- international Government:Affairs

Fluor Corporation
- President.' s Office

General Foods Corporation International.
- Personnel .

Grace Company
- President's Office

International Business Machines,
InternationallAssignments

Ipternational Harvester
, Cdrporate Human Resources, Planning.

. and Development

International telephone and Telegraph ,Corporation
- President's 'Office and Personnel

*

Xaiser Electronics
- International Business

1

/6

4
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Levi Strauss and Company

International Public Relations

Nissan Motors
- Employee Relations

Pfizer International, Inc.
- Public Affairs e' 4

Rinault-USA

Schlumberger Corporition
Personnel

Sears, Roebuck and Company
jaernational Operations

Sperry-Rand Corporation
-0' Personnel

Standard Oil Company of California
- Foreign Service Personnel Department'

Xerox Corporation
-= International Personnel

Banking

-" Bank .of America
- World Ranking D'ivision

. .

Barclay's Bank
PersbnneI-

'Citibank
- International Personnel'.

Chase Manhattan Bank
- Management Resources and Personnel

Cdatinental Bank -

--President's OffiCe and Personnel

First Natix;naI Bank of Chicago'
Operations and.Perscianel

Security Pacific National Bank,
BusinessEconomics Department

- International Banking Group

Wells Fargo Bank
- International Group

217
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6,

Services

Tourism:
Hilton -International Hotels

- Hurn Resources
Intercontinental Hotels

Operations and Planning
Pan American 6irlines

Personnel
Traiisworld Airlines

- Personnel

Other: P

American International.Group
,- Public Affairs.

Booz, Allen and Hamileon
InternatipaalsOperations

.

.Stanford Research Institute
- International Programs

Coudert Brothers
Mantigement

Sherman and Sterling
- Personnel

Pre'ss

Associsted Press Ihterrptionaa
ColuMbis Broadcasting Systei
The Lot Angeles Timei.
The New York Times _

The United Press InternatinaI
The4iashington Post
Time Magazine
United Press International

Associations,

MationS1 Small Business Association
National Association of Exiiort Management Companies

21's

4.

4.

4.

4
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GOVERNKEN'i AGENCIES (48 interviews)

International Organizations

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
-; Personnel

United Nations
- Secretariat
- Translation Division
U.S. Mission to U.N,

The World Bank
- Directors Office

Executive Branch"

Agency for Inteinational Development (AID)

, Department of Commerce
- Office 'of Country Affair's ,

- Bureau of Exportation, Offite of Lnternational4Marketing
and Trade Development

Department of Defense
- Office of Secretary of. DefeSe
- .office of Joint Chiefs of Staff
-.The Defense Intelligente Agency
- .Department of the Army

Departmentof State
- Personnel Bureau ,

- Bureau4or Intelligente and'Research
- Foreign Service '

Executive Office of the President
- National Security Council
- Central Intelligence Agency

-

International Communications Agency
- Eastern fnd South Asian Affairs
East Asian and Pacific Areas

- American Republic Affairs

National SecUrity- Agency-

Department of Healyi). Education, and Wiltare
- Office of Education

Office of Management'and Budget

Overseas Private Investment Corporation

osS

go.
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1
410i.44%.

Legislative Branch

Congi.essional Research Service
- Foreign Axea and National Defense Divisien

House Foreign Affairf Committee

Senate. Education, Arts and Humanities Subcommittee

Members of Congress ,

State and local Governments

'California:
- -rnternational Division of the Commission for Economic

.Developpent

Illiaois:
- Department of Business and Economic Development

Michigan:.

- Office of Economic Expansion, Department of Commerce

New York: ,

- Division of Intqrnational Commerce, Department.of Commerce

Ohio:

- ,Division of international Trade, Department of EConomic
and Community Development

.Pennsylvania:
- Bureau of International Develont, Depart:meat of Commerce

0.
Texas:.

- International Division of Industrial Commission

Los Angeles Fort Commission
- Trade Development

Port-af-04kIaad

New York City Industrial Development Agency
City,.Business Matketing:Corporation

.\'

Chicago Chamber of Commerce .

P

Os Angeles Chamber of Commerce

SaaJAntonio Chamber of Commerce

250
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FOUNDATIONS AND NONPROFIT ORGAIZATIONS 12 interviews)

J.

Fnundations

The Ford
William and Flora H lett Foundation
The Andrew W. Mellon, Foundation
The Roaefeller Foundation

Non-Profit

American Council on Educatinn
-.Division of Internatiollial EduCation Relations*

American Council of. Learned Societies
- IREX

ghicago Council on Foreigd Relations

The ConferenCe Board %

Kennan Institute for Advanced Russian.Studies.
t-

Mormon Church Representative'

National Endowment for the Humanities

Spcial ScienceResearch ConnciI .

-4"- Southeast Asia-Program

a

251
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Appendix

SUPPLY AND DEMAND VARIAALES

We attempted to obtain trend data for the following vari-
t1

ables.

Supply Variables

(1) Training Resources

(a) Constant dollar funding fcir foreign language

and Oternatiorial centers by source (e.g.;

tuition foundation, grants, government-grants)

-. and purpose (libraries, fellowships, faculty) '

, Number of foreign.language and international.

faculty, preferably measured in full-time

equivalents

COnstant dollar funding f .overieas centers

and exchange prograis by source.,

. (2) Foreign language and international center program

structures

(a) Current structure: the number and nature of

formal program ties between each center and

the disciplinary 'ilepa'rtme ts and professional

eS2
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schools at thit cehter's univeriity;

(b) Potential'for itructure change: proportion'

of foreign language and iatetnationil faculty

who are tenured..

(3) Production. of Skills

<

(a) Tbe number of enrollees by substantive area,
. ,

student disciplinary department or professional

school'affiliation, and student netibnality

(Aperican versus foreign);

CO Number of degiees by type of degree (e.g.,:

M.A. Ph.D., MBA with foreign area certificate),

student disciplinary department or profeisional

school affiliation, apd,student nationality

(American versus foreign);

(c) Mean length of time'required for obtaining

degrees, by type of degree and distiplinary

department or professional school in which

degree was obtained.

'(4) Placement of advanced degFee graduates with a foreign'

language end internationai specialty or component to their train-,

ing

(a) First employment;
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( ) Major employers by level of graduate.degree

(M.A. versus Ph.D.),and dsciplináry depart-

ment or professional sch461. .

(5) Research production measured bY resource inputsto

research from the fotindations (directly or via organizations such

as the Social:Science Research Council) and the federal govern-
,

e.

mint (e.g., National Science Foundation, State Department, the
%

Office of Education, the Defense Department).

Demand Variables

(1) Employment trends lor specialists by quantity and iyPe

(a) The federal government;

(b) Businessl and

(c) Colleges andueniversities.

/

'(2) Age profile of foreign language and international stu-

dies facilities
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